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To my wife, two sons and a daughter 
Abstract 
Non-local forces exist in nature for two reasons. First that the recent 
experiments on locality are supposed to be accurate enough. Second that 
there is no local theory that can reproduce all the predictions of orthodox 
quantum theory which, almost for about a century, have been proved to be 
correct experimentally again and again. This thesis concerns both of these. 
A brief discussion of the measurement in quantum theory is followed by 
two comments which show that the quantum description is frame dependent 
and that the collapse of the wave-function of a system may occur without 
the relevant measurement being performed. After this the Bohm model and 
a modified version of the Bohm model are described. 
Next we introduce a new method for obtaining the Bell-type inequali-
ties which can be used for testing locality. We derive more inequalities by 
this method than obtained by other existing procedures. Using Projection 
Valued(PV) and Positive Operator Valued Measures(POVM) measurements 
we have designed experiments which violates one of the Bell inequalities 
by a larger factor than existing violations which in turn could increase the 
accuracy of experiments to test for non-locality. This is our first result. 
After discussing the non-locality and non-Lorentz invariant features of 
ui 
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the Bohm model, its retarded version, namely Squires' model - which is local 
and Lorentz invariant - is introduced. A problem with this model, that is the 
ambiguity in the cases where the wave-function depends on time, is removed 
by using the multiple-time wave-function. Finally, we apply the model to one 
of the experiments of locality and prove that it is in good agreement with 
the orthodox quantum theory. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
In spite of its great success, orthodox quantum theory has suffered from two 
difficulties - the first, which is as old as the theory itself, is the measurement 
problem in which a pure state under the time dependent Shrodinger equation 
seems to change to a mixed one; and the second one, developed later in 
1935, is the Einstein, Podolsky, Rosen (EPR) theorem which suggests that 
the wave-function does not give the complete description of the state of a 
physical system in quantum theory, or otherwise, without performing any 
measurement on a system, the values of two observables with non-commuting 
operators simultaneously can be predicted with certainty. Since then many 
physicists have studied these issues. 
In this thesis, we first review the quantum measurement problem and the 
consequences of the collapse of the wave-function which lead to some well-
known paradoxes in quantum theory. The hidden-variable theory of David 
Bohm, developed in 1952 as a solution to the measurement problem, and its 
contextual dependent feature which blocks the existing no hidden-variable 
theorems, will be discussed next. In Bohm model each particle moves on a 
1 
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given trajectory, which is determined by the initial conditions of the system. 
However in most versions of this model no trajectory can be defined for 
bosons. Furthermore, there is no hidden-variable for the spin of a particle. 
This was the motivation for generalizing the Bohm model by Squires and 
Mackman in 1995. With application of this generahzed model to a simple 
case we have ended chapter 2. 
In chapter 3 the EPR argument and the suggestion of introducing an ex-
tra hidden-variable along with the wave-function for complete description of 
a system are explained. However John S. Bell in 1964, based on local deter-
ministic hidden-variable (and later any local) theories deduced an inequality, 
and proved that this inequality is violated by the predictions of orthodox 
quantum theory. But Bell's original inequality cannot be used to test non-
locality. In the rest of the chapter a method is introduced for obtaining 
Bell-type inequalities. The method is especially applied to the experiments 
with two arms and two local variables in each arm. Here the inequalities for 
two different cases are deduced: in the first case for each local variable there 
are two outputs which we call it 2,2:2,2 case and in the other in each arm 
for one of the local variable setting there are three outputs which we call it 
2,3:2,3 case. 
Two types of measurements, that is, Projection Valued(PV) measurement 
and Positive Operator Valued Measure(POVM) measurement are discussed 
in chapter 4. Based on the predictions of orthodox quantum theory, the 
values of some of the 2,3:2,3 inequahties are calculated using PV and POVM 
measurements where these are used for 2 and 3 outputs respectively. 
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Hardy's proof according to which any local hidden-variable theory is es-
sentially non-Lorentz invariant is discussed in chapter 5. That the Bohm 
model is generally a non-local theory and at the level of an individual system 
is not Lorentz invariant is explained later. The Squires model which is local 
and Lorentz invariant is the core of this chapter. This model which is in fact 
a retarded version of the Bohm model is applied to one of the experiments of 
Aspect et.al. to see to what extent does the model agree with the predictions 
of quantum theory. 
Finally chapter 6 is a summary of the results obtained. 
Chapter 2 
Quantum Measurement and 
the Bohm model 
2.1 The quantum measurement problem 
Measurement, even if not one of the fundamental concepts, has a basic role 
in physics whose theories are tested via experiments. Two important fea-
tures that we might expect of a measurement are: firstly, if two systems are 
identical, that is their initial wave-function is the same and therefore the 
same wave-function for all future times, the results of the measurement on 
both systems should be the same, secondly, if the state of a system does not 
change with time or in a very short time such that the changes of the sys-
tem can be neglected, repeated measurements on the system should give the 
same results. I t should be noted that here we are assuming error-free mea-
surements. So, for example, if the predicted probability for a measurement 
is zero, then the measurement would give no result. 
Quantum theory, which is statistical in nature, when applied to a statis-
tical ensemble of identical systems, predicts exact results in accordance with 
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the above requirements. If the (error-free) measurements are done on two 
statistical ensembles of identical systems, or on one statistical ensemble of 
identical systems in such a short time that the time evolution of the systems 
can be neglected, then exactly the same results are obtained. However in 
the case of an individual system, e.g. a one particle system itself, quantum 
theory does not satisfy the first of these requirements. 
According to quantum theory, at any given time there corresponds a 
state to any physical system. Al l properties of this physical system which 
are called observables are determined from this state via a corresponding 
hermitian operator. Orthodox quantum theory says that the wave-function, 
which satisfies the Schrodinger equation in non-relativistic quantum mechan-
ics, gives the complete description of the state of a physical system. In fact 
von Neumann [vN55] claims that " One never needs more information than 
this: if both system and state are known, then the theory gives unambigu-
ous directions for answering all questions by calculation. " However in the 
case of an individual system, if we do a measurement on the system, the 
result of the experiment cannot be determined exactly in advance. Here the 
wave-function gives the probability of the outcome of the measurement. 
To explain the process of measurement in quantum mechanics, suppose 
that before the measurement is done, the wave-function of the system, S, is 
ipo{x) and the wave-function of the measurement apparatus is ip^{y) and 
that we are going to measure the observable O with eigen-functions u„ and 
eigen-values As there is no interaction between the system and the ap-
paratus before measurement, initially the wave-function of the whole system 
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is ' f ( a ; , y , t o ) = '4^l{x)ip^{y); where cc, y represent the coordinates of config-
uration space of the system and the measurement apparatus respectively. As 
the interaction between the system and the measurement apparatus occurs, 
the tota l wave-function evolves according to Schrodinger equation. Clearly 
before the measurement is done there is a probability of | a„p to get the value 
0 „ for the observable O where a„ = {UJ\II)Q). 
Now suppose that we do the same measurement on this system in such 
a short time that the time evolution of the system is ignored. For such 
successive measurements von Neumann's interpretation gives a mathematical 
description for the cases where the result of the two successive measurement 
would be the same - the so called the measurement of the first kind [Jau68 . 
We write the system state 
n 
where the \u^) are a complete set of eigen-states of the observable which is 
to be measured. Then the measuring apparatus is designed so that 
is\\iM\ unitary evolution 
n 
i.e. each state corresponds to a unique "result" for the system. The "col-
lapse^' then takes the sum into one state |M„)|t>„) wi th probability P„ = | a„p . 
This collapse of the wave-function raises another problem - measurement 
problem - a pure state has changed to a mixed state, which means that the 
quantum evolution is not linear. 
Schrddinger cat - Consider a live cat sit t ing in a box, that could be killed 
i f a particle strikes i t . A source of particles and a beam-splitter is provided 
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in this box such that only the transferred beam hits the cat and wi l l k i l l i t . 
Now, the source emits one particle. When this particle reaches the beam-
spUtter, the wave-function splits to -^{\t) + i\r)), w i th equal probability to 
f ind the particle in \t) (transfered) state or \r) (reflected) state. Ini t ia l ly the 
total wave-function of the system is 
l * ) = ^ ( l ^ ) + ^ k ) ) l ^ ) 
A n d the final state is: 
| * ) = i = | ^ ) | D ) + z - ^ | r ) | L ) (2.1) 
Where \D) is the state of dead cat and the \L) is the state of the live cat. 
As long as there is no observation the probability to find the cat live or dead 
is equal. The collapse of the wave-function is postponed and only occurs 
when an observation is made and accordingly the system collapses to the 
state \t)\D) or \r)\L), and only at this time the predestination of the cat is 
determined. I t w i l l be alive or dead. 
Negative measurement - Consider measuring the z-component of the spin of 
a particle, which has only two eigen-states and |—) . I f the ini t ia l state 
of the system is l^*) = Q!+|-I-) + Q ; _ | - ) , and the particle is passed through 
a Stern-Gerlach apparatus, then the particle is deflected according to its 
spin state, for example wi th the probability |Q;+P ( |Q;-P ) i t is in the \+) 
( | —) ) state and w i l l go up ( down ) toward some point P ( Q ) . A t this 
stage the wave-function has not collapsed yet, because we have not obtained 
any information about the system. So the measurement is done only if the 
particle interacts w i th one of the detectors provided at the point P or Q, 
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and according to what we said previously, after this the collapse of the wave-
function happens. Now , i f a detector is provided at the point Q, and we do 
not detect the particle, i t means that i t is at the point P wi th the state | + ) . 
Clearly, the wave-function should have collapsed to the state \ + ) . But, really, 
have we made a measurement on the system? Of course, not. Because there 
was no interaction between the particle and the measurement apparatus -
here the detector at Q. However, this is just the same as the Schrodinger 
cat. Instead of looking at the cat to see i f i t is alive or dead, we may put a 
detector to detect the particle in the refiected wave. 
Wigner's friend - I f in the Schrodinger cat experiment, the particle is the 
system and the cat which is conscious is the measurement apparatus, and 
the effect of the particle is not to k i l l the cat but only make him aware of its 
arrival. Then, f rom the point of view of the cat, when the particle reaches 
him, the collapse of the wave-function happens, say at time t^. However for 
the observer outside the box the state of the system is st i l l pure, given by 
equation (2.1), unt i l at some later time, t^, he knows the results e.g. by 
means of asking the cat, then the collapse occurs. I t is seen that in the time 
interval between t^ and t^ according to the cat the collapse has happened 
and so the state of the system is a single term, \t)\D) or | r ) | L ) , but according 
to the observer the state of the system is st i l l the superposition given by the 
equation (2.1), because the collapse has not happened yet. 
C o m m e n t 2.1.1 - One of the consequences of the collapse of the wave-
function is that in quantum mechanics the probability, as a function of time, 
in two frames of reference is different. To show this we consider a system of 
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two non-interacting particles. 
I f V is an observable of the first particle wi th eigen-functions Cm and 
eigen-values then: 
v\u=p^\U 
and i f Q is an observable of the second particle wi th eigen-functions ^„ and 
eigen-values g„ then: 
Q\L) = qn\L) 
Now let's consider the general case where the two particles are correlated, 
so that their wave-functions are entangled. We assume the total state of the 
system is: 
^{x,y)) = |V ' i ( s ) ) | 0 i (y ) ) + \ij,{x))\(j),{y)) (2.2) 
where x and y represent the coordinates of configuration space of the two 
particles. 
Now we expand the states |'0(i,2)(a;)) and |(?!'(i,2)(t/)) as follows: 
m 
(t>(1.2){y)) = I ] A l , 2 ) n | ' ^ n ) 
So the state \'^{x,y)) would become: 
•^{x,y)) \My)) + \Uy)) 
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I t is clear that the state |Cm)|^n) is an eigen-state of the operator VQ and we 
can expand the state |^'(a;, y)) in term of these eigen-states. 
Now i f we measure the observable T'Q of this system, then after the measure-
ment is made, w i t h the probability |afi„/?i„ -f- ajmAnP we obtain the value Pm 
for V and the value g„ for Q and wi th the same probability the final state 
of the whole system collapses to |Cm)|^n)- Here we see that as time goes on, 
the probabili ty changes as follows: 
However, as another possibility we can first measure the observable Q and 
then the observable V. In this case the wave-function of the state of the whole 
system, wi th some probability which is easily calculated f rom equation (2.4), 
collapses to X{(5^^\ijj,{x)) + l3^^\il)^{x)))\Q where: 
A = [ lA .r (V' i iV ' i ) + ^uYii^M.)+2^{p:J,M^^2))V' ( 2 -6 ) 
is a normalization constant and then wi th the probability A ^ | Q : I „ ^ I „ 4- a:2mAnP 
collapses to C m ^ n so in this case as time goes on, the probability changes as: 
However, as the theory is assumed to be Lorentz invariant, so in any other 
frame of reference, \iV/Q is measured then the corresponding state should 
collapse to the same | C m ) / | ^ n ) - But , i f the two measurements oiV and Q are 
space-like separated,^ then there is a frame of reference in which the order of 
^Here a measurement is considered as an event which take place at some time t and at 
some point x in space. 
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measurements is reversed, i.e. as time goes on, the probability changes as: 
where: 
M = [\a,^\'{<i>M.) + \oi,r,Y{(i),\4>2) + 2^{a\^a,^{(i>,\(j),))]-'^ (2.7) 
is again a normalization constant. I t is obvious that A and ^ are not the 
same. So we conclude that the quantum description depends on the frame of 
reference. Later when we discuss the EPR experiment, we wi l l see the same 
situation. 
C o m m e n t 2.1.2 - We can show that in some cases i f an observable of a 
system is measured, then the spatial part of the wave-function collapses, 
and i f the observable can be measured by negative measurement, then the 
spatial part of the wave-function collapses to a Dirac delta function. As an 
example consider a particle whose z-component a, is to be measured. The 
wave-function of the particle consists of two parts, the spatial part ip{x,t) 
and the spin part (p. The particle is then passed through the Stern-Gerlach 
apparatus which is set up properly to measure a,. As shown in figure 2.1 
when at time the z-component of the spin, a^, is measured at A, the spatial 
part of the wave-function is the wave-packet shown by the solid-line. Here 
the probabili ty to find the particle at the point A is VA- A t the time ti, the 
wave-packet, shown in the figure by a dashed-line, has moved the distance 
vAt where At = t.2 — and v is the velocity of the wave-packet. A t this 
time there is a point X whose distance is CAt f rom A. At the point B in 
the right-hand side of X , the probability to find the particle is VB- N O W 
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vAt X B 
C A t 
Figure 2.1: The wave-packet of the particle at time (solid-line) and at time 
2^ (dashed-line). 
i f we measure the x-component of the spin at this point, then we have two 
space-like separated events: the measurement of of the particle at point 
A and at time t j which we call event A\ and the measurement of of 
the particle at point B and at time t^ which we call event B. As we said 
before, due to Lorentz invariance of the theory, the collapses resulting from 
the measurements should happen in all frames of reference. Now there is a 
frame of reference in which the two events A and B are simultaneous. This 
means that the z-component and x-component of the spin could be measured 
simultaneously wi th the probability V/PB which violates the uncertainty 
principle. So Vg should be zero, which in turn means that ipi^iU) = 0 for 
all the points in the right-hand side of X. This collapse of the spatial part of 
the wave-function may be considered as the consequence of the measurement 
of the a^, because in fact we should make a position measurement to detect 
the particle in the Stern-Gerlach apparatus. But, i f we do the z-component 
measurement by means of a negative measurement, then we have not detected 
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the particle directly. In this case i t is even possible to choose At very near to 
zero, so that X gets very close to A. As the same argument can be applied 
to the points on the left-hand side of A we conclude that the spatial part of 
the wave-function should collapse to a Dirac delta function. 
2.2 The Bohm model 
In the previous section we briefly discussed the problem wi th measurement 
in quantum mechanics. To overcome this difficulty some physicists have 
suggested to add an extra nonlinear term in the Schrodinger equation [see 
reference [GR90] and the the references therein], but some have suggested 
the revision of the primary concept of quantum theory; among these are the 
hidden-variable theory of de Broglie [dB27]^ and David Bohm [Boh52], the 
so called de Broglie-Bohm model, in which for the complete description of 
the state of the system not only the wave-function of the system, but also an 
extra parameter is needed. To discuss this model consider the Schrodinger 
equation for a one particle system 
i h ^ = - — W'^ + V{x,t)^ (2.8) 
Here the wave-function can be wri t ten as: 
^' = R{x, t) exp[iS{x, t)/h] (2.9) 
H have not seen this reference. It is quoted here from within other references [Boh52] 
for historical purposes only. 
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where R{x,t) and S{x,t) are both real functions of x and t. So the equa-
t ion (2.8) splits into two equations of the form: 
Q D 1 










I f we define the quantum potential Q{x) as: 
and the momentum p{x) of the particle as 
p{x) = VS{x) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
then the equation (2.11) is the Hamilton-Jacobi equation of the system wi th 
the potential 
U{x)^V{x) + Q{x) (2.14) 
From equation (2.13) one readily finds that 
(assuming p = mx) 
1 
m \ ' l / * ^ 
(2.15) 
where p^^ is the momentum operator | V and f rom equation (2.14) i t is seen 
that the particle moves in the potential field U{x), so f rom the Newton's 




= -VU{x) = - V V{x)-
If V'R 
2 m ~ R ~ 
(2.16) 
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Moreover in orthodox quantum theory the probability density P{x) is defined 
as: 
P{x) = R'{x) 










From equation (2.15) one finds that the trajectory of the particle depends on 
the in i t i a l position of the particle - the so-called hidden-variable. So we see 
that i f the in i t ia l wave-function of the system is '^o then there is a distribution 
of the in i t ia l positions of the particle and any outcome of a measurement on 
the system depends on what trajectory the particle is on. 
Up to now we were considering a system of one particle. The general-
ization for a system of many particles is straightforward; but, here we use a 
different approach [Squ96] to derive the equations of motion. 
Consider a system of A'^  particles wi th the wave-function ^ ( x i , • • • , 2:3AT, t) 
where X i , • • •, x^^ represent the coordinates of the particles in 3A'' dimensional 
configuration space of the system. The probability density is: 
p{xi, • • •, x^f], i ) — ^ ( x i , • • • , x^fj, i) (2.20) 
and f rom Schodinger equation: 
ih 
dt E 2m, V + y (2.21) 
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i t can be shown that: 
d 






is the probabili ty current. Note that V i is a 3 dimensional vector which 
N 
operates on the subspace corresponding to the i t h particle. I f X = ^ Xj is 
the position vector of the system in the 3A^ dimensional configuration space, 
then the vector X is the velocity in this space and p X is the rate of flow 
of probabili ty at the point X . Now the rate of flow of probability into the 
volume element d^'^X in the positive direction of Xi in one unit of time is: 








is the element of 3 dimensional volume. So the total rate of flow of probability 
into the uni t volume is: 
3Af Q N 
E ^ p ^ . = E v . - p x = v - p x 
i=i (^Xi 
(2.27) 
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which should be equal to the change of probability density in a unit of time, 
that is: 
V - p X + ^ = 0 (2.28) 
From equations (2.22) and (2.28) we have: 
p X = J + C (2.29) 
where C is an arbitrary 3A^ dimensional vector; and 
E V , - c , = 0 (2.30) 
i = l 
So the equation of motion for the ith particle is: 
X, = ± S f ( T P ^ ) + (2.31) 
Neglecting the last term in the right-hand side which is an arbitrary term 
the well known equation of motion is obtained. 
There are two important features of the Bohm theory which we would 
like to emphasize on here. The first is that as the equation of motion (2.15) 
shows the Bohmian trajectories do not intersect each other, otherwise at the 
point of intersection the velocity cannot be defined uniquely. And the second 
is that i f in i t ia l ly the relation (2.17) holds for the probability density, then 
equation (2.18) guarantees that i t holds for all times. 
2.3 Contextuality 
The question of whether the hidden variable theories can exist in quantum 
mechanics was first formulated mathematically by von Neumann [vN55] who. 
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based on some assumptions, proved that hidden-variable theories are not 
possible. One of his assumptions was: 
I f 7?., <S, • • • are any arbitrary observables and r, s, • • • are any real numbers, 
then the linearity of averages implies: 
< r 7 ^ ^ - s 5 + • • • > = r < 7 ^ > + s < 5 > + • • • (2.32) 
Although this holds when applied to ensembles wi th dispersion, i t was 
shown by Bell [Bel66] that i t encounters serious difficulties in the case of 
dispersion-free states which is where the hidden-variable theories come in. 
To see this suppose that TZ and S do not commute and the set of hidden-
variables which determine the outcome of the measurement is A. As we are 
considering a dispersion-free ensemble, then according to the definition A is 
the same for all members of the ensemble and so the resulting values from 
the measurement made on each of the members (which is of course an eigen-
value of the corresponding observables) are the same. So the averages on 
the the right-hand side of the (2.32) are simply the eigen-values of two non-
commuting observables that are measured simultaneously and this violates 
quantum theory. Incidentally, von Neumann uses dispersion-free states in 
his proof and this was the motivation for considering the commuting observ-
ables for this purpose. The work of Kochen and Specker [KS67] is the most 
important on the subject and two simple examples about this procedure are 
introduced by Mermin [Mer90]. Here nine sets of observables are considered 
in the Hilbert space of two spin | particles as shown in table 2.1. 
As i t is seen the observables in each column and row commute wi th each 
other and also the value of each observable can only be ± 1 . Now consider the 
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0'2x (^lx(72x 1 
(^2y (^ly(^2y 1 
(^lx(^2y (7"l^O"2x 1 
1—
» 1 -1 
Table 2.1: Mermin's nine sets of observables. 
mult iphcation of the operators in the th i rd column. Here the multiplication 
of the flrst and the second operators yields 
0\x(^2x(y\y02y = O ^^O ^yO ^^O = i a ijc^iz = -<7lz(^2z 
which i f mult ipl ied by the th i rd operator, ( T I . C T J , , gives - 1 . Similar calculations 
show that for all other rows and columns, the multiplication of the elements 
of each row or column is 1. Also as the operators in each row or column 
commute w i t h each other, the above table is st i l l valid i f we replace each of 
the operators w i t h one of its eigen-values. However we see that i t is impossible 
to assign values simultaneously to the operators in the above table so that 
the whole table is satisfled because some of the elements do not commute. 
This reveals that hidden-variables which assign values to operators may not 
be possible. However, in the Bohm theory a hidden-variable is assigned to 
an operator based not only on the present state of the system but also on 
the state of the measurement apparatus. So i f a measurement apparatus M 
is set up to measure the set of operators in the first column, the outcome for 
CTi^ would be a j^ . However, i f one decides to measure the set of observables in 
the first row, one should use a different apparatus M ' , because the operators 
in the two sets of observables do not commute. As a result a new set of 
hidden-variables are assigned to these and in particular observable which 
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could lead to a different outcome a^'. This context dependence is one of the 
most distinctive features of Bohm theory and i t is in this way that the above 
contradiction fails for this theory. Some examples about the contextuality 
of Bohm theory has been carried out by Dewdney [Dew92] and Pagonis and 
Cl i f ton [PC95] using spin measurement but here we consider the one discussed 
by Hardy [Har96'. 
Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show the scheme of two experiments in which a particle 
is free to move in one of the three paths a, b or c. So the states |a), |6) and 
c) are all orthogonal and supposed to be normalized. They form a complete 
basis of the 3 dimensional Hilbert space of the system. The ini t ia l state of 
the system is supposed to be |^'o) = a\a) + P\b) + JIC) and the reflectivity 
of beam-splitters B S l and BS2 are R^ and -R2(> Ri), so the transmittances 
would be Ti = 1 — i?i and = 1 — R2 respectively. The phase shifters on 
the lef t(r ight) change the incoming(outgoing) states by a factor +i{-i). 
The incoming states in each beam-splitter are orthonormal, so in order 
to keep the outgoing states orthonormal the following relations must hold: 
= VT\0,)+IVR\0,) (2.33) 
= VT\0,} + t\/R\0,) (2.34) 
where / j , I2 and Oi, O2 are incoming and outgoing states. 
W i t h the above assumptions i t is seen that the states \d), \e) and | / ) are 
orthonormal. The same is true for \d), |e') and | / ' ) . In fact for figure 2.2 
w i t h i?i = I (Ti = I ) and R2 = I {T2 = | ) we have: 
\d) = ^ i \ a ) + \b) + \c)) (2.35) 
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+1 
+1 
B S l 
BSl 
Figure 2.2: The scheme of an experiment in which 3 observables d, e and f 
are measured. 
|e) = ^ ( - 2 | a ) + \b) + |c)) 
\ f ) = ^ i - \ b ) + \c)) 
and for figure 2.3 we have: 
\d) =-^{\a) + \b) + \c)) 
\e') = ^ { \ a ) - 2\b) + \c)) 






where due to the presence of the phase shifters all i's have been omitted f rom 
the above solutions. In both experiments the same observable d is measured, 
but the context of the measurement is different in the two schemes. In 
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Figure 2.3: The scheme of an experiment in which 3 observables d, e' and / ' 
are measured. 
figure 2.2 d is measured along with e and / , while in the figure 2.3 it is 
measured along with e' and / ' . 
Now if the initial state of the system is |^o) = |a) , the particle would be 
reflected or transmitted by the beam-splitter depending on the value of the 
hidden-variable which is the initial position of the particle in its wave-packet 
in path a. Furthermore, Hardy shows that the the reflected Bohmian trajec-
tories correspond to the initial positions in the back part and the transmitted 
Bohmian trajectories correspond to the initial positions in the front part of 
the wave-packet. So, as the reflectivity of the beam-splitter in figure 2.2 is 
-Ri = I then for the range of the initial position of the particle in the back 
third of the wave-packet proportional to this, the particle is reflected and 
the detector in path d would fire. However in figure 2.3 as the reflectivity of 
the beam-splitter is greater than the particle would certainly be reflected 
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into path / ' and the detector in path d would not fire. This experiment 
shows that even if the hidden-variable is the same, the value measured for 
the same observable in the Bohmian mechanics may differ if the context of 
the measurement is changed, and this reveals that the Kochen arid Specker 
theorems and the similar ones which are based on non-contextuality of the 
measurements cannot be applied to Bohm theory. 
2.4 A generalized Bohm model 
In section 2.2 it was shown that for particles which obey Schrodinger equa-
tion, the guidance relation is given by (2.15) and from the conservation equa-
tion (2.18) it is seen that the relation x = ^ guarantees p{x) = \'^{x)\'^ at 
all times and the trajectories of the particles in the configuration space of 
the system depends on the initial positions XQ which are distributed with 
the probability density p{xo) = |^'(cco)p. Here of course p must be positive 
definite. So, for spin | particles that obey Dirac equation still the above guid-
ance relation is valid because the charge four current = {p,j) is conserved 
and p is always positive definite. However this is not the case for bosons. 
Here we are mainly interested in photons, so let's consider the Klein-Gordon 
equation which is the relativistic Schrodinger analogue for spin-less particles. 
With ^ = c = 1 it reads: 
{ ~ - V ' + ml + V)^ = 0 (2.41) 
If we consider probability density p and current density j as following: 
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j = - - l _ ( v ^ * V ^ ' - * V * * ) (2.43) 
irriQ 
then the charge four current j " = (p, j ) is conserved. 
However, since the differential equation (2.41) is second order, then both 
and ^ can be fixed arbitrarily such that in equation (2.42) p becomes 
negative. Clearly in such a case the Bohmian trajectories can not be defined 
as in equation (2.15). 
So for physical systems in which bosons and fermions are correlated, a 
model was proposed by Squires and Mackman[SM94] in which they suggested 
that for obtaining the fermion probability density, the total probability den-
sity be averaged over boson positions. That is: 
p{x) = j d^z\<^{x,z)Y (2.44) 
where x and z stands for all of the fermions and bosons positions respectively. 
As we said, here it is supposed that there are no trajectories for bosons, so 
in this version of the Bohm model, the detection of the bosons depends on the 
the positions of the matter particles, that is, fermions. Note that this accords 
with the most commonly accepted version of the Bohm model [Boh52, BH93], 
since it is well known that it is difficult to define trajectories for bosons. In 
fact we would like to emphasize that in the model we are considering here, 
there are no beables for bosons and only the wave-function is real. This is 
quite different to the original model for bosons proposed by Bohm in which 
the beables are the field variables and the wave-functional, which depends on 
these field variables, is real (see the above references) . To be more specific, 
what we said about the particle position and its trajectories for fermions is 
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applied in the same way to bosons but for field variable and its trajectories. 
However, even if it does turn out that bosons have trajectories, the discussion 
here is still appropriate since the main experimental tests to which we shall 
refer are concerned with the determination of a particle (photon) spin, where 
there is no spin "hidden-variable". In this case it is certain that the recorded 
value is a property of the hidden-variables in the detectors. In passing it 
is worth noting that the word "measurement" in situations of this nature 
is somewhat misleading, since i t suggests that a previously existing value is 
being discovered by the procedure, whereas in fact there is no such value to 
be discovered; rather, a value is being created by the experiment. 
Using the non-relativistic Schrodinger equation, the above would become: 
^ = ^ V . • / d'zi^*V.^ - * V . ^ * ) (2.45) 
dt 2m J 
On the other hand the equation of motion (2.15) should be modified in such 
a way that the relation (2.18) holds. This implies that: 
^ = - V . . p i (2.46) 
From the last two equations one obtains: 
± = -5R / ; 2.47 
where is the momentum operator and where on the right-hand side an 
additional term ( V x ^) /p with 4> arbitrary, has been neglected. This is the 
generalized equation of motion for Bohmian trajectories if the wave-functions 
of fermions and bosons are entangled 
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2.5 Simple example - detection of a photon 
In this section we shall apply the generalized standard Bohm model to a 
simple case of the detection of a photon in one dimensional space. The 
photon is emitted in the form of two wave-packets, one going to the left, 
(f)L{z), and the other going to the right, (I)R{Z), from a source which is taken 
to be at the origin. The detector is a free particle, with mass m, initially 
in a stationary Gaussian wave-packet V ' O L ( ^ L ) which is centered around a 
point at a distance D from the photon source and at left-hand side of the 
source. The detection occurs by an interaction that we suppose has the 
effect that the particle receives some momentum from the photon and then 
starts moving due to this momentum transfer and after this process, as we 
will see in chapter 5, the particle may be accelerated and gains an average 
momentum p. 
The initial wave-function of the system is: 
1 )^ = 2-'/'[M^) + Mz)]i;oL{X) (2.48) 
where 
^,,(X) = (^^y\xp[-^aX'] (2.49) 
and 
X = X^-D (2.50) 
Here X^^ is the initial position of the center of the wave-packet with respect 
to the origin and is the width of the wave-packet. After the interaction 
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of the photon and the particle, the wave-function of the system becomes: 




exp \ h 2nm 2 \ m 
(2.52) 
This is the equation of a wave-packet moving in the positive direction of X 
in which we have ignored the quantum spreading. The superscript —p means 
that the momentum p transferred to the detector is in the left direction. 
It is worth to note that due to neglecting the quantum spreading, the 
wave-function ip~''{X) given by (2.52) does not satisfy the free particle Schrodinger 
equation but corresponds to a particle moving in the potential field of the 
form 
2 
2m 2m V m 
(2.53) 





which exactly cancels the classical potential V. Here the particle is not free 
classically, but i t is free in quantum sense. 
However, the criterion for the approximation made in equation (2.52) to 
be good, is determined by inserting this equation in the Schrodinger equation 
which yields: 
2m 
l - a i X - - t 
m 
< 1 (2.55) 
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In the examples that we are considering throughout, the particle is an electron 
initially in a Gaussian wave-packet with the width of the order of Bohr radius 
{Rsohr = 5.29 X 10~^ cm), so a ?t! 10^ ^ cm"^ and condition (2.55) is fulflfled 
if {X — ^t) remains less than 10~^ cm. As X is measured from the initial 
position of the center of the wave-packet and ^ is the velocity of the center of 
the wave-packet, this means that as long as our working domain is within the 
distances of 10~^ cm around the center of the wave-packet the approximation 
is good. Later when we discuss the retarded Bohm model, we will see that 
this indeed happens in the experiments that we are considering. 
A similar situation applies if the detector was in the right-hand side of the 
photon source, at a distance D from the source, with the initial wave-function 
• 0 O R ( ^ R ) - Then we would have 
I*) = 2-'^'[M^) + M^MAY) (2.56) 
where 
i;,R{Y) = (^^Y'expi-^aY'] (2.57) 
and 
Y = YR-D (2.58) 
After the interaction of the photon with the particle the wave-function of the 
system would be 
1 )^ = 2-i/2[</>,(z)^o,(F) + M^m^iY)] , (2.59) 
where 
/ n \ 1/4 r / n r)2 \ n / -n \ 2 l 
(2.60) 
2hm / 2 V m 
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We return now to the case where there is one detector on the left-hand 
side of the photon source. From the equation of motion [SM94] we have 
TO 
Jdh^*p^^ 









1 - f exp [af^t ( - 2 X + 
(2.62) 
(2.63) 
With the same procedure, for the detector in the right-hand side of the 
photon source we have, 
Y m 
1 + exp [a^t ( - 2 F + ^t) 
(2.64) 
From equation (2.63) it is seen that after the interaction, the detector 
starts moving; but the asymptotic behavior of this equation determines if it 
wil l continue or will stop recording. The position of the particle, X, at time 
t can be found by dividing the time interval [to,t] to N equal intervals At 
and calculating X at each interval as foUowings: 
^ = 0 








l + e x p [ a ^ A t ( - 2 X o ) ] 
t = 2At 
X = Xo + {l + a,)^At 
V 
X = 
l+exp 2 a ^ A f ( - 2 X o - a i ^At) 
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t = 3At 
X = Xo + {l + 2a, + a,)^At 
^ l+exp[3aJ^At(-2Xo-iAai+2a2)^At)] 
X = Xo + ff + f:iN - i)a) ^At 
\ 1=1 I 





' N N 
V 1 = 1 J 
m 
In the above equations a^ 's are auxiliary parameters used so that the equal-
ities hold. Here we have assumed that A'^  is very large (in fact N ^ oo). It 
is seen that if XQ is positive/negative then a^ 's are always positive/negative, 
so X is strictly increasing/decreasing. And since X is always positive or at 
most zero, if it is decreasing then it must approach to zero.^ 
Thus we see that the detector will record the photon if ATQ > 0 and will 
not record i t if XQ < 0. This means that the "measurement" is actually not 
measuring anything about the "photon". It is really measuring something 
about the detector. There is no property of the actual photon wave which is 
being measured. Of course, provided the distribution of initial particles (XQ) 
in a set of repeated experiments agrees with the quantum probability rule, 
so that, according to equation (2.49) there will be an equal number of cases 
with XQ < 0 and XQ > 0, then the photon will be recorded as going to the 
right in exactly half of the. events. 
^In chapter 5 we will see that the numerical calculations also confirm these somewhat 
unreliable calculations. 
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If the two portions of the photon wave-function going to the left and to 
the right are not equal; that is if the initial wave-function of the system is: 
I*) = {a' + /?2)-i/2M,(z) + (5U^)]UX) 




l + | | exp [a^t[-2X + ^t)_ 
Here as it is expected, if the whole wave-function of the photon is going to 
the left/right (that is /? = 0 / a = 0 ) the detector wi l l /wi l l not record the 
photon irrespective of the initial position of the detector. 
The same argument is applied to the case where the detector is in the 
right with the equation (2.64). 
We shall now consider the case where both of the detectors are present. 
Here the equations of motion are: 








m -p |2 
m (2.68) 
1 + exp [-2af^t{Y - X) 
Again from equations (2.67) and (2.68) it is seen that after the interaction, 
both of the detectors start moving; but as before the asymptotic behavior 
of these equations determines if they will continue or will stop recording. 
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The positions of the particles, X and F, at time t can be found by a similar 
procedure; that is by dividing the time interval [to, t] to A ' ' equal intervals At 
and calculating X and Y at 
( X = Xo 
Y = Yo 
X 1 ^ 
2 m 
^ " 2m 
t = At< 
t = 2Atl 
Y = Y , ^ \ f , A t 
^ ^ l+exp[ -2a^At (A'o -Vb) ] 
m 
l + e x p [ - 2 a ^ A t { y o - A ' o ) ] 
[ X = X, + {\ + a,)^At 
y = yo + ( | - a O ^ A t 






. m. — ( \ A- (y 4 . ^ ^ ^ 
l + e x p [ - 4 a ^ A t ( X o - y o + 2 a i ^At)] V 2 ^ " i ^ " V ^ 
l + e x p [ - 4 a ^ A f ( y o - X o - 2 a i ^At)] ^ ( 2 ~ ~ ^^2) m 
{ X = X,^-{l + 2a,^a,)f^At 
Y = Y, + {l-2a,-a,)^At 
t = 3At< X = l+exp[-6a;^At(A-o-"y'o+(4ai+2a2)^At)] - {l + Oii + a2 + ^ 
. = l + e x p [ - 6 a ^ A t ( y o - A ' o - ( 4 a i + 2 a 2 ) ^ A O ] = ( 2 ~ '^ 1 ~ ^2 ~ " s j ^ 
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\ 1=1 ) 
- f : ( i V - ^)a^ lAt 
i=\ J 
t = NAt < 








-2Na l A t y o - A - o - 2 ^ ( / V - i ) a i ^ A t 
i=l 
V i=i / 
f N \ 
. i=i / 
m 
In the above equations we have used the equality X + Y = ^ . Also as 
before i t is assumed that N is very large (in fact A'' —> oo). I t is seen that if 
XQ — lo is positive/negative then a's are always positive/negative, so is 
strictly increasing/decreasing and Y is strictly decreasing/increasing. How-
ever, X and Y are always positive or at most zero, so if A or F is decreasing 
then i t must approach to zero. The overall result is that ii XQ — YQ < 0 then 
equation (2.67) shows that the left detector stops moving while the right 
detector according to equation (2.68) continues moving. On the other hand 
if Xo — Yo > 0, the left detector continues moving while the right detec-
tor stops moving. These theoretical predictions are in agreement with the 
experimental results, where only one detector will record the photon. 
The case where A Q — = 0 of course remains ambiguous, as both of the 
detectors continue to record the photon. 
Chapter 3 
Non-locality 
3.1 E P R and Bell's theorem 
The completeness of quantum theory was seriously criticized by A. Einstein, 
B. Podolsky and N. Rosen in 1935 [EPR35] in the form of the so called EPR 
theorem. There is no way to escape this conclusion that quantum mechanics 
is not complete, unless one abandon local realism, according to which the 
probability of the outcome of a measurement on one system does not depend 
by any means on any measurement that is done on the other system which 
has interacted with it sometime in the past. 
The EPR theorem is based on two assumptions, the first is the necessary 
condition for completeness of a physical theory which states that "every ele-
ment of the physical reality, must have a counterpart in the physical theory". 
Here, by physical reality we mean objective reality which exists independent 
of our mind. The second assumption is the sufficient condition of physical 
reality which states that "//, without in any way disturbing a system, we can 
predict with certainty (i.e., with probability equal to unity) the value of aphys-
34 
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ical quantity, then there exists an element of physical reality corresponding 
to this physical quantity". From this assumption one immediately concludes 
that in quantum theory only the eigen-states of an observable are elements 
of physical reality, and of course the eigen-values are the values assigned to 
these elements. 
The EPR theorem starts with consideration of two systems 1 and 2 which 
had interacted in the past. Due to this interaction the wave-function of 
the composite system is, in general, entangled and the wave-function of the 
correlated systems may be such that it could be expanded in the following 
two ways: 
^ii,2) = j:r.^{i)^t'm (3.1) 
Ti 
* ( 1 , 2) = X:C^ (1)^:^2) (3.2) 
where •0;^ ^ (1) and ipZ^ (1) are eigen-functions of two non-commuting hermitian 
operators and Bi on subspace 1 and <p'^'^{2) and ^^{2) are eigen-functions 
of two hermitian operators and B2 on subspace 2 respectively. For an 
example of this situation the interested reader is referred to [EPR35]. It 
should be noted that in the example given by EPR A^ and do not commute 
either, however it is not a necessary condition for this argument. 
One would make the following two different measurements on system 2: 
I - Make a measurement of the observable A2 (corresponding to operator 
A ) - The wave-function *(1,2) then collapses to 'ilj^^{l)(p^''{2). So 
system 1 is now left in an eigen-state whose eigen-function is 'i/';^'(l) 
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and the eigen-value is, say, A;^i. This means that the observable Ai is an 
element of reality because, in accordance with the sufficient condition of 
the physical reality, without disturbing the system and with probability 
equal to unity we have predicted its value, that is X^^. 
I I - Make a measurement of the observable B2 (corresponding to operator 
B2). The wave-function ^^(1,2) then collapses to ip^^{l)(p^2{2). With 
the same argument as in part (I) it is seen that the observable Bi is 
an element of physical reality with value , say, A^i. 
Now let's suppose that the two non-commuting observables Ai and Bi 
are simultaneous elements of physical reality and do have simultaneous val-
ues. As in orthodox quantum theory the prediction of these two values is 
not possible simultaneously, so in accordance with the necessary condition 
for completeness of a physical theory we conclude that the wave-function 
does not give a complete description of the physical reality and that beside 
the wave-function there must be some other parameters which enables the 
description of two simultaneous reality corresponding to two non-commuting 
observables. That is the quantum theory in the present form does not give 
a complete description of reality. 
On the other hand, if two non-commuting observables Ai and Bi are 
not simultaneous elements of physical reality then the above argument that 
we made about the incompleteness of the quantum theory does not apply. 
However, in this case at any time only one of the observables Ai or Bi is 
an element of reality, but as we saw this depends on the measurement done 
on system 2. That is, had we measured the observable A2 {B2) then the 
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value of the observable Ai [B^) would be A^i (A^i) with probability equal to 
unity and there would be a probability less than 1 to know the value of the 
observable Bi {Ai). So the overall result is that the probability of outcome 
of a measurement on system 1 depends on the measurement that has been 
done on system 2. But how does system 1 know really which measurement 
is done on system 2? This is only possible through a non-local interaction 
between the two system which must of course act simultaneously. Thus we 
are left with non-locality in quantum theory. 
Inspired by the work of EPR, in 1964 John S. Bell showed that local 
deterministic hidden-variable theories are inconsistent with orthodox quan-
tum theory [Bel64]. He considered a system of two spin | particles in the 
• singlet state which had interacted with each other sometime in the past and 
then separated by a large distance needed to prevent the interaction between 
these two particles. Denote the component of the spin of particle 1(2) in a 
given direction u by a" (cr^) and M^{M^) the outcome of the measurement 
of spin of particle 1(2) in the direction u. If A is a set of hidden-variables 
which (including the wave-function) give a complete description of the state 
of the system then from locality definition we have: 
Mj"(A) = ± 1 and M;(A) = ± 1 (3.3) 
j dXp{X) = 1 (3.4) 
where p(A) is the probability distribution of A. So the expectation value of 
the observable a^a^ would be 
= I dXp{\)M:{\)M',{\) (3.5) 
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Here Bell's assumption is that there is a perfect correlation between two 
particles, so if for both system we use the same direction a (or if the polarizers 
on both sides are parallel) then 
Mr(A) = -M^{X) (3.6) 
Note that this ideal condition is impossible to fulfill in the real experiments 
in which for example the detector efficiency is less than 100% and this makes 
Bell's original theorem untestable. 
With the help of (3.5) and (3.6) one can write 
^ n - ^ . T = - / ( i A p ( A ) [ M f ( A ) M , ^ ( A ) - M r ( A ) M r ( A ) ] 
= I dXp{X)M:{X)A4^{X)[M^{X)M^{X) - 1] 
The upper (lower) bound of the left-hand side is obtained if on the right-hand 
side we put M^{X)M^{X) = +1( -1) so 
- ^::\ < I dxp{x)[i - M^{X)M:{X)] (3.7) 
or 
- s^;\ < 1 + (3.8) 
This is the well known Bell inequality. He then shows that this inequality 
is violated under some especial conditions by statistical predictions of quan-
tum theory. After the work of Bell, some other Bell-type inequalities were 
derived which were, just as Bell inequality, violated by statistical prediction 
of quantum theory but didn't make use of equation (3.6) so can be tested in 
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real experiments [CHSH69, FC72, CH74, CS78]. Among these are Clauser, 
Horne, Shimony and Holt (CHSH) inequality which reads [CHSH69]: 
l ^ i t + + -^rJ"' - < 2 (3.9) 
Although this inequality was originally derived based on the local deter-
ministic hidden-variable theories but later it was derived with only locality 
assumption by Bell. 
In the next two sections we develop a new method for obtaining Bell-type 
inequalities by which not only the total number of inequalities are increased 
but in the next chapter we will show how and the conditions under which 
some of them may be violated by orthodox quantum theory. 
3.2 Bell-type inequalities 
- case 2,2:2,2 outputs 
As we pointed out in the previous section the Bell inequalities enable us to 
test locality, and this is the motivation for deriving more inequalities which 
can be tested and can be violated by quantum theory by a stronger factor, 
that is, for example in equation (3.9) the ratio of the value of the left-hand 
side (predicted by quantum theory) to its upper bound (2) would become 
as large as possible. Our aim in this section is to introduce a method for 
deducing a number of Bell-type inequalities some of which were obtained by 
Clauser-Horne [CH74 . 
Consider a system which consists of two parts far from each other such 
that there is no (known) interaction between them. A set of experiments are 
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done on each part independent of the other. The scheme of such experiments 
are shown in figure 3.1. On the left(right) arm, an experiment is specified by 
the parameter setting which we call local variables and for each setting 
there are M,{Nj) outcomes. 
local variables (parameters) 
i 
outcomes 






; to N 
i =1 to / j =1 to J 
Figure 3.1: The scheme of the experiments carried out on two parts of a 
system with variable settings and outcome on each arm, for deducing Bell-
type inequalities. 
Now we define the joint probability p^'"^ as: 
^m.nj = The probability that if the local variable on the left arm is set 
to i and the local variable on the right arm is set to then the 
outcome on the left would be and the outcome on the right 
would be Uj. 
In this section we consider the case where / = J = Mi = TVj = Mj = 
N., = 2. 
There are totally 16 possible combinations as: 
V\\ P\\ V\\ P\\ V\\ V\l P\\ Pll 
Pll Pll Pll Pll Pll Pll Pll Pll 
These are not all independent. To reduce the number of independent joint 
probabilities, we impose two types of constraints: 
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I - As the individual probability distribution on each arm is normalized 
then for each setting on two arms, the sum of all joint probabilities add 
up to unity: 
Y.PT = ^ Z = 1,2 J = 1,2 (3.10) 
m,Ti 
Note that although the above equation may be derived simply by defin-
ing the joint probability as the product of individual probabilities, we 
are not assuming this here. This is the assumption of Clauser-Horne 
for objective local theories. We deduce this relation from total possible 
combinations as stated above. 
The above constraint results in 4 equations: 
P\\+V\\+P\\+PZ = 1 (3.11) 
P \ \ + P \ \ + P \ \ + P f . = 1 (3.12) 
PI\+P\\+PI\+PI = 1 (3.13) 
P\\+P\1+PI\+PI = 1 (3.14) 
I I - I f the sum of all joint probabilities on one arm, for a particular setting, 
e.g. j = 1 on the right, is p. the settings and outcomes on the other 
arm, e.g. z = l , m = 1 on the left, does not affect this.^ This is due 
to the assumption of signal locality, that is the experiment on one arm 
does not disturb the experiment on the arm instantaneously otherwise 
^If the two parts of the system are not correlated then p is simply the probability of 
the outcome on the other arm. 
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the signals would be sent faster than the speed of light. So we have: 
= « = 1, 2 J = 1, 2 A; = 1, 2 (3.15) 
n n 
EPT = EPT t = l,2 J = 1,2 1 = 1,2 (3.16) 
m m 
The above constraints result in 2 groups of equations. 
From equation (3.15) we have: 
P \ \ + P n = P l l + P l l (3.17) 
P l \ + P l l = P u + P l l (3.18) 
P l \ + P l l = P l l + P l l (3.19) 
P l \ + P l l = P l l + P f . (3.20) 
And from equation (3.16) we have: 
P u + P n = P l \ + P l \ (3.21) 
P \ l + P n = P l l + P l l (3.22) 
P \ l + P l l = P \ \ + P l l (3.23) 
PII+PH = P l l + P l l (3-24) 
Equations (3.11) through (3.14) and (3.17) through (3.24) are not all inde-
pendent. The latter 4 equations (3.21 - 3.24) can be written in terms of the 
others. 
For example, addition of equations (3.17) and (3.18) results: 
P \ \ + P \ l + P l \ + P l l = p \ \ + P \ l + P l l + P l 
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According to equation (3.12) the right-hand side is 1, and by use of (3.13) 
and (3.22) we get: 
P\\+P\\=P\\+Pl\ 
which is equation (3.21). So we expect 8 independent joint probabilities and 
8 independent quantities can be defined in terms of these^. 
To do this let's define Py , and pf as followings: 
Pij = The joint probability that the outcome on both arms is 1 -
for settings i on the left arm and j on the right arm.That is: 
Pij=PVj hj = '^,'2 (4 equations) (3.25) 
pf = The joint probability that the outcome on the left arm is 1, 
whatever the outcome on the right is - for settings i on the 
left arm and j on the right arm.That is: 
pf = PI- +P]^ ,^ J = 1,2 (2 equations) (3.26) 
Similarly, 
P- = PI- + J = 1,2 (2 equations) (3.27) 
From equation (3.15) and (3.16) it is seen that pf is independent of j , and 
pf is independent of i. 
So 4 of the independent quantities are defined from (3.25) as: 
Pn=Pn; Pi2=p\l; P2I=PI\; P22=PII (3.28) 
^At this stage we only claim (with no proof) that there are exactly 8 independent 
joint probabilities because no other constraints can be found and that none of the 8 
quantities that we define below can be written in terms of the others, however this is verified 
later when we find non-singular matrices whose dimensions are equal to the number of 
independent joint probabilities. Although this type of reasoning seems weak, it is enough 
for our purpose here 
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and 2 of them from (3.26) as: 
= P l l + P l l 1 = 1, j = 2 (3.29) 
P2 = PI\+PII ^ = 2, j = l 
= P l l + P l l 1 = 2, J = 2 (3.30) 
and the last 2 from (3.27) as: 
P f = P l \ + P n ^ = 1 , J = l 
= PI\+PI\ 1 = 2, 3 = 1 (3.31) 
pf = P \ \ + P \ \ ^ = 1= '^ = 2 
= P'^^^PI ^ = 2, J = 2 (3.32) 
Now we use an algorithm to find the governing relations among p's. At 
this point let's define yet another double joint probability 7°''''^  as: 
a^/3,c = The probability that 
if the setting on the left is set to z = 1, then the outcome on that arm 
{ 1 if m = l IS a where ca = \ ^ . j. „ and 
[ 0 if m = 2 
if the setting on the left is set to z = 2, then the outcome on that arm 
. a , n ( 1 if m = 1 . IS p where p = s n • r n s-iid [ 0 z / m = 2 
if the setting on the right is set to j = 1, then the outcome on that arm 
is Tj where ^ = | ^ ^ ^ \ finally 
if the setting on the right is set to j = 2, then the outcome on that arm 
. ^ , ^ { 1 if n = l 
i sCwhereC= ^ 
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So according to the above definition 
7°"° = probability that ( ' " ] k ( ^ " \ ] &c ( ^ " I ' ^ ^ \ m = 2 J \ m = 1 J \ n = l J \ n = 2 
Using equation (3.10) it can be shown that 
J2 r^'^ = 1 where 0 < 7°'^ "^  < 1 (3.33) 
a.l3,r,,( 
It is worth noting that the definitions of 7""''^  implicitly implies locality, as 
we are assuming that there is a joint probability for two measurement which 
are not simultaneous. In terms of 7's 
p^^ = 7«« + 7"°i + 7°'" + 7'i'i 
p L _ ^ 1 0 1 0 _ ^ ^ 1 0 1 1 _|_ ^ 1 1 1 0 _|_ ^ I I U ^ 1 0 0 0 _|_ ^ 1 0 0 1 _ j _ ^ 1 1 0 0 _|_ ^ 1 1 0 1 
for i = 1, i = 1 
p L _ ^ 1 0 0 1 _ ^ ^ 1 0 1 1 _|_ ^ 1 1 0 1 _|_ ^ 1 1 1 1 _ ^ ^ 1 0 0 0 _|_ ^ 1 0 1 0 _ ^ ^ 1 1 0 0 _|_ ^ 1 1 1 0 
for 1 = 1, j = 2 
pL _ y i l O _ j _ ^ 0 1 1 1 _|_ ^ 1 1 1 0 _|_ ^ 1 1 1 1 y i O O _^ y i O l _^ ^ 1 1 0 0 _|_ ^ 1 1 0 1 
for i = 2, J = \ 
pL _ y i O l _^ y i l l _|_ ^ 1 1 0 1 _|_ ^ 1 1 1 1 y i O O _|_ y i l O _|_ ^ 1 1 0 0 _|_ ^ 1 1 1 0 
for i = 2, j = 2 
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_ ^ 1 0 1 0 _|_ ^ 1 0 1 1 _^ ^ 1 1 1 0 _^ ^ 1 1 1 1 _|_ y o i o _|_ y o u y i i o , „,01U 
for 1 = 1, 3 = 1 
pR — y i i o y i i i ^ 1 1 1 0 _|_ ^ 1 1 1 1 _ j _ y o i o _^ y o n ^ l o i o _ j _ ^ l o n 
for 1 = 2, j = 1 
pR _ ^ 1 0 0 1 ^ 1 0 1 1 _|_ ^ 1 1 0 1 ^ 1 1 1 1 _|_ y o o i _|_ y o n _ j _ y i o i _^ y n i 
for i = l, 3 = 2 
pR _ y i o i _^ y n i _^ ^ u o i _ j _ ^ n n _ j _ y o o i _|_ y o n _ j _ ^ l o o i , „ i o n 
for 1 = 2, 3 = 2 




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
^ ^ 0 0 0 0 
y o o l 
y o i o 
y o n 
y i o o 
y i o i 
y n o 
y n i 
^ 1 0 0 0 
^ 1 0 0 1 
^ 1 0 1 0 
^ l o n 
^ n o o 
^ n o i 
^ n i o 
V 7"" 
(3.34) 
Equation (3.34) can be written as p = x r where p is the column vector 
of probabilities, and x is the conversion matrix and F is the column vector 
of 7's. Provided the matrix x^x is non-singular one can multiply both sides 
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of p = x r by tranpose of x, that is x^, and again multiply both sides by 
(x^x)"^ to find r in terms of p, and finally construct the possible inequahties 
from the condition (3.33). However, in our case x^x is singular and so in 
the followings we will use another procedure to find these inequalities (see 
;NOC95]). 
To make the calculations easier let's introduce some new parametric no-
tations. Equations (3.33) and (3.34), can be written respectively as: 
Xv+i,t = 1 for all t 
u 
t=l 
Here u = 16, v = 8. Combining the above two equations we get: 
f P ^ \ 
P . 
V 1 / 
x„ 






X v + l,u 
\r} 
or simply 
P = XV 
If only y of p's are linearly independent then we may write: 
X i { y x y } X^{yy.{u-y)} 
X,{{v^\-y)^y] + 1 - y) X (u - 2/)} 
T{u X 1} = 
P{(?; + 1) X 1} 
u{y X 1} \ 
T{{u-y) X 1} y 
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where in the above equations the size of the matrices are explicitly shown 
inside the braces. If detX^ / 0 then^: 
X,a + X,T = Hi (3.42) 
a = X;'U, - X;'X,T (3.43) 
From equation (3.33) one can easily conclude that: 
u 
0<Y1 ^tl' < 1 where h = 0,l (3.44) 
t=i 
The above equation can be written in the form: 
0 < LF < 1 • (3.45) 
where L is a row vector whose elements are 0 or 1 and we write it as: 
L{1 xu} = ( r { l X y} q{l x {u - y)}). (3.46) 
From equation (3.45) and (3.40)we have: 
0 < rcj + < 1 (3.47) 
and from (3.43) we have 
0 < r A - ^ H i - rX['X,T + qr < 1 (3.48) 
0 < r A - ^ H j + {q- rX;'X,)T < 1 (3.49) 
If we can find r and q such that: 
q - rX['X, = 0 (3.50) 
^If det Xi = 0 then other possible y x y matrices deducible from the matrix X may 
be used by rearrangement of columns and rows of X (and of course accordingly that of P 
and r ) . 
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then 
0 < r X - ^ H i < 1 (3.51) 
This gives the inequalities among p's. 
For the special case that we are considering the matrix X-^ is of dimension 
8x8 with y = 8, or 9x9 with y = 9. So from the 8x16 matix in equation (3.34) 
{v = 8,u = 16), we have to choose those 8x8 matrices which are non-singular 
such that equation (3.50) is satisfied for any arbitrary q and r. There are 
totally 2304 8x8 non-singular matrices which were calculated by computer. 
One of them, constructed from columns 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13 and 14 is: 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 
0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
det X, = 1 
and the inverse of X^ is: 
X: 
-1 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 1 
- 1 0 - 1 0 0 0 1 0 
0 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 1 0 0 
1 - 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 - 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
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The matrix A 2 is constructed from the rest of the columns 1, 4, 8, 12, 13, 
14, 15 andl6 that is: 
A , = 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
(3.55) 
I t is seen that for 
^ = ( 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 ) and r = ( 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 ) , 
equation (3.50) is satisfied and from equation (3.51) we have: 
- 1 < Pn - P 1 2 +P21 +P22-P2 - pf < 0 
(3.56) 
(3.57) 
which is the Clauser-Horne inequality. 
For the case of 8 x 8 and 9 x 9 matrices, we have derived 44 and 89 
inequalities respectively which are shown in Appendix A . However, note 
that the inequality No. 1 is exactly the same as inequality No. 89, the 
inequality No. 2 is exactly the same as inequality No. 88, and so on. In 
fact the independent inequalities derived by this method are those which 
are obtained by considering the 8 x 8 matrices only. These includes all of 
the Clauser-Horne-type inequalities derived by Noce [Noc95] plus 4 more 
interesting inequalities as the following: 
0 < -2pn +Pf +Pf < 1 
in which a coefficient of 2 appears. 
(3.58) 
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3.3 Bell-type inequalities 
- case 2,3:2,3 outputs 
The method developed in the previous section for obtaining Bell-type in-
equalities can easily be extended to the higher orders. Here we consider the 
case where as before, on each arm there are two local variables but for one of 
the variables there are two outputs and for the other there are three outputs 
that is in figure 3.1 we put / = J = Mi = / / i = 2 and Mj = = 3 which is 
in fact the next simplest case. 
With the same definition fovpT/''^ there would be 25 possible combinations 
which are: 
p \ \ p \ \ p f . Pll 
Pll p\l p\l p \ \ Pll p-
Pl\ p \ \ Pll p f . Pll p\ 
p \ \ p\l Pll Pll Pll p\ 
Imposing the two types of constraints discussed in section 3.2 the inde-
pendent probabilities reduces to 16. Now we define the following new set of 
quantities: 
Pi^=pl^ i , j = l,2 (4 equations) (3.59) 
pf = E P ' ^ ' h j = 1,2 (2 equations) (3.60) 
P-=T.P7' i ,J = l ,2 (2 equations) (3.61) 
mi 
Again it can be shown that p f is independent of j , and p^ is independent of 
i . 
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From (3.59) we get 4 of the independent quantities as: 
P n = P n ; Pi2 = p\l; P21 = P l l ; P22 = PH (3.62) 
and 2 from (3.60): 
= K ^ + P ' + P " ^ = 1- J = 2 (3.63) 
P2 = P l l + P l l ^ = 2, J = l 
= Pll + P l l + P l l ^ = 2, 3 = 2 (3.64) 
and 2 from (3.61): 
pf = P l l + P l l ^ = l. J = l 
= Pll + P l l + P l l ^ = 2, J = l (3.65) 
P f = P^^+P" ^ = 1, J = 2 
= P l l + P l l + P l l ^ = 2, 3 = 2 (3.66) 
The other 8 quantities are defined as followings: 
P ' r r ' = P ' : 2 + P l (3-67) 
pT''=p'^2+f^ (3-68) 
p'ir'^Pll+Pl (3.69) 
P r ^ ^ = P ^ : + P : j (3.70) 
pT''-Pl+f^ (3.71) 








For this case 7"""^  is defined as: 
7' = The probability that 
if the setting on the left is set to i = 1, then the outcome on that arm 
, { 1 if m-^ = 1 IS a where a = { ^ ., ^ and [ 2 if nil = 2 
if the setting on the left is set to i = 2, then the outcome on that arm 
' 1 if m2 = 1 
is P where P = { 2 if = 2 and 
3 if m2 = 3 
if the setting on the right is set to j = 1, then the outcome on that arm 
is 77 where 77 = | ^ •^^  _ 9 and finally 
I Z %J Til — ^ 
if the setting on the right is set to j = 2, then the outcome on that arm 
1 if n j = 1 
2 if 712 = 2 
3 if 712 = 2) 
As an example, according to the above definition 
is C where C = S 
7'^'' = probabihty that 
The 36 gamma's are: 
I = 1 
mi = 1 
& 
i = 2 
TO, = 3 
i = i 
Til = 2 
i - 2 
712 = 1 
^1112 ^ n i 3 ^1121 ^1122 7 
^1212 ^1213 ^1221 ^1222 7 
^1311 ^1312 ^1313 ^1321 ^1322 7 
^ 2 n 2 y n s y i 2 i y i 2 2 7 
^ 2 2 n ^2212 y 2 i 3 y 2 2 1 y 2 2 2 7 







Equation (3.33) still holds in this case and a similar matrix relation as in 
equation (3.34) can be written which reads: 
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^ "TS^  
I 1 
O O h - ' O O i — ' O i — ' i — ' I — ' I — ' H - ' I — ' I — ' I — ' 
O O O O O i - ' O O O i - ' t — ' h - ' O i - ' O i - ' 
O O H - ' O O W i — ' h - ' O i — ' i - ' h - ' O i — ' O h - ' 
O O i — ' O O O O i — ' I — ' O h - ' I — ' I — ' O h - ' O 
O O O O O O O O O O h - ' h - ' O O O O 
O O h ^ O O O h - ' h ^ O O h ^ h ^ O O O O 
O O O O h - ' O O h - ' h - ' h - ' O h - ' O O h - ' h - ' 
O O O O h - ' O O O O h - ' O h - ' O O O h ^ 
O O O O h - ' O h - ' h - ' O h - ' O h - ' O O O h - ' 
O O O O h ^ O O h ^ h ^ O O h - i O O h - i O 
O O O O h - ' O O O O O O h - ' O O O O 
O O O O h ^ O h ^ h ^ O O O h ^ O O O O 
O h - ' O h - ' O h - ' O h - ' h - ' h - ' O h - ' O O h - ' h - ' 
O O O h - ' O h - ' O O O h - ' O h - ' O O O h - ' 
h ^ h - ' O h - ' O h - ' h - ' h - ' O h - ' O h - ' O O O h - ' 
O h - ' O h - ' O O O h - ' h - ' O O h - ' O O h - ' O 
O O O h - ' O O O O O O O h - ' O O O O 
H J K - ' O h ^ O O f - ^ i - ^ O O O h ^ O O O O 
O O h - ^ O O h - ' O O h ^ h ^ h ^ O h - ' h - ' O O 
O O O O O h - ' O O O h - ^ h - ' O O h - ' O O 
O O h - ' O O h - ' h - ' O O h - ' h - ' O O h - ' O O 
O O h - O O O O O h ^ O h ^ O h ^ O O O 
O O O O O O O O O O h - i O O O O O 
O O h - ' O O O h ^ O O O h - ' O O O O O 
O O O O h - ' O O O h - ' h - ' O O O O O O 
O O O O i - ' O O O O h ^ O O O O O O 
O O O O h - ' O h - ' O O h - ' O O O O O O 
O O O O i ^ O O O h ^ O O O O O O O 
O O O O h - i O O O O O O O O O O O 
O O O O h - ' O h - ' O O O O O O O O O 
O h ^ O h ^ O h ^ O O h ^ h ^ O O O O O O 
O O O h - ' O h ^ O O O h - O O O O O O 
h - ' h - ' O h - ' O h - ' h - ' O O h - ' O O O O O O 
O h ^ O h - i O O O O h ^ O O O O O O O 
O O O h - i O O O O O O O O O O O O 
h - ' h - ' O h ^ O O h ^ O O O O O O O O O 
I I 
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The above relation can be written as: 
P = XV ^ (3.75) 
where P is the column vector of p's, F is the column vector of 7's and 
X is the 16 x 25 matrix. Now we can use the same procedure used in the 
previous section to find Bell-type inequalities for this case. The total number 
of independent inequalities in this case add up to 1617 which are listed in 
Appendix B . Obviously the case 2, 2 : 2, 2 is an special case of 2, 3 : 2, 3 so 
the inequalities of 2, 2 : 2, 2 must be included in the inequalities of 2, 3 : 2,3. 
To see this let's suppose that a 2, 2 : 2, 2 experiment in which the output 1 
for setting 2 on each arm is split into two parts which we label them 1 and 
3. Table 3.1 shows how the p's in the two cases are related to each other. 
Case: 2, 2 : 2, 2 Case: 2,3 : 2,3 
Pii = P\\ —> Pn 
r, — „ l l — r)^l _1_ r)13 V „ ( l l , 13 ) 
r. — r) l l — r ) l l 4 - r )3 l , „ ( l l , 3 l ) 
P21 — P21 — P21 ^ P21 ^ P21 
r, — 7,11 — - L r)3l J - r)i3 4. „33 > (11,13) , (31,33) 
P22 — P22 ~" P22 ' P22 ^ P22 ^ P22 ^ P22 ' P22 
P[ = P\\-^P\\ P[ 
P2 = P\\+P\\ = P\\+Pl\+P\\+Pl\ P'2+P'^r'' 
Pf = Pll+Pu —> Pf 
pf = Pii+Pii = pii+pii+pii+pii p f + p [ r ' ' 
Table 3.1: Relation between the quantities of the case 2,2:2,2 (left) and the 
case 2,3:2,3 cases (right). 
With these relations the equivalent inequalities in 2,2:2,2 and 2,3:2,3 cases 
of Appendices A and B are: 
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Case 2,3:2,3 Case 2,2:2,2 Case 2,3:2,3 Case 2,2:2,2 
No. 1 No. 1 No. 28 = No. 2 
No. 29 No. 3 No. 32 = No. 4 
No. 33 No. 5 No. 34 No. 6 
No. 35 No. 7 No. 36 = No. 8 
No. 37 No. 9 No. 38 = No. 10 
No. 39 No. 11 No. 40 = No. 12 
No. 41 No. 13 No. 728 = No. 14 
No. 753 No. 15 No. 763 = No. 16 
No. 765 No. 17 No. 775 = No. 18 
No. 782 No. 19 No. 791 = No. 20 
No. 792 No. 21 No. 799 = No. 22 
No. 808 No. 23 No. 863 = No. 24 
No. 873 = No. 25 No. 880 = No. 26 
No. 906 No. 27 No. 908 No. 28 
No. 917 No. 29 No. 926 = No. 30 
No. 933 No. 31 No. 934 No. 32 
No. 943 No. 33 No. 950 = No. 34 
No. 951 No. 35 No. 958 = No. 36 
No. 963 No. 37 No. 964 No. 38 
No. 969 No. 39 No. 976 = No. 40 
No. 1587 No. 41 No. 1588 = No. 42 
No. 1591 — No. 43 No. 1592 = No. 44 
The extension of the method discussed in the last two sections to the case 
3,3:3,3 is especially applicable to the experiments where the detectors are not 
perfect but there are some detector inefficiencies. Here, for example, for each 
setting the detection of the particle is labeled 1, the non-detection is labeled 2 
and the non-detection of the particle due to the inefficiency of the detector is 
labeled 3. Of course in 3,3:3,3 case the problem of extracting the non-singular 
matrices by computer is the weak point of this method because i t takes a 
long time and especially for higher orders perhaps it may be impractical. 
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though we have never tested that. However, as it was mentioned in the 
previous section one of the interesting features of the inequalities obtained 
by our method and listed in appendices A and B is that in some of them a 
coefficient of 2 appears. Also the independent inequalities deduced by our 
method is much more than the other methods. In fact as we said in 2,3:2,3 
case we obtain 1617 independent inequalities, whereas the total number of 
inequalities obtained by other methods even in 4x4 case is less than this (see 
Noc95]). This increase in the number of inequalities in turn makes it easier 
to design experiments in which some of these are violated, hence testing the 
non-locality in nature easier. 
Although 2,3:2,3 case may be applied to the experiments where on each 
arm only one of the detectors is perfect, in the next chapter we will use 
Projection Valued (PV) measurements and Positive Operator Valued Mea-
sure (POVM) measurements to show that some of the 2,3:2,3 inequalities are 
violated by orthodox quantum theory predictions. 
Chapter 4 
PV and P O V M measurements 
The reduction of the state \ip) of a system S, in a measurement of one of 
its observables, O, is mathematically interpreted as the projection of l^*) 
onto one of the basis vectors, of the dimensional Hilbert-space of 
the system, %{M). Clearly, as we are measuring the observable C, is 
an eigen-state of O and the result of the measurement is the eigen-value o„ 
corresponding to \u^). However, the probabiHty of getting a specific result 
depends on the type of measurement used. In the following two sections we 
will discuss two types of measurements: Projection Valued measurements 
(PV) and Positive Operator Valued Measure measurements (POVM), and in 
the last section we use POVM measurements to test Bell inequalities. 
4.1 P V measurements 
In a PV type measurement, which is also called von Neumann type, only 
the system under consideration is involved in the measuring process. Ob-
viously, here i f there is no degeneracy the total number of outcomes of the 
58 
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measurement is A'^ , the projection operator is 
p^ = \u:){u^i (4.1) 
the probability of the result o„ is 
Pn = \{u^m^ with E P „ = 1 (4.2) 
n 
and as the eigen-states \u^) form a complete orthonormal basis we have 
E k ) K | - 1 (4.3) 
n 
If there is degeneracy, then there are totally M ( < A'') possible outcomes and 
the above equations would become respectively: 
km 
km M 
Pm = E l « ' " l ^ ) l ' with Y.Vm = l, (4.5) 
k=l m=l 
M- km 
E E t o ( ^ l l = 1- (4-6) 
m=l k=l 
As equations (4.2) and (4.5) show in both cases the mean value of the projec-
tion operators determines the probability of the outcome of a measurement, 
hence the name Projection Valued measurement. 
4.2 P O V M measurements 
In a POVM measurement not only the system S but also an auxiliary sys-
tem A is involved in the measurement. The detailed discussion of such a 
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measurement can be found in [Per93] and [Har97], however we briefly ex-
plain some of the main points here. The state |0) of the system A with an 
TZ dimensional Hilbert-space is known before the measurement and there is 
no correlation between systems S and A. The state of the combined system 
before measurement is: 
\ ^ ) = \ ^ M (4.7) 
I f we expand the state 1-0) in terms of the eigen-states, of the observable 
O, and the state |(/>) in terms of the eigen-states, 1?;^ ) of the observable of the 
system A and denote the unitary evolution of the combined system during 
the measurement process with U we get: 
I * ) = 
= Y , ^ n b r \ U n ) \ V r ) 
n,r 
/ \ 
Tn,g \ n,r / 
where 
u^^^, = {v^\{u^\0\Ur,)\Vr) (4.8) 
If we make a PV measurement on the combined system at this stage, the 
probability that the system be found in the state |u„)|w^) is: 
2 
= J2^nbrUmqnr (4.9) 
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This equation can be written as: 
P{m,q} — ^{m,q}\{h^m. 1} (4.10) 
where the normalized vector is a linear combination of |u„)'s and 
£{m.q} can be found from the last two equations as below: 




E ^ - E ^ ' - u 






The above equality is fulfilled if we choose^ 
^K^mqur ~ \/£{m,q}{h{ 
r 
J2EbrUmqnr{Un\ = V ^ { ^ ( / i { m , , } | E I""") 
n r 
J2J2brUmqnr{Un\ = ^ {m.q} {h^m,q}\ 1 
E ( ^ ' - ^ " ' 9 " ' - ) * | W n ) — y £{m,q}\h{m,q)) 
If we multiply each side of the above equation by its complex conjugate 
we get: 
• ^ { m , ? } — E EibrUmqn.y (4.12) 
^This is only a choice, the general solution would be obtained by equating the real 
part of the left-hand side with the real or imaginary part of the right-hand side of equa-
tion (4.8)and vice versa. 
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From equation (4.10) it is seen that the probability that the system S to be 
found in the state \u^) after the measurement, is given by the mean value of 
the operator: 
V = £ , ^ . , y \ h , ^ „ y ) { h , ^ , , y \ (4.13) 
According to equation (4.12), £{rn,q} is a positive number and so the eigen-
values of the operator V are always positive, hence the name positive operator 
and Positive Operator Valued Measure measurement. Using equation (4.9) 
one can show that 0 < £{m.,g} < 1 and 
E ' ^ ( - . . } l ^ { - . . > ) ( ^ - . . } l = 1 (4-14) 
Using the above equation we immediately conclude that '^£{m,q} = N. Note 
that the total number of possible outcomes in this case, that is the states 
\h{m,q}), is more than the number of possible outcomes in a PV measurement 
which is N. 
Up to now we have supposed that there is no degeneracy, however the 
extension to the degenerate case is straightforward and is left to the reader. 
Below we have shown three schemes of POVM measurements which we will 
use in the next section to apply to Bell-type inequalities, case 2,3:2,3 but 
before that we give a short explanation about two of the devices used in the 
corresponding experiments, a polarizing beam-spHtter (PBS) and a partially 
polarizing beam-splitter (PPBS) 
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4.2.1 A Polarizing Beam-splitter 
Figure 4.1 shows the scheme of a polarizing beam-splitter. The angle of the 
PBS relative to the horizon is 9. I f a beam of particles, initially polarized 
9/3 
m 
Figure 4.1: Scheme of a polarizing beam-sphtter. 
horizontally, with the state |-f->), impinges on PBS it is split into two parts, 
one polarized horizontally and the other polarized vertically with the state 
X) according to the following relations: 
= cos6* | f ^ s ) 2 + sin6l \ Xe)3 
and if initially polarized vertically then 
= - sin 6' I 0 9 ) 2 - I- cos ^ I Xe 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
where the subscript 9 means that the state depends on the polarization angle. 
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4.2.2 A Partially Polarizing Beam-splitter 
A PPBS shown in figure 4.2, is an especial case of the PBS in the sense that 
the angle of polarization, 9, is zero here. However, in this case the beam is 
m 
Figure 4.2: Scheme of a partially polarizing beam-splitter. 
split into two parts later such that in this case we have: 
(4.17) 
—> a^\t)2 + bt\t)3 (4.18) 
4.2.3 Non-degenerate PV measurement 
The scheme shown in figure 4.3 is a non-degenerate PV measurement with 
two outputs which uses a PBS. 
In this experiment the state of the system 5, which is a particle likely 
to be found in either horizontal or vertical polarization, evolves according to 
the following equation: 
\^) = a\^), + p\t). 
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m D 
Figure 4.3: Scheme of a non-degenerate PV measurement with PBS. 
—> acos9\i^e)2 + <^sm9\Xe)3 
-P sin 9\•H-e)2 + P cos 9\Xe)3 
Here the probability to find the particle in path 2 is: 
P2 = lacos^ —/3sin^|^ 
= £2\{h2m' 
Similarly the probability to find the particle in path 3 is: 
P3 = |Q!sin6'+/3cos^|^ 
So for outcome 2 we have the state: 
Ih^) = cos9\^)-sm9\X) £2 = 1 





/I3) = sin6' |o) + cos^l;^) £3 = 1 (4.23) 
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As expected it is seen that 82 = S3 = 1 which must be in a PV measurement. 
4.2.4 Non-degenerate POVM, set up 1 
In the experiment shown in figure 4.4 a PBS and a PPBS are used to set 
up a POVM measurement with the same system as before. However in this 
case there are three outputs. The state of the system S goes under two 
o o 
m 
Figure 4.4: Scheme of a non-degenerate POVM with PBS and PPBS. 
consecutive evolutions as below: 
— > Q;COS6'| ^ ^ 9 ) 2 + as in^|^a)3 - sin 6'| 0 ^ ) 2 -t-;5cos ^ | : | ; 9 ) 3 
—> {aa^cosO - f3a^sm9)\<-^)4 + 
{ab^cosd - pb„sm9)\X)5 + 
{asm9 + Pcos9)\te)3 (4-24) 
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Here we have: 
p, = |asin^ + /3cos^P (4.25) 
= ^slihm' (4.26) 
P4 = | a a „ COS0 - / 3 a „ sin^P (4.27) 
= £.\{h,m' (4.28) 
p, = \ab^cos9 - pb^sm9\^ (4.29) 
= £ s { h , \ i ^ ) ' (4.30) 
where: 
hs) = s in^l^) - fcos^ |$) = I (4.31) 
hi) = cos^lf^)-sin^|$) ^4 = |a„P (4.32) 
h,) = cos^ | f>) -s in^l^) S, = \b^\\ (4.33) 
4.2.5 Non-degenerate POVM, set up 2 
Another non-degenerate POVM measurement that we use in the next section 
is shown in figure 4.5 which again uses a PPBS and a PBS. However, in this 
experiment the particle beam impinges first on PPBS and then on PBS. 
Furthermore the PPBS is modified such that for horizontal polarization the 
beam is not split and goes totally into path 2. 
IV) = a \ ^ ) , + P\X), 
—> a \ ^ ) , + pa^\X)2 + Pb^\X)3 
—> (acos9 — Pa:^sin9)\-^e)i -f 
(o; sin 9 + cos 9)\Xe)6 + 
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= 1 
6^ = 0 
in D 
9 
Figure 4.5: Scheme of a non-degenerate POVM with modified PPBS and 
PBS. 
Here we have: 
P4 
P5 = 
|Q;COS0 — /?aj sin^p 
£,\{K\ip)\' 
lofsin^ + /?aj cos^P 
where: 
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£ , = cos '^+|ajPsin=^ (4.43) 
h,) = ^ ( c o s ^ l o ) - a j s i n ^ l ^ ) ) (4.44) 
V ^4 
= sin'9 + \a^\'cos'9 (4.45) 
1 
h,) = - ^ ( s i n ^ | < ^ ) + a;cos^| t )) (4.46) 
4.3 P O V M measurements and 
Bell inequalities 
Consider a two photon system with the entangled state: 
a \ ^ ) \ ^ ) + P\X)\X) (4.47) 
where one photon propagates to the left and the other to the right. We 
would like to make two series of POVM measurements on this system and 
verify if any of the inequalities derived in chapter 3 would be violated. In 
all of these experiments there are 2 outputs or three outputs which we have 
already discussed in the previous section. 
4.3.1 Experimental set up 1 
In this experimental set up two settings are available in each arm, where for 
setting 1 (with two outputs) a PBS, as shown in figure 4.3, and for setting 2 
(with three outputs) a PBS followed by a PPBS, as shown in figure 4.4, are 
used. For this set up the corresponding probabiUties as defined in section 3.3, 
would be as below. 
+ 
+ 
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Setting 1 on the Left and setting 1 on the Right 
a{cos I o , ) ^ + sin 9^\te)t){cos | + sin 9^\te)f) 
= (a cos cos + /?sin^f s i n ^ f ) | f ^ , ) ^ | o , ) f 
( a c o s ^ f s i n ^ f - / ? s i n c o s ) | f ^ , ) , ^ t)3« 
(a sin cos - ;5cos sin ) | $,)3^| f ^ , ) f ^" '^^ ^^ 
(a sin sin + /3cos^f cos^f ) | t )3^ | 
The probabilities in this case are: 
pII = l a c o s ^ f c o s ^ f + ;5sin^f s i n ^ f p = p\\ 
pll = \acos9fsm9^ - /? sin cos P = p\l 
p\\ = l a s i n ^ f c o s ^ f - /3 cos sin P = pl\ 
pll = l a s i n ^ f s i n ^ f + cos cos P = p^ 
Setting 2 on the Left and setting 2 on the Right 
+ P\t)\t) —> 
a{cos9^\^e)' + sin 9^ | ^ ) 3) (cos e^l^s)^ + sin 9^ | ^ ) f ) 
+ ^ ( - s i n ^ , ^ | f ^ , ) , ^ + c o s ^ , ^ | ^ , ) 3 ^ ) ( - s i n ^ f | ^ , ) f + cos6'f|$<,)f) 
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[a sin 9^ sin 6^ + P cos 9^ cos e^) Iteme)^ 
+ {aa^2 sill ^2 cos 9^ — Pa-„,cos9^sm9^) 1^)3!^)? 
+ {ab^^ sin 9^ cos 9^ — 2cos^2^sin^2") | t ) 3 l ^ ) f 
+ ( aa^ j cos 0^ sin 9^ — /?at.2sine2'cos^2") l ^ ) ^ " ! ^ ) ? 
+ {aa^^^^^-i cos cos 9f + ^ a t 2 a L s i n ^ 2 " s i n ^ f ) | ^ ) t l ^ ) f 
+ {o;a^^b^2 cos 612^  cos 9^ + Pat,bt,sm9^sm9^) 
+ (Q:6^2 COS 6'^  sin 9^ — /?6t.2sin^2'cos^2'^) 
+ {ab^^a^2 cos cos 9^ '+ /?6f,2a^2sin52"sin^2") l ^ ) ^ ! ^ ) ^ 
+ («^t,2^^2 cos cos 9f + /?6t.26^2sin^2'sin^2") 
The probabilities in this case are: 
la sin 9!; sin 9!^ F22 P cos 9^ cos 2^2 
i^ 22 
a a ^ j sin 9^ cos 9^ - Pa^^ cos 9^ sin 
ab^^ sin cos 9^ 2 cos 2^"- sin 9^ ^23 "^22 
aa^2 cos sin ^af^2 sin cos 






o;ai2^«2 COS 6'f'cos + /Jaf; sin^2 sin^. R\2 2 I 
Q!6t,2 COS ^2''sin ^ j ' ' - /?6f;2sin^2''cos^2''P 
Q;&t2^^2 cos 6*^  cos + /?6^2^«2sin6'^sin^f I 
a6^2^^2Cos^2''cos^2" + /?^L^!^2sin^2''sine2''^ 
Pll 
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Setting 1 on the Left and setting 2 on the Right 
(^\^)\^) + P\t)\t) —> 
a (cos I ) 2^  + sin 9^ | ^ ) 3) x 
(a^, cos 9^\ o ) f + 6^, cos 9^\ + sin | t ) f ) 
+ / ? ( - s i n ^ f | ^ , ) , ^ + c o s ^ f | t ) 3 ^ ) x 
( - a « , s i n 9 ^ \ o ) f - 6^ , s i n 9 ^ \ ^ ) f + c o s | ^ ) f ) 
= (acos^f s in^ f - ^ s i n ^ f cos^f) \ ^ e ) 2 1 X 0 ) 3 ) 
{aa^,cos9fcos9f + pa^,sm9f sin9^) \ ^ e ) ^ \ ^ ) f 
{ab^,cos9fcos9^ + s in^f s i n ^ f ) | 
+ ( a s i n s i n + pcos9fcos9^) \ t e ) 3 \ t e ) 3 
+ ( a a « , s i n ^ f cos^f - /?a«, cos s i n ) 1^)31 
+ ( a 6 « , s i n ^ f c o s ^ f - cos6'f s i n ^ f ) 11)31 
The probabilities in this case are: 
pH = |Q;cos6'f sin6'f - /? sin 6^^ cos 6^ ^ p = p\ 
Pit = | a<2Cos^ f cos^f + ^a^^s in^ f s i n ^ f p = p] 
pll = |a6«^cos^f cos^f + phl,sm9[sm9^Y = P\ 
p\l = I a sin sin + /?cos^f cos^f P = p 
pll = \aa^,sm9fcos9^ - (3a^,cos9f sm9^\' = p^ 
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Setting 2 on the Left and setting 1 on the Right 
+ P\X)\t) —> 
a(af,2 cos e^l^y, + bl, cos 9!^\^)l + sm9!^\Xe)';) x 
( c o s ^ f | ^ , ) f + s i n ^ f | t ) f ) 
+ /?(-a^;2 sin 9'^\^)'; - b'u, sin 9',\^)l + cos ^21^)3) x 
( - s i n ^ f | f ^ , ) f + c o s ^ f | t ) ? ) 
= (as in 2^"" cos - ^cos^2^ s i n ^ f ) |^,)3^| f ^ , ) f ) 
+ (a sin ^2''sin + /?cos^2''cos^f) |$,)3^|$,)3« 
+ (aat2COS^2''cos^f + /?af,2 sin 2^^  sin ) 
+ (aat2Cos^2''sin^f - /?at,2sin02'cos^f) 
+ (afef,2cos^2"" c o s + pb';^^sm9^sm9^)\^)l\^e)2 
+ {abl^ cos 9'^ sin 9f - /?6^2 sin 9!^ cos 9 f ) \ ^ ) ' ; \ X e ) ^ 
The probabilities in this case are: 
P21 = IO! sin 2^^  cos - /Jcos^^sin^f 1^  = pl\ 
pI\ = |asin^2^sin^f + /3cos 2^"^  cos p = pf^ 
Ptl = \aal^cos9^cos9^ + /3at2 sin^2''sin^f P = pl\ 
P21 = laa^jCOS^^s in^f - ^af;2 sin cos P = pi '21 
pll = |tt6f,2Cos^2''cos^f + ^6^2 sin ^s"-sin ^ f p = pi 
pT, = \abl2COs9^sm9^ - pb^^,sin9^ cos9^\' = pi 
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The values of the inequality number 2 in appendix B for 3 sets of param-
eter settings are as followings: 
Inequality = -1.446709 x 10"' 













9- = 157.50 9- = 90.00 
Inequality = 1.028356 













9f = 67.50 9- = 180.00 
Inequality = 1.198336819 
a. = 0.7071067810 P = 0.7071067810 
< 2 = 0.01 bt2 = 0.9999499987 
<2 = 0.01 bL = 0.9999499987 
9\ = 153.00 9^ = 27.00 
9f = 45.00 9- = 0.00 
The maximum violation of the Bell inequalities that we could reach for 
this case is 1.198336819 which is less than ^/2 obtained by others(see for 
example [CHSH69]. However, we would like to emphasize that as computer 
calculations take a long time to verify exactly, even for one of the inequalities 
in the 2,3:2,3 case, we have done calculations both by computer and by hand 
for some of the inequalities which obviously are not complete. So, in an exact 
verification we may find inequalities which are violated wi th a factor stronger 
than ^/2. Fortunately we have obtained this wi th the next set up. 
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4 . 3 . 2 E x p e r i m e n t a l s e t u p 2 
Again in this experimental set up two settings are available in each arm: 
for setting 1 (wi th two outputs) a PBS, as shown in figure 4.3, and for 
setting 2 (wi th three outputs) a modified PPBS followed by a PBS, as shown 
in figure 4.5, are used. The corresponding probabilities would be as below. 
Setting 1 on the Left and setting 1 on the Right 
-mm) 
a (cos 9f\^g)^ 
Pi-
19: sin 9f\Xe)^){cos 6'f|f^e)2" + sin 
- s i n 9 ^ \ ^ e y , + c o s I ^ ) 3 ^ ) ( - s i n | + cos6'f ) 
)R f \R\ 
1 4-9/3 J 
+ ^ ( s i n ^ f | ^ , ) ^ s^f|^) )(-
= ( t t co s^ fcos^ f + ^ s i n ^ f s i n ^ f ) | o , _ 
- / 3 s m ^ f c o s ^ f ) | ^ , ) 2 ^ | t ) 3 -+ 
+ (a 
[a cos 6'f sin 6'f 
sin 9f cos 9^ 
R 
Pcos9fsm9^)\Xe)'s\^e)-
+ (o; sin 6'f sin + /3cos '^ fcos^f ) i^ , )3^ |$ , ) : 
(4.49) 
The probabilities in this case are: 




[a cos sin - /?sin^f cos^fp 
a sin 9[ cos 9f - P cos 9f si 1 n ^ f p 
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Setting 2 on the Left and setting 2 on the Right 
a\^)\^) + P\t)\t) —> 
a\^)^,\^)f + P{a^,m + b m ) ' ) K \ t ) 2 + b - m ) ^ 
a{cos9^\^o)', + sin^,^|^,),^)(cosef I 0 , ) f + sin^f | 
+ pa',,a^,{-sin 9^\o,)^ + cos 9^\te)',){-sin 9^\f^,)f + cos 9^\Xe)!) 
+ Pb',,a^,\t)U-sm9^\i^s)f + cos9me)f) 
+ Pa',,b-,{-sm9^\^e)',+cos9me)m)f 
+ Pb',2bm)s\t)s 




+ (a cos 9^ cos 9^ + Pa^^a^^ sin 6*^  sin ) | -H-e)^  | 
+ (a cos 9!^ sin i9f - /?a^ 2«^ '2 sin 9!^ cos 6'2'') | ^9)41 $e)f 
+ Pairt2^os9';\X,)^M)-
+ (a sin ^^ '^  cos 9^ - pa^^a^^ cos 9^ sin ) | | f^^,),'* 
+ (a sin 9^ sin + /^ a^ .^aj^ , cos 9^ cos ^,),^ | t e ) ^ 
(4.50) 
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The probabilities in this case are: 
Pll = m2b^2\' = Pll 
Pll = | / ?6 > « s i n ^ 2 l ^ = Pll 
P22 = |/?6^2af2COS^2''l' = Pll 
r,« = ^^22 1/50^ 2^6^ 2 sin p = Pll 
F22 \a COS 9^ cos 9^ + /?aj^ 2<2 sin 9^ sin 2^"^ P = Pll 
f22 |Q: COS 9^ sin 6*2^  - Pa^^a^^ sin 2^^  cos 612^  p = "^22 
Pll = |/?aj^2^^2Cos^2l' = p32 
Pit = |Q; sin 9^ cos 6^2^  - pa^^a^^ cos 6'2^  sin 6'2'^ p = „ 3 1 F22 
Pll = \a sin ^ f sin 9^ + /?a^2<2 cos 2^"- cos 2^""P = „ 3 3 -H22 
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Setting 1 on the Left and setting 2 on the Right 
a \ ^ ) \ ^ ) + P\t)\t) 
a{cos9^\^e)2 + sin9f\Xe)^)x 
( c o s e f | o , ) f + s i n 0 f | t ) f ) 
+ ^ ( - s i n ^ f | o , ) ^ + c o s ^ f | t ) 3 ) x 
i-a- s i n 9 - \ + a^, cos 9-\X,)f + b^,\ t ) f ) 
= -Pb^,sm9t\^e)m)f 
+ {acos 9f cos 9^ + Pa^^ sin 9f s in9^)\ f^ , )^14^ , ) f 
+ (o; cos 9f sin 9^ - Pa^^ sin 9^ cos 6'f) | •^ >e)21 
+ ^6«COS^f |^ , )3 l | )3« 
+ (Q;sin6'f cos6'2'' - Pa^^cos9f sm9^)\Xe)3\^8)f 
+ (a sin 9f sin + Pa^, cos cos | ^ )31 t e ) f 
The probabilities in this case are: 
Pll = \pb^^sm9'^Y ^ P\l 
Pit = \a cos cos 9^ + Pa^^ sin sin ^ P\\ 
Pl\ = |Q; cos 9[ sin - Pa^^ sin 6'f cos 6*^  p = P\l 
pW = cos ^ f l ^ = Pll 
Pit = |Q; sin cos 6'f - /Ja^ ^ cos 6'f sin | ' ^ Pll 
pI\ = |a sin sin + /Ja^ ,^ cos cos |^  = Pll 
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Setting 2 on the Left and setting 1 on the Right 
+ P\X)\t) — ^ 
a{cos9^\^,)!^ + sm9^\Xe)',)>< 
{cos9^\^e)f + sin9me)!) 
+ P{-a'^, sin 9^I + aj^ 2 cos 9^\ X s ) ' , + | X ) ' ) x 
( - s in ^ f | o , ) « +cos 1^)3'') 
= -^6j^2s in^fi : )3lo , )2« 
+ Pb^,,cos9mms)f 
+ {a cos 9^ cos + Pa'^, sin 9^ sin 9^) \ ^ e ) ' \ ^ 9 ) 2 
+ {a cos 9^ sin 9^ - Pa^, sin 9^ cos ) { ^ e V A X e ) s 
+ {a sin 9^ cos 9f - ^a^2 cos 9!; sin )| X e Y , \ 
+ (as in 9^ sin + pa^^ cos 9^ cos ) \ X e ) ^ \ X e ) 3 
The probabilities in this case are: 
Pll = |/?6j^2sin^fP ^ p^; 
Pll = |/?6j^2Cos6'fp 
Ptl = \a cos 9^ cos 9f + pa^^ sin 9^ sin p = Pll 
Ptl = \a cos 9^ sin - /?aj^ 2 sin 9^ cos p ^ Pll 
Pll = |Q! sin 92 cos 9f - pa^^ cos 9^ sin p = Pll 
Pll = l a sin 9^ sin + pa^^ cos 2^'' cos p ^ Pll 
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Again in this case the value of the inequality number 2 in appendix B for 
7 sets of parameter settings are as followings: 
Inequality = -2.089684 x 10"' 
a. = 0.71 P = 0.71 
" j 2 = 0.33 = 0.94 
= 0.50 bl = 0.87 
= 67.50 0^2 = 45.00 
= 67.50 9- = 67.50 
Inequality = 1.018246 
a = 0.71 P = 0.71 
" l 2 = 0.33 bu = 0.94 
= 0.50 b?2 
9^ 
= 0.87 
9t = 0.00 = 45.00 
9- = 112.50 9- = 90.00 
Inequality = 1.192572023 
a = 0.7071067810 P = 0.7071067810 




= 135.00 = 99.00 
9- = 27.00 9- = 63.00 
Inequality = 1.278386383 
a = 0.7071067810 P = 0.7071067810 
""12 = 0.8000000000 b'x2 = 0.6000000000 
" t 2 = 0.6000000000 bt2 = 0.8000000000 
9f = 36.00 9\ = 63.00 
Of = 144.00 Of = 117.00 
Inequality = 1.282532697 
a = 
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Inequality = 1.499900008 
a = 0.7071067810 P = 0.7071067810 
U,j2 = 0.9999 b'^2 = 0.1414178207 
^R 
"12 
= 0.9999 bf. = 0.1414178207 
9f = 45.00 9^ = 45.00 
9^ = 135.00 9^ = 135.00 
Inequality = 1.499999720 
a = 0.7071067810 p = 0.7071067810 
a^, = 0.99999999 b^^^ = 0.0001414213562 
a« = 0.99999999 bf^ = 0.0001414213562 
9f = 44.97751125 9^ = 45.03377533 
9^ = 135.0135014 9^ = 134.9730054 
Comparing the last two sets i t seems that the parameters in the last set 
belong to an extremum, and in fact we have tried many other sets near these 
values but couldn't reach higher. Furthermore, although in all the above 
seven sets of parameters the Bell inequality is violated by the predictions of 
quantum theory, the last two are more interesting as they violate the Bell 
inequality by a factor of ^ 1.5 which exceeds ^/2. This in turn makes the 
experimental test of locality, in which there are always some kind of errors, 
easier and more accurate. Of course, the increase in the output gates can 
be accounted for stronger violation of Bell inequalities which may be the 
motivation for considering experiments w i th more outputs. 
Chapter 5 
A local and Lorentz invariant 
model 
5.1 Hardy's proof of non-Lorentz invariance 
of local theories 
Aimed at nonlocal hidden-variable theories Hardy [Har92, HS92] used a 
gedanken experiment to prove that they are not Lorentz invariant too. A l -
though some authors have criticized Hardy's argument [CN92, BG94, CH95, 
CH96], w i t h the help of non-locality and contextuality of the hidden variable 
theories, i t is worth discussing this here as in the next sections i t wi l l be 
shown how Squires local model escapes this argument. 
Hardy's first assumption is the same as EPR sufficient condition for real-
i ty except that the disturbance of the system under measurement is allowed. 
His second assumption is the necessary condition for Lorentz invariance of 
the elements of reality which states: The value of an element of reality cor-
responding to a Lorentz-invariant observable is itself Lorentz invariant. 
The scheme of Hardy's gedanken experiment is shown in figure 5.1 in 
82 
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which two Mach-Zehnder-type interferometers are used. A positron e"*"(electron 
e") impinges on beam sphtter B S l + ( B S l " ) and is reflected or transmitted 
through the paths u"'"(u") or v+(v~) respectively and due to destructive in-
terference goes through the path c+(c") and is detected at detector C"'"(C") 
only. The two interferometers are then combined such that, in the laboratory 
frame of reference both electron and positron reach the detectors at the same 
time but i f the positron takes the path u+ and the electron takes the path 
u " they reach the point P at the same time, tp, and are annihilated, that is: 
\u+)\u-) I7) (5.1) 







B S l -
c-
Figure 5.1: Scheme of Hardy's gedanken experiment. 
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in the figure. The in i t ia l state of the system is supposed to be: 
\s^)\s-) (5.2) 
where ( f rom now on) we are using the convention that the state of each 
particle is shown by the path i t is in . As the only information available 
f rom the state of a particle at a given time is that i f the particle exists in 
a given path or not, the state describing the particle does not depend on 
any parameter of the frame of the reference. When a beam reaches to a 
beam-slitter i t is split as: 
\ I ) ^ ^ { \ T ) + m ) (5.3) 
where I , T and R are incoming, transmitt ing and reflecting states respec-
tively. We w i l l see shortly that due to the configuration already discussed, 
the positron (electron) now w i l l be able to reach the detector D"''(D") from 
the path d+(d- ) . 
Now let's define two observables U"^ as: 
U^ = \u^){u^\ (5.4) 
U^{U~) corresponds to positron (electron) being in path u+(u") which is the 
element of reality here and its value, [f/" '"]([t/"]) is 1 i f i t is in path u+(u"), 0 
otherwise. Hardy's conclusion f rom reality condition is then: 
f /± |«±) = |w±) =^ [U^] = l (5.5) 
U+U-\u*)\u-) = \u^)\u) [ f / + f / - ] = l (5.6) 
?7+J7- |«+ ,«- )^ = 0 [ [ / + [ / - ] = 0 (5.7) 
i f [U^][U-] = l then [mu-] = l (5.8) 
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where is any state orthogonal to \u'^)\u'). 
Note that w i th the experiment shown in figure 5.1, the conditional state-
ment (5.8) cannot be applied to nonlocal hidden variable theories which are 
context dependent. This is because [/+ and U' cannot be measured in the 
same context here. 
Now, in the laboratory frame of reference F, for times later than tp but 
before the positron and electron reach the beam-splitters BS2='=, the state of 
the system evolves as: 
s+)|s-) —> l{i\u^)+ \v^)){^\u~)+ \v-)) 
—> \ i - \ l ) + Au+)\v-) + i\v+)\u-) + \v+)\v-)) (5.9) 
which is orthogonal to \u'^)\u''), as at times later than tp w i t h probabil-
i ty equal to 1 not positron nor electron exist in the corresponding path, 
f rom (5.7), we have: 
V^U-] = 0 (5.10) 
In the F"^  frame of reference in which positron passes the beam-splitter 
BS2+, but electron has not reach BS2~ yet, we have: 
| 5 + ) | 5 - ) — > -^{-V2\j)-\c+)\u-) + 2i\c+)\v-)+i\d+)\u-)){5.n) 
2 v 2 
In this case, the state of the electron would be \u~) i f positron is detected at 
D+ and f rom (5.5), we have: 
U-] = l i f detection at D+ (5.12) 
In the F " frame of reference in which electron passes the beam-splitter 
BS2", but positron has not reach BS2''" yet, we have: 
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\s^)\s-) - > ^ ( - ^ / 2 | 7 ) - K ) | c - ) + ^ K ) | d - ) + 2 ^ K ) | c - ) ) (5.13) 
In this case, the state of the positron would be if electron is detected at 
D" and from (5.5), we have: 
= 1 if detection at D" (5.14) 
In the F^ "" frame of reference in which both positron and electron pass the 
beam-splitters 632="=, we have: 
\s')\s-) ^ ( - 2 | 7 ) - 3 | c + ) | c - ) + i |c+)M-) + i K ) | c - ) - K ) | d - ) ) (5.15) 
where there is a probability of that positron be detected at D+ and electron 
be detected at D". So from (5.8), (5.12) and (5.14) in these cases where 
D+] = l and [ 0 " ] = ! , we have: 
V+U-] = 1 with probability of ^ (5.16) 
16 
which contradicts (5.10). This in turn refutes the assumption of the necessary 
condition for Lorentz invariance of the elements of reality that we made 
earlier. We end this section by emphasizing that the contexts of measurement 
of D+ and D" are different in all the above cases, and because of this as 
we stated before this argument cannot be applied to nonlocal theories, for 
example in the case of equation (5.15) it is seen that if we measure D"*" and 
get [D+] = 1 then as U" cannot be measured in the same context, if we had 
measured and got [U"] = 1 this would non-locally effect the outcome 
of the measurement of D+ which may not result the value [D+] = 1, hence 
blocking the argument. 
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5.2 Non-locality, Lorentz invariance of the 
Bohm model 
Non-locality is one of the basic and apparent features of the Bohm model 
when applied to many-body systems. As was shown in section 2.2, for a sys-
tem with N particles the equation of motion for a particle is found from (2.31) 
which reads: 
^, = ± s (5.17) 
and the quantum potential Q(2;i, • • •, Xj^ v, 0 would become: 
" 3N 
Q{xi, • • •, x^t^, t) — (5.18) 
2m R 
As it is seen from the above equations, the position of each particle 
depends on the other particles' positions as well. Furthermore, whatever 
the classical potential of the system is, the quantum interaction potential 
of (5.18) always depends on the positions of all particles of the system. This 
means that the position of each particle is instantaneously effected by other 
particles of the system, hence the non-locality feature of the theory. 
Although the Bohm model reproduces all of the statistical predictions of 
quantum theory and still is Lorentz invariant at that level [BHK87, BH93], 
due to the non-locality feature, this theory, in which the particle positions 
play the basic role becomes non-Lorentz invariant at the level of individual 
systems. This can be shown by considering two particles A and B at rest in 
a Lorentz frame as in figure 5.2 [BH93 . 







Figure 5.2: Space-like connections influencing past. 
In this frame of reference there is an instantaneous interaction between the 
two particles at a and b respectively. Now, in another Lorentz frame where 
a and b' are simultaneous, still there should be an instantaneous interaction 
due to quantum potential. With the same argument, as a' and b' are simul-
taneous, an instantaneous interaction exist here. However, this is impossible 
because the particle a affects its past. 
5.3 The Squires model 
The non-locality of Bohm model, as was shown in the previous section, arises 
because of the instantaneous influence of particles on each other's positions. 
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which in turn results in non-Lorentz invariance of the theory. In other words 
in the Bohm model the velocity of signals are infinite. Impressed by this. 
Squires [Squ93] proposed a model which is based on the assumption that the 
information each particle receives from the other one is carried by a signal 
moving with the velocity of light. So, in the equation of motion of each 
particle, the positions of the others should be determined on the backward 
light-cone of the particle, that is, the equation of motion for the i th particle 
is given by 
where 
t , = t^ - , (5.20) 
are the retarded times. Here there is an ambiguity in the cases where the 
wave-function explicitly depends on time [Squ93] which can be removed by 
using multiple-time wave-function if the duration of the interaction between 
particles are zero or simply if the interaction is instantaneous. 
We consider A'' particles which interact with each other only at time 
t = tf). The Hamiltonian can be written as the sum of the Hamiltonians of 
the individual particles. So, 
H = ^ H , . (5.21) 
3=1 
The wave-function of the system before the interaction is 
^,{x„ • • •, x , , t) = n UM t)ij,{x,, 0), (5.22) 
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where ipji^ji^) is the initial wave-function of the j t h particle and, 
t / , ( 0 , t ) = r e x p [ - ^ ^ ' f l ; r F , ( r ) ] (5.23) 
is the unitary time evolution operator of the j t h system in which T stands 
for time ordered product. 
At time t = to particles interact with each other instantaneously and in 
general at the end of the interaction the wave-functions are entangled. So 
after the interaction the wave-function of the system becomes 
N 
^^{x„---,x^,t) = Y.Ckl[U,{to, t)i;,,{x„to). (5.24) 
k j=i 
Now we define the retarded wave-function corresponding to ith particle as 
follows: 
'^r = E^^I[UAtli'^)M^.X,), (5.25) 
k J=l 
where is the retarded time as defined in equation (5.20), and = 0 if tij 
maps into the region before interaction, and t°. = to otherwise. Note that 
before the interaction the state of the j t h particle is given by ijjj but after the 
interaction, in general, there are many different states, ipj^, corresponding to 
this particle. So the evolution of ipj cannot be determined uniquely and this 
is the motivation for defining t°. as above. 
Now the equation of motion for the i th particle becomes 
"^ ^^ '•^  I *r(a;,(i,),^2(i..),---)*r*(^i(ia),a:,(t,,),---) ^ 
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and if there is correlation between bosons and fermions, as was discussed in 
section 2.4 in the case of the Bohm model, integration over the positions of 
bosons is essential, that is: 
^r^.J_sfi( I W (^ 1 (^ n)> X.fa), - • •) p.. ^rn^iftn), X,{U,), •••)\ 
That the Squires model does not encounter the Bohm model difficulties 
is clear. In the case of Hardy's gedanken experiment as we saw in section 5.1 
the contradiction arises because in the frame of reference F*, where both 
positron and electron reach the beam-splitters BS2='= at the same time, there 
is a probability of detection of positron in D"*" and electron at D". However, 
this does not happen in Squires model, since if in the events BS2"'" and 
BS2" are space-like separated,which is a must in Hardy's argument, each 
particle when it reaches the corresponding beam-splitter sees the other one 
in its backward light cone and so acts as if the other has not reached its 
beam-splitter, thus avoiding the joint detection at D+ and D" (See [MS95 
for a more detailed explanation on this). 
5.4 Photon detection and the Squires model 
- type 1 detector 
In a system of N particles which interact instantaneously with each other 
only at time to, the distance between each pair of particles depends on time. 
Suppose that we are considering the equation of motion for the ith particle. 
At time to, if the j t h particle is the nearest one to this particle, then the 
^Obviously, here by events 682=*= we mean when the positron/electron reaches the 
beam-sphtters BS2* 
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time \ ' is the minimum among the others and we denote it by t j^ '" . 
Now from the definition of the retarded time and the retarded wave-function 
in the previous section, it is clear that, for times ti < to +1^'" the retarded 
times for all particles would be mapped into the region before the interaction 
and i t is seen from the equation (5.26) that the equation of motion of ?th 
particle does not depend on the positions of the other particles. This means 
that in this time interval, effectively there is only one particle. Physically, this 
can be interpreted in the sense that the particle does not receive information 
from the others.^ 
With this in mind, we now reconsider the detection of a photon whose 
wave-function consists of two parts, one going to the left and the other to the 
right with one detector provided on either side. This was already discussed 
in section 2.5, but this time we discuss it in the context of the Squires model. 
If the distance between each detector and the photon source, that is D, is of 
the order of 1 meter, as in the Aspect et.al. experiments^, then initially the 
retarded time, T, is about 10"^ The initial wave-function of the system is: 
I*) = 2-'l^[ct>,{z) + (j)^{z)]i^o.mo^{Y) (5.28) 
where as before ' 0OL(^ ) and •0OR(^) are the initial wave-functions of the left 
and right detectors and given by equations (2.49, 2.57) respectively. If the 
interaction of the photon and the detectors occurs at to = 0, then for the left 
^Obviously if = 0 this situation would never happen if we assume that the velocity 
of a particle is always less than that of light 
^In most of the experiments of Aspect et.al. two photons are involved (see [ADR82] 
and the references therein), however, from now on we are considering the one discussed 
in [AG90] in which only one photon is used 
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detector from equation (5.25)we have: 
1 )^ = 2-'l^[ct>,{z)rol{X) + ct>^{z)i;odXMo^{Y), (5.29) 




which is exactly the same as equation (2.61) where there was only one de-
tector present on the left. A similar equation holds for the right detector. 
So, if as in section 2.5 we use the wave-function given by equa-
tions (2.52/2.60), then the whole analytic arguments we made about these 
equations in that section are still valid here. That is, if initially Xo is pos-
itive/negative then the left detector wi l l /wi l l not record the photon. Note 
that equations(2.52/2.60) differ from the corresponding ones in [Squ93]. This 
is due to the fact that the photon wave-function is not contained in the total 
wave-function therein. 
Before going any further, there is a point about the Squires model which 
should be made clear here. In the above example consider the case where both 
Xo and Yo are positive. So both of the detectors will record the photon. On 
the other hand if Xg and YQ are both negative, then neither of the detectors 
will record the photon. The probability for this to happen is \ in each 
case, and the total probability adds up to | . The reason for this is that for 
0 < t < T, practically we are treating the two detectors independently of 
each other. So if the duration of the experiment is less than the retarded 
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time then, for 50% of the events, quantum theory is violated which is quite 
significant here. However, in the next sections we will see that after the 
retarded time elapses the wrong events disappear in a realistic experiment. 
5.5 Photon detection and the Squires model 
- type 2 detector 
In this section we will consider the experiment of the previous section but 
for times t > T. As we said before, generally the retarded time T is not con-
stant. However, in the experiment of Aspect et.al. that we are considering 
here, the distance that each detector particle moves during the experiment 
is of the order of the Bohr radius which is much less than the initial dis-
tance between the two detectors which is of the order of a meter. So with 
a good approximation we can assume that T ~ 10~^  is constant during the 
experiment. 
The wave-function of the system after the interaction is given by: 
1 )^ = 2-V2[0^(^)^-p(X) + M^)^:i{X)] (5.31) 
The equation of motion of the left detector from equations (5.27,5.25) would 
be: 
X = -3? 
m 
1 + exp [-2a^tX{t) + 2a^ ( t - T)Y{t -T)+ a^T{2t - T) 
(5.32) 
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where the time dependence of the functions X and Y are explicitly shown. 
Similarly for the right detector we have: 
m 
i ^ . ( ^ - T ) p ^t" {t)Pr'^t'{t) + Writ - T ) f r^{t)pMt) 
1 -I- exp -2a£-tY{t) + 2aUt - T)X{t - T ) + a^T{2t - T) 
(5.33) 
If there is no retardation, that is T = 0, then the above equations reduce to 
equations (2.67) and (2.68) as expected. 
As analytic solutions are not possible for the above equations, we have 
solved them numerically for a hundred pairs of initial positions which were 
chosen randomly with normal distribution consistent with the Gaussian wave-
packet given in equation (2.49) (see appendix C) . 
In figures 5.3 and 5.4 we have shown the positions of the left and right 
detectors as a function of time for a given pair respectively. In the time 
interval 0 < t < T, in all 200 figures obtained, the velocity of the detector 
particle tends to zero if the initial position is negative and remains finite if 
i t is positive. This is in agreement with the analytic argument that we used 
in sections 2.5 and 5.4. 
At times later than the retarded time, for 99 out of 100 pairs only one 
of the detectors (in 52 events, the left one and in 47 events, the right one) 
will record the photon and the other one stops recording. For 1 pair of 
initial values {Xo,Yo) (No. 76 in appendix C) , none of the detectors will 
record the photon which may be treated as a wrong result because quantum 
theory is violated. However, it is interesting to note that if XQ and Yo are 
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Figure 5.3: The position of the left detector particle as a function of time in 




Figure 5.4: The position of the right detector particle as a function of time in 
Squires model with Xo = 0.5197 and Yo = -0.4113. 
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the same then according to the symmetry of the problem it is not possible 
to determine which of the detectors should detect the photon and incidently 
in this case Xo and yo are nearly the same and both negative. Considering 
the limited precisions of the numerical calculations which is inevitable in 
computer packages and that these differential equations are very sensitive 
to tiny changes, one may wonder that this wrong result may be due to the 
errors in calculations. I t should be noted that in a symmetric situation 
like this, the Bohm model is ambiguous too. For example as we said in 
section 2.3 according to the Bohm model the initial position of a particle 
in its wave-packet determines if the particle is transmitted or refiected by a 
beam-splitter. But if the reflectivity and the transmittance are the same and 
the wave-packet is Gaussian, then for the initial position in the center of the 
wave-packet the trajectory of the particle is not known. So we may conclude 
that here the Squires model is in exact agreement with quantum theory. 
Finally, when the particle stops recording, as flgure 5.4 shows, the maxi-
mum distance that i t moves is of the order of the width of the wave-packet, 
so if the particle is bound in an atom it will remain inside that and cannot 
get out. But if the particle continues recording, as in flgure 5.3, it would be 
able to leave the atom and can be accelerated in an electric field. And of 
course, as we said before, the time needed for this to happen is more than the 
retarded time. In the next section we will make use of this when applying 
the Squires model to a realistic experiment. 
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5.6 A realistic photo-multiplier and 
the Squires model 
The experiments of Aspect et.al. are the most important experimental evi-
dence of non-locality. So it seems necessary to discuss the predictions of the 
Squires model about these experiments in which photo-multipliers are used 
for detection of photons. Figure 5.5 shows the scheme of such an experiment 
that we are considering here. 
A photon is emitted from the source S. Its wave-function consists of two 
parts: one going to the right (j)R{z) and the other to the left (piiz). At 
the time t = 0 these interact with primary detectors at the same distance 
2D ~ 1 meter from the source. 
fl^M i l ^ M x ) . ^ i i i f l ( s ) ^ ^ . ^ o H ( n — - : : n ^ , H ( % ) 
2D d j R -
3 = 1 
Figure 5.5: The schematic shape of photon detection in a photo-multiplier. 
We model the detectors in the following way. The photon strikes a pri-
mary particle detector and gives a very small momentum to a single elec-
tron, initially in a Gaussian wave-packet. The electron will be knocked out 
of the atom and will then be accelerated by an electric field, of the order 
of 150 V/cm [Kle86]. This will give it an acceleration and will reach the 
secondary detectors in a time T — 4x 10"^ sec. In fact we may approximate 
this situation by supposing that the electron wave-packets after interaction 
with the photon move with a constant velocity of ^ ~ {E^ ^ 1 KeV). 
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When the electron reaches the secondary detectors we assume it is brought to 
rest and that its energy excites some "atoms". These atoms are modeled by 
electrons, again initially at rest in Gaussian wave-packets, which are assumed 
to be bound in some potential. After the excitation they spread (decay) by 
usual quantum evolution, and A'' electrons are released. 
At t < 0, the initial wave-functions of the primary detectors on the left 
and right of the photon source are respectively ipohiX), V ' O R ( ^ ) given by 
equations (2.49 and 2.57) and those of secondary detectors are ipni^i) and 
i p , R { y , ) , where: 
* . W = ( ^ ) ' e x p 
1/4 
(5.34) 1 2 
A similar equation holds for i l ) j R { y j ) . In the above equations (X, F, a;,, y^) 
are the positions of the electron that are struck in the (left primary, right 
primary, left secondary, right secondary) particle detector, measured from 
the center of their initial wave-function and as before l / \ / a = Rsohr is the 
width of the Gaussian wave-packets. Also we have assumed that all of the 
secondary detectors to be at the same position: 
diL = — d = 30 cm for all i,j . (5.35) 
Before the photon wave reaches the primary detectors, that is at times t < 0 
the total wave-function of the system is: 




After the photon has interacted with the primary detectors but before the 
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secondary detectors are affected, that is at times 0 < t < T total wave-
function of the system becomes: 
Y [ ^ < L { x , ) Y [ i ' i R { y 3 ) , (5.37) 
where ipoliX) and ipoaiY) are given by equations (2.52) and (2.60) where as 
we said we have neglected the quantum spreadings here. Also i t should be 
noted that these states are not exactly orthogonal to their initial states (2.49) 
and (2.57) at t = 0, but their overlap is exp[—m'^v^/4h'^a] which has the value 
exp(—47.31) ^ 0 with the parameters used above. 
For t > T i.e. when the wave-packet from the primary detectors has 
reached the secondary detectors, we have: 
•^U^)AL{x - d)i^oH{Y) n n ^.i^fe) + 
1=1 j=i 
Uz)i;oL{X)AniY - d ) l [ M ^ , ) n ^ M ) (5.38) 
Here we have supposed that the primary detectors are at rest without quan-
tum spreading and 
1/4 
(5) 
B exp 2B 2^^ 
(5.39) 
with 
1 + i 
h{t - r )a" 1/2 
m 
(5.40) 
Now let's first examine the prediction of the generalized Bohm model 
discussed in section 2.4. 
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In the region 0 < t < T, the wave-function of the system is given by 
equation (5.37), and from equation (2.47) or directly from equation (2.67) 









1 + exp[-2a^tiY - X) ' 
The form of the solution to these equations depends sensitively upon the 
initial values, Xo and YQ. If for example, Xo — Yo > 0 then X becomes large 
and Y remains close to YQ. Thus the photon is "observed" at the left detector. 
In fact, to a good approximation, in this case. 
and 
X = Xo + - t , 
m 
Y = Yo. 
(5.43) 
(5.44) 
We now consider the second stage of the detection. At times t > T the 
wave-function of the system is given by equation (5.38), and we find for the 
trajectories 
T{t - r)x, 1 
i + r ( t - T ) 2 i + E' 
(5.45) 
where 
E = exp (a [F ' - {Y - d f ] ) exp (a [{X - d f - X^]) 
exp 
V{t - T) N N 
(5.46) 
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and 
r = ^ = : 1.7x10^3 5^ 47) 
A similar equation holds for with E replaced by E"^. 
Let us consider the situation as before where Xo — Yo > 0 and the left 
detector begins to record the photon. At times just greater than r , the first 
two exponentials in (5.46) give a factor which is approximately exp[—2a(f 
where we have used the fact that aX^, etc., are of the order of unity. It 
follows that E will be very small unless 
X^ayJ-^axfJ -2ad2 . (5.48) 1 + n 2 
The first factor here is always smaller than one, so since again ax"^ and ayf 
are initially all of the order of unity, and as the kinetic energy of the primary 
particle detector is ~ 1 KeV, in an actual photo-multiplier, 7Y is of the 
order of 100. It follows then that E will remain very small, so that the Xi 
will become large and the yj will remain near to their original values. Thus, 
which detector "flashes" (in this case the left one) will be determined by just 
the subtraction of the initial values of the positions of the primary detectors 
(Xo-Y,). 
We now turn to the prediction of Squires model. Here the retarded time 
between the primary detectors is Tp ~ xlO"^ sec. 
For i < 0 the wave-function for the left primary detector is given by (2.49) 
and the wave-function of the system ^ is given by (5.36). According to the 
equation of motion (5.27) the velocity of this particle detector and similarly 
all of the other detector particles are zero, as expected. 
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For 0 < i < Tp the wave-function of the system is given by equation (5.37) 
and the wave-function of the primary detector on the left is given by (2.52). 
From equation (5.27) we have for the trajectories: 
= R [ M m M ^ n p s v Q r & s m ] , (5,49) 
or 
X = ^ , (5.50) 
exp {-2a^Xt + a^t^) + 1 
with a similar equation for Y. For the left secondary detectors we have, 
mxi — Jt - - -g— • - - 2 — u , (o.oi; 
V ViL{Xi) + 1piL{Xi) J 
and similarly yj = 0. From the above equations again it is seen that each of 
the detectors behaves as if the others are not present. After this, as we said 
in the previous section only one of the detector particles can leave the atom 
and be accelerated in the electric field which we suppose to be the left one. 
The velocity of the primary particle detector is very small when it leaves 
the atom and i t is about when it reaches the secondary ones. In this time 
interval again the wave-function of the system is given by equation (5.37) and 
the equations of motions for primary detectors are given by (5.32) and (5.33). 
Using these equations, with the same method used in section 2.5, it can be 
shown that still the left detector will continue moving and the right one stops 
recording. So from now on we assume X ^ d and Y ^ YQ (about the width of 
the wave-packet) in accordance with the numerical caculations mentioned in 
section 5.5. Of course the secondary detectors will remain at rest as before. 
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At time t > r the retarded time between the secondary detectors is 
T, = 2{D + d)/c which is still about 10"' sec. So for times r <t <T + 
where the wave-packet from the primary detectors has reached the secondary 
detectors but the secondary detectors do not receive this information from 
each other, the wave-function of the system is given by (5.38) and the wave-
functions of the left secondary detectors are given by (5.39). Again using 
equation (5.27) we have: 




and similarly for Y. As the wave-functions of the primary detectors will 
remain real, F = A = 0 in later times. However in this time interval, for 
secondary detectors we have: 
i+r(t-T)2 




with a similar equation for ijj. 
Here since x^o and y^o are randomly distributed then clearly 
iV aT{t - rf 
A . i + r ( t - r ) 2 ' ^ ' = ° 
^ aT{t-rf 
VkO \2 f^co 
(5.54) 
(5.55) 
and since A ( r ) ^ d, so -2aXd + ad'^ -ad'^ and as Y{T) ^ 10"^ then 
-2aYd + ad'^ ^  ad'^ and the exponential goes to zero for the left secondary 
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detector but goes to infinity for the right one, so Xi remains finite while 
approaches zero. So in this case the equation of motion for the secondary 
detectors would be: 
x^ = . „^^x, =^ Xi = Xio ( l + r{t - r ) 2 ) ) (5.56) 
yj = 0 => Vj = y,o • (5.57) 
At times i > r -I - for the left secondary detectors we have: 
k=l k=l 
N N 
\foR{Y)fHoL{X-d)\^ Yl |Vfc«(t-T,)|^ J ] k L ( ^ O r 







with 1^ = t — T and t2 = t — T — T,. Similar equations hold for yj. Again with 
the same argument as before it is clear that the left secondary detectors would 
continue recording the photon, where the right ones have stopped recording. 
In brief, in this section we found that according to Squires model, in the 
experiment of Aspect et. al. in the time interval after the interaction of the 
photon with the primary detectors but before the secondary detectors are 
affected, it is the hidden-variables of the primary detectors which determine 
which of them would record the photon. After the interaction of the primary 
detectors with secondary ones, it was shown that still the outcome of the ex-
periment depends on the hidden-variables of the primary detectors. However, 
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as it was shown in the previous section for each pair of the initial positions 
only one of the primary detectors will record the photon and the probability 
for this is | , this means that there is an equal probability that the photon 
either be detected by the left secondary detectors or the right one. So for 
this experiment the prediction of the Squires model is in complete agreement 
with quantum theory. 
At the end, it would be nice to give a brief summary of this chapter. 
We started with Hardy's theorem, according to which local hidden-variable 
theories should be non-Lorentz invariant too, and that not only the Bohm 
model is non-local but also non-Lorentz invariant at the level of individual 
systems. I t was shown that the Squires model circumvents all of these. We 
showed how, if in a system of particles the interaction between the particles is 
instantaneous, the ambiguity of the model is removed in the cases where the 
wave-function of the system explicitly depends on time and that the incon-
sistency of the model with orthodox quantum theory, considered by Squires, 
can be removed with the use of multiple-time wave-function. Finally, that 
the model is capable of giving a correct description of one of the experiments 
of non-locality was shown in the last two sections. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
Orthodox quantum theory encounters serious difficulties in the description 
of an individual system. The origin of these problems lies in the fact that 
the collapse of the wave-function happens only when the observer gains some 
relevant information about the system as we saw in the Schrodinger cat and 
the Wigner's friend paradoxes. I t is interesting that the sufficient condition 
of physical reality which is the backbone of the EPR theorem is in fact the 
negation of this, that is as long as the the wave-function collapses all ob-
servers, at all times after this collapse, should be able to predict the relevant 
information. Furthermore, we proved in comment 2.1.1 that the quantum 
description is frame dependent and also in comment 2.1.2 we showed that, 
even if we are not measuring the position of the particle, the spatial part 
of the wave-function collapses. This reminds me of a sentence from Euan 
Squires that all measurements are really position measurements and, inci-
dentally, the hidden-variable model of Bohm is primarily based on this fact 
that each particle moves on a trajectory which is determined by the value of 
hidden-variable and the outcome of a measurement in turn depends on this 
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trajectory, that is, the position of the particle. 
However, the Bohm model is non-local and indeed. Bell in the form of an 
inequality proved that orthodox quantum theory violates the predictions of 
any local theory. Unfortunately, the original Bell inequality cannot be used 
in experiments and since then some other Bell-type inequalities are deduced 
with some extra assumptions. We introduced a new method for obtaining 
Bell-type inequalities which is based only on the joint probabilities of mea-
surements at different times which in turn implies locality. This method can 
easily be extended to the system with any number of local hidden variables or 
parameters and any number of outcomes for each parameter, though at the 
moment, the time needed for computer calculations is a problem for higher 
orders here. The inequalities for two especial cases, 2,2:2,2 and 2,3:2,3, de-
duced by this method, which are more than those obtained by the others, are 
listed in appendices. We have also used the PV and POVM measurements 
to test the predictions of orthodox quantum theory for the case 2,3:2,3 in-
equalities and it was found that one of these is violated by a factor of 1.5 
which exceed that of \f2 obtained by the other experiments suggested for 
testing locality and consequently the experiment can be done more easily 
and accurately. Many other 2,3:2,3 experiments can be designed and tested 
for violation of any of the inequalities of appendix B . 
The Squires model is a local version of the Bohm model. By using the 
multiple time wave-function we showed how the ambiguity of the model, 
in the cases where the wave-function depends explicitly on time, can be 
rerhoved if the interaction between the particles are instantaneous, which 
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is most likely in the experiments of non-locality. To see to what extent the 
theory is able to predict the outcomes of the experiments in practice, we have 
applied the model to a situation like one of the experiments of Aspect et.al. 
which are mainly used to test non-locality. The results obtained confirm 
that in a sufficiently realistic condition the predictions of the Squires model 
is in complete agreement with orthodox quantum theory. However, there is 
a criticism about this model which is worth mentioning here. In the example 
considered in section 5.5, when a photon is emitted from the source in the 
form of two wave-packets moving to the right and the left, the initial position 
of the detectors act as the hidden-variables which determine whether the 
'photon' goes to the left or the right. In answer to this, we recall that in 
that example we assumed that there are no trajectories for bosons and we 
averaged over the positions of the photon. This means that indeed we have 
treated the photon just the same as in orthodox quantum theory and it is due 
to this fact that both of the detectors initially start recording the photon, 
but after a short distance^ one of them stops recording. Also, we would like 
to emphasize that even if it does turn out that bosons have trajectories, the 
discussion we made about the Aspect et.al. experiment is still appropriate 
since in such experiments the spin of the particle (photon) is determined, 
where there is no spin "hidden-variable". In this case it is certain that the 
recorded value is a property of the hidden-variable in the detectors. 





0 < -2pu +P1+P1 < 1 
0 < - P i i + p f < 1 
0 < -Pn +Pi2+pf<l 
0<-pu-p2i+P2+Pi<'^ 
0 < -Pn + Pu - P21 - P22 + P2 + Pf < 1 
0 < - P u + < 1 
0 < -Pn +P2i+pf <l 
. 0 < -Pn - P12 + Pi + P2 < 1 
0 < -Pn - Pu + P21 -P22+P1 +P2 
0 < -pn - P12 - P21 + P22 + + < 1 
0 < - p i i - p i 2 + p f ' + p f < 1 
0 < - p i i - P 2 i + p f + p f < 1 
0 < - p i i + p f + p f < 1 
0 < +P22 < 1 
0 < +P21 < 1 
0 < +P12 < 1 
0 < -P12+P2 < 1 
0 < -P22 + p f < 1 
0 < +p^ < 1 
0 < +P21 - P22 + < 1 
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0 < - P 2 1 + P f < 1 
0 < -P21 + P22 + Pf < 1 
0 < + p f < 1 
0 < -P2l + < 1 
0 < -P22 + P2 < 1 
0 < +P2 < 1 
0 < +Pl2 - P22 + P2 < 1 
0 < -Pl2 - P22 + P2 + P§ < 1 
0 < -P21 - P22 + P2 + P2 < 1 
0 < -2p22 +P2+P2 < 1 
0 < -P22+P2+P2< 1 
0 < -2p2i + P 2 + P f < 1 
0 < -P21 - P22 + P2 + Pi < 1 
0 < -P21 +P^+pf<l 
0 < - p i 2 + p f ' < l 
0 < -P12 +P22+P1 <i 
0<+Pi <i 
0 < -2pi2+pf+P2 < 1 
0 < -P12 - P22 + Pf + P2 < 1 
0 < -P12 +pf+p§<l 
0 < < 1 
0 < + P u - P 1 2 + P ? < 1 
0 < - P21 + P2 < 1 
0 < +Pn - P12 - P21 -P22+P2 +P2 
0 < +1 < 1 
0 < -Pu + P12 + P21 + P22 - P2 - P2 + ^ < ^ 
0 < - P 1 1 + P 2 1 - P 2 + 1 < 1 
0 < - P i i + P i 2 - p f + 1 < 1 
0 < -Pii + 1 < 1 
0 < +P12 - pf - + 1 < 1 
0 < + P l 2 + P 2 2 - p f - p f + 1 < 1 
0 < + 2 p i 2 - p { -p^ + l<l 
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0 < - p f + 1 < 1 
0 < + p i 2 -P22-Pi+I<l 
0 < +Pl2 -Pi+l<l 
0<+P21-p^-p^ + l<l 
0 < + P 2 1 + P 2 2 - P 2 - P f + 1 < 1 
0 < -l-2p2i - - p f + 1 < 1 
0 < +P22 - P^ - P^ + 1 < 1 
0 < -F2p22 - p^ - P2^  + 1 < 1 
0 < + P 2 1 + P 2 2 - p f - p f + 1 < 1 
0 < +P l2 + P22 - P2 - P2^  + 1 < 1 
0 < - P l 2 + P22 - P2 + 1 < 1 
0 < - p f + 1 < 1 
0 < +P22 - p H 1 < 1 
0 < +P21 - pf- + 1 < 1 
0 < - p f + 1 < 1 
0 < +P21 - P22 - p f + 1 < 1 
0 < +P21 - p f + 1 < 1 
0 < - P 2 1 + P 2 2 - P f + 1 < 1 
0 < - p f + 1 < 1 
0 < +P22 - p f + 1 < 1 
0 < - f pi2 - p f + 1 < 1 
0 < - p i 2 + 1 < 1 
0 < -P21 + 1 < 1 
0 < -P22 + 1 < 1 
0 < + P i i - p f - p f + 1 < 1 
0 < + P 1 1 + P 2 1 - p f - p f + 1 < 1 
0 < + P l l + P l 2 - p f - p f + l < l 
0 < +Pll + Pl2 + P21 - P22 - pf - p f + 1 < 1 
0 < +Pll + Pl2 - P21 + P22 - pf - p f + 1 < 1 
0 < + P u + P l 2 - P f - p f + 1 < 1 
0 < +Pll - P21 - pf + 1 < 1 
0 < +Pll - pf + 1 < 1 
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0 < +Pn - Pl2 + P21 + P22 - P2 - Pf + 1 < 1 
0 < + P l l + P 2 1 - p ^ - p f + 1 < 1 
0 < +Pll - Pl2 - Pf + 1 < 1 
0 < +Pll - p f + 1 < 1 




0 < - 2 p n + p f + p f < l 
0 < - P u - P U - P n - P ^ / ' ^ ^ ^ +^ 1^^ -^ ^^  < 1 
0 < -Pn - P12 - P21 + pf + p f + p<l^ -^ ^^ - p<|^'^^' + p ( f ^ < 1 
0 < - P l l - Pl2 - P21 + P22 + pf + p f + p[2' '" ' - Ps"'''^ < 1 
0 < - P l l - Pl2 - P21 + P22 + p f + p f < 1 
0 < -Pn - P 1 2 - P 2 2 +Pi^ 2^ '^ '^ -Pi^/-^^' +P^^/'^^' +p^^^'''^ +p(^/ '" ' + p r < 1 
0 < -Pn - P 1 2 - P 2 2 +Pf + P f +P^1^'^^' -pg''''^ + p ( f < 1 
0 < - P n - p i 2 + p f + p i ' / ' ^ ' ' < l 
0 < -Pn - P 1 2 +Pf +P^^''''^ -PT'^ +p(f-^^^ +pr,^'^^) < 1 
0 < - P n - P i 2 + p f + p f < 1 
0 < -Pn - P i 2 + p f + p f < 1 
0 < -Pn - P 1 2 +P22 + P f + p f +pr2 '^^ ^^ -p*!^-^^' +p(f'^^^ -P^ 2^^ '^ '' - P ^ < 1 
0 < -Pn - P12 + P22 + pf + p f - P^V'^ '^ + p^ ^^ '-^ '^  - P^f ^ < 1 
0 < -Pn - P 1 2 +P21 - P 2 2 +P'^'''''-P'^''''^ +PT'^ + p ( f ^ ' ^ +Pp2^'"^ < 1 
0 < - p u - Pl2 + P21 - P22 + pf + p f < 1 
0 < -Pn - P 1 2 +P21 + P f +P(^2''"^ -P^f'^^^ +pf/'^^> - p f / ' < 1 
0 < -Pn - P 1 2 +P21 + P f + P f -p l f '^^^ +pf/ '^^ ' - p ( f < 1 
0 < -Pn -P21 + P f - P 2 « +Pi^2^'"' - p [ / ' " ' +P<i^-^^' +PT'' +P%^'''' < 1 
0 < - p u - P 2 : + p f + p ^ i ^ ' ^ ^ ' + p r ' ' ' < l 
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0 < -JDll -P21 + p f < 1 
0 < -pn - P21 + pf + pf + p^A''''^ - pg''''^ < 1 
0<-pn-P2i+P^+pg''''^ <1 
0 < - p i , - p,, + pf + - p(l/.13) + p(l/.23) ^ (^11.31) _ p(31,33) ^ ^  
0 < - P U -P21 +Pf +P^-p[\''''^ +pg'-''^ < 1 
0 < - p i i _p21 +Pf +pf < 1 
0 < -Pn - pf +Pi^2^'") -p[ /^'-^^) +pi\''''^ +P^A''''^+pg''''' +pi'y'^ < 1 
0 < - p n + P ^ l ^ ' ^ ^ ^ + p i r ^ ' < l 
0 < -Pn +pf < 1 
0<-pn+P^+p[2-''^ <1 
0 < - p n +P^ - pf +P<^/'"' -M^/-^^) + p ( f + p i f ' ' ' ^ < 1 
0 < - p n + p f + P ^ f ^ ^ ) + p ( f ' ^ ^ ^ < l 
0 < - p n + P ^ + p f - p r , ^ - ^ ^ ) + p r ' ^ ^ ) < l 
0 < -p,, +pL + p f _ (^11.31) +^(31,32) _ ^ ( 1 M 3 ) _p(31,33) < ^ 
0 < -Pn + p f < 1 
0 < - P n + p f + P ^ " ' ' ' ' < 1 
0 < - p n + p f + p f - p l ^ / ' " ' + p ( f ^ ^ > < l 
0 < - p n + p f + P f -p[^ 2''^ '^  +Pi2 ' ' ' ' ' +P^"''^^ -P^^2''^ '' -P^2''''^ < 1 
0 < -Pn +Pf + P f -P I^^ ' ' " ^ -p^ \^ '^ ^> +pg''''^ +pg''''^ < 1 
0 < - p n + p f + p f - M ^ 2 ' ' " ) < l 
0 < - p n + p f + P f - P ^ f ' ' ^ ' < l 
0 < - p n + p f + p f < 1 
0 < - p , , + p , , - p . f +p(^,^^"' -p(-.^^) + p ( f + p ( f ^^(n.i3) < , 
0 < - p n + P 2 i + p ( f ^ ^ ' + p ( f ^ ^ ' < l 
0 < - p , , + p , , + p f - p a i . 3 1 ) ^ p ( 3 1 . 3 2 ) ^ j 
0 < - p , , +p,, + p f +paM3) _ (^11.31) ^^(31,32) _^(3:,33) ^ ^  
0 < - p i i +P21 + p f < 1 
0 < -Pn +P21 + p f + P f -p[^f'^'^ +p[^/'^ '^  -p('/'") < 1 
0 < -Pn +P21 +Pf + P f - P p f -p^l^'^^) +p(f'^^^ < 1 
0 < -Pn + P21 + pf + pf - p^"-''^ < 1 
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0 < - p n + P l 2 -P21 - P 2 2 +P2 + P f < 1 
0 < - P n + P12 - P21 - P22 + p f + p f - p[\''''^ + pi]^'''^ < 1 
0 < - P n + Pi2 - P21 + p f - p f + pi\''''^ + p(f'^^t + pg':''^ - p ( f ) < 1 
0 < - P n +P12 -P21 + p f -pg''''^+p[f''^ +pg''''^ < 1 
0 < - P n + P I 2 - P 2 2 + P f + p f -pi\''''^ +p(f-^^^ -Pf2^'''> + P < f < 1 
0 < - P n + P12 - P22 + p f + p f - p[\'-"^ - pfi^-^i) + p(^/.") + p ( f ) < 1 
0 < - P n + P i 2 + p f < 1 
0 < - P n +P12 + P f - pf +p f / ' '^ ' +pfi^'^^' < 1 
0 < - p n + P i 2 + p f - p r / ' " ' + p i f ^ ^ ) < l 
0 < - P n + Pi2 + p f + p f - p i " ' ' ' ' < 1 
0 < - P n + P12 + P22 - pf + pf/'^^' + pf/'^^' + pg''''^ - pg'^ < 1 
0 < - P n +P12 +P22 + p f -P1 ' / -^ ' ' + p i / ' ^ ^ ' +pi\'-''^ -pg'-''^-pif < 1 
0 < - p , , +p,, +p,, + ; , f .32) _^( |1 .33) ^^(33) < J 
0 < - P n +P12 +P21 + P f + p f -pP/'^^' -41^'^^' + p f / ' < 1 
0 < - P n + P12 + P21 + P22 - pf + P^A'-''^ + pg''''^ < 1 
0 < - P n + P12 + P21 + P22 + p f - p[\''''^ + p \ f ^ - pg'^''^ < 1 
0 < -2p,2 - p f + p f + 2pf/-^3) - p( / -23) + p ( f .21) + p ( f .32) < J 
0 < -2p,2 + P r / ' " ' - p [ / ' ^ ^ ' +pf ,^ ' - ' +Pg'''''+pg''''' < 1 
0 < - 2 p , 2 + p r / ' " ' - p ( / ' ^ ^ ' + p i f - ' ' ^ + p r ' ^ ^ ' + p ^ ' / ' ' ' ' < 1 
0 < - 2 p i 2 + p f + p ( ' / ' ' ' ^ < l 
0 < - 2 p i 2 +P?+p[l''''^+pif'''^~pg''''^ < 1 
0 < -2p,2 + p f + p i ' / ' ' ' ' - P 1 / ' " ' +pif'''^ + p ( ^ 3 3 ) < 1 
0 < -2p i2 + P f + P 1 ' / ' ' ' ' - p ( / ' ^ ^ ' +p(f'^^f .3^' < 1 
0 < -2p i2 + p f +p§+p[l'-''^ -pg'-''^ < 1 
0 < -2pr,+p^ +P^+pg''''^ +pg''''^ -pg'-''^ < 1 
0 < - 2 p i 2 + p f + p f < 1 
0 < -P12 - P 2 2 - p f + p f +p(^/'''^ -P[l''''^+pg''''^ +pg'-''^+pg^'''^ < 1 
0 < -P12 - P 2 2 - p f + P f +pg'-''^ -pg''''^ + p ( f + p g ' - ' ' ^ +p( l / .13 , ^^(33) < ^ 
0 < -P12 - P22 - p f + p f + 2pg''''^ - p( / .^3) + ; , ( f .21) + p(3M2) _ ^(31.33) ^ ^(33) < ^ 
0 < -p,, -p,, -pL+pL + 2p ( lU3) _p(13,23) ^^(22.21) ^^(31,32) ^ ^ 
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0 < -P12 - P 2 2 -p[\''''' +Pif'''' + 2p( /^'^ ^) +p(|^'^^) < 1 
0 < -PU - P 2 2 -P^/-^^' +P^A''''^ + 2pg''''^ + p ( f •^ )^ + p ( f ) < 1 
0 < -P12 - P 2 2 -Pr2''^^' +P<f'^^> + p ( f +2p(^/'^') < 1 
0 < -P12 - P 2 2 -Pif '^^^ +p(f-^^^ +p(f'^^^ +2p( ,^^ '^ ^) + p ( f ) < 1 
0 < -P12 - P 2 2 +P<^/-^ '^ -p[r'^ +pg''''^ +p(^,^'") + p ( f ) < 1 
0 < -P12 - P 2 2 +P1^/'^^^ -P1^2''''^ +P^f''^^ +Pg''''^ +Pg'-''^ < 1 
0 < -P:2 - P 2 2 +p[\''''^ -p\r'^ +P^f+pg' ' ' '^ +Pi\'^''^-pg''''^ +pg'' < 1 
0 < -P12 - P 2 2 +p[\''''^ -pg''''^ + p ( f +p(f'^^^ +pi\'-''^ < 1 
0 < - p i 2 - p 2 2 + p f + P ^ " ' ' ^ ' < 1 
0 < - p , 2 - p 2 2 + p f + p ( ^ , ^ ' " ' + p ( f < 1 
0 < -P12 - P 2 2 + P f +P^f'^^^ +P^^,^'"' -pg''''^ < 1 
0 < -P12 - P22 + p f + P^f' ' ' ' + P^ 2^''"' - P^ 2^''''^  + AT < 1 
0 < - P r 2 - P22 + p f + p[\''''^ - pif^''^ + < 1 
0 < - p i 2 - p 2 2 + p f + P 1 " ' ' " < 1 
0 < -P12 - P22 + p f + p[^ ,^ '^ )^ + P^f'^ ^^ - 2p(|^ '^ ^) + 4 f ) < 1 
0 < - P O - P 2 2 + P f + P r 2 ^ - " ' +Pg'^'''-Pir'' < 1 
0 < -P:2 - P 2 2 + P f -pg^'^'^ +pgr' +piV'' +Pg''''' < 1 
0 < -P12 - P 2 2 + P f -pg''''^ +pgr-'' +Pg''''' +Pg''''' +Pi? < 1 
0 < -PX2 - P 2 2 +P^ -pg''''^ +pif'''^ +pif'''^ +p(^/'"> < 1 
0 < _ p , , - p , , +p^ -p(-.23) ^^(22,21) _^^(3M2) ^^(n . l3) ^^(33) ^ ^ 
0 < - p , 2 - P 2 2 +P^ +P1 ,^^ -^^^ -P<^/'^ ^^ +p r ' ^^ ' < 1 
0 < - p , , - p , , +p(lM3) _pa3,23) ^^(22,21) ^^(31.33) < ^ 
0 < - p , , - p , , + p ^ +p( ,^^ '^ ^) -p(^/'^^) + p ( f •^ )^ +p(f'^^^ -p(^,^'^^) + p ( f < 1 
0 < -P:2 - P 2 2 +P^ +Pr2^'^'^ -P12 ' ' " ' +Pg'^''' +Pg''''' < 1 
0 < - p i 2 - P 2 2 +P2 + P f < 1 
0 < - p i 2 - P22 + P2 + p f + P22^ < 1 
0 < - P r 2 - P22 + P^ + p f + pg''''^ - pg''''^ < 1 
0 < - p , , - p , , +pL+ pR + p(3M2) _ ^(3M3) ^ (^33) < ^ 
0 < -P12 - P22 + Pk + p f + pg''''^ - pg''''^ - pg''''^ + pgT < 1 
0 < -P12 - P 2 2 +P^ +P§+Pg''''^-Pg''''^ < 1 
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0 < -P..-P.2 +P^+P^+p[\'^''^ - P ^ ' ^ ^ ' < 1 
0 < -~PU-P22 + P f +P^-p['2''''^ +pg''''^ < 1 
0 < - P I . -P22 +Pf +P^ ~pg'^''' +pg''''^ < 1 
0 < -P12 -P22 + P f +P§-Pif'''^ < 1 
0<-pi2-p22+Pi +P2 <'i-
0 < -P^2 - P f + P i - P ^ + 2 p i y ' " ) - p [ f ^ ' ' ^ +p(f '^^^ + p r ' ^ ^ ' < 1 
0 < -Pi2 - Pf + P2^  - p f + 2p(^2''^ '' - M . ' ' ^ ' ' + P^n'''^ + P^f + P^l^'^'^ - P^f) < 1 
0 < -Pi2 - p f + p ^ + P 1 ^ 2 " " ' - P ^ ^ / ' " ^ + p r i ^ ' " ' + p r ' " ^ < 1 
0 < -P12 - p f +p'A''''^-p[\''''' +pif'''^ + p r ' ^ ' ' +piT < 1 
0 < -P:2 - p f + p , ^ + p [ ^ / - ^ ^ ^ + p ^ A ' ' ' ' ' + ^ ^ 1 ^ ' ^ ^ ^ - p r < 1 
0 < -P12 - P f +P^ +p[\''''^ +p(f-^^^ +pg''''^ < 1 
0 < - P u - P f +P,^ + 2p(^ ,^ -^ )^ - ; , [ ^ / - - ) + p ( f >-) -pif'^'^+pif < 1 
0 < -Pi2 - p f + P^ + 2pi^/ '") - p[f '^^^ + p(f-^^J + p ( f •^ )^ < 1 
0 < -P^2-P^+P[r'^ -p[\''''^ +P^f'^^^ +P^^/-^^) + p r , ^ ' - ) < 1 
0 < -Pi2 -p .? - P l f +Pif'''^+Pi\'''^ + 24^/'^^) - p ^ f ' < 1 
0 < -Pr2 -P^+p[\''''^ -p[f'''^ +pif'''' +pg''''^ +pg''''^ < 1 
0 < -Pu-p§+p['2'''''-p[r'^ + P ^ f + p ( f ' ^ ^ ^ +pg''''^ +1^'''^-!^' < 1 
n ^ „ (13,23) , (22,21) , (11,13) , (31,33) ^ , 
0 < - p i 2 - P i 2 +^21 +P22 +P22 < 1 
0 < -P^2-P[r'' +P^f-^^^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^ +piT < 1 
0 < -P12 - P i ^ / - " ' +pr,^'^^' + p r ' " ' +P^^2^'"' < 1 
0 < -Pu-pg''^'^ +Pif'''+Pir''+Pi\''''' + P r < 1 
o < - P i 2 + p r , ^ ' " ' + p ( ^ / ' ^ ^ ' + p r , ^ - ^ ^ ' - p r < i 
0 < - p i 2 + P r ^ ^ ' + p ( ^ / - ^ ^ ) + p g ^ ' ^ ^ ) < l 
o < - P i 2 + p r " ^ + p r ' " ' + p r 2 ^ ' " ' - p r < i 
0 < - p i 2 + P r ^ ^ ^ + p r ' " ' + 4 2 ^ ' " ' < l 
0 < -P12 +Pi^/-^^^ -P'n''''' + P ^ f ' " ^ +P^^2""' + P ^ f ^ < 1 
0 < -P:2 +Pr ,^ ' " ) - P ^ / - " ' + P . i f ' " ^ +Pi'2''' +Pir'' < 1 
0 < -P12 + P P / ' " ) -P^/-^^' +p(f '^^^ +p(f '^^^ +P^'2^'"^ -P^^2 '^^ '^  +^^2^^ < 1 
0 < -Pu+Pg''''' - p [ r ' ^ +pg'-''^ +pg''''^ +pi\''''^ < 1 
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0<-Pu+p[\''''^+pg'''''-pg'Ul 










0 < -p,2+P^+p[','-''^ +pg''''^ - 2pif'''^ +pif < 1 
0<-Pl2+P^+p[\''''^+pif'''^-pg''''^<l 
0 < -Pu +P^-p§+p[\''''^ -p[l''''^ +p^f'^^^ +pif^''^ < 1 
0 < + P^ - P^ + pf,^'^^) - pg'--'^ + 4 f ' ^ ^ ^ + 2pif-''^ - p(f) < 1 
0 < -Pi2 -P^+P^:",''"'^-p[\''''^ +pif'''^ +pif'''^ < 1 
0 < -P,2 + P^ - p^ + pg'^''^ - PT'^ + p(f'^^^ + pif'^'^ + pif'^^^ - p(f ^ < 1 
0<-Pu+P^-p[r'^+p^A'-''^+pg''''Ul 
0 < -P^2 -P^/ '^^ ' +pif'''^ +pg''''^ +pg'^ < 1 
0 < - p l f ^ n p r i ^ ' ^ ^ p ^ ' ^ ^ ) < 1 





0 < -Pl2+P^+p[\''''^ -p[\''''^ +pif'''^ < 1 
0 < -Pu +P^+p[\''''^ -p[f-''^ +pg''''^ < 1 
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0 < -Pu +P^+p[f'"^ -p^^'''' +p( f < 1 
0<-Pu+pk+P^^'''''-p^,'-''Ul 
0 < -Pn +P^+p[\''''^ -pi\'-''^ +p^^^'''^ < 1 
0 < -p,3 +p^+p[l''''^ +Pg''''^-Pg''''^ ~pif-''^ < 1 
0 < - p , , +p^+p[\'''^^ .32) _ ^(11.13) _ (^33) ^ ^ 
0<-Pl2+P^+P§-pi2'''Ul 
0<-PV2+P^+pf~pg''''^+pir<l 
0 < - P n +P§+Pif'''^ -pg''''^ -pg'-''^ < 1 
0 < -P^2 +P^+P^+Pif^''^~pg'-''^ -pg''''^ +pg'^ < 1 
0 < -p,, +pL + (^13,23) _^(n,13) _^(33) < ^ 
0<-p i ,+p^+pf i+p (13 .23 )_^ ( lM3)< i 
0 < + P', +P^+ pg''''^ + p(f-^^^ - pg^-''^ - pif'''^ - p i f < 1 
0 < -P,2 +P^+P^+p[f'''^ +pg''''^ -pg''''^ - i g ' ' ' ^ < 1 
0 < +P^+P§+p[\'-''^ -pg''''^ -pg''''^ + p ( f < 1 
0<-m2+P^+P^+pg''''^-pg''''Ul 
0 < -P12 '^ '^  -P^^/'^^' - 2p(|^ .^ '^ +p( f ) < 1 
0 < + P f -p(^, '^^ '^ < 1 
0 < - p i 2 + pf < 1 
o < - P i 2 + p f + p r ^ ^ ' - p r < i 
0 < - p i 2 + p f + p | ' - M 2 ' ' ' ' ' < 1 
0 < - p i 2 + p f + p f - p l ^ / ' ^ ^ ) + p ( f < 1 
0 < -P,2+Pf +P^-P\r'^ +pg'^''^ -pgP < 1 
0<-p, ,+pf+p^_paM3)^p(13,23)^^ 
0 < - p l 2 + p f + P ? - p ( ^ ^ ^ ) + p r < 1 
0 < -Pl2 +Pl+P^ < 1 
0 < -P12 + P22 -Pf+P^-P^ + 2pg''''^ - p(^ /-^ 3) ^ (^22,21) ^ (^31.32) < ^ 
0 < -P12 + P22 ~ p f + P^ - P^ + 2pg'-''^ - p['^-''^ + p(f .2 )^ + p(3^ .32) + p(3M3) _ ^ (33) ^ ^  
0 < -P12 +P22 - P f +P2^ +P1^2''^'^ +P^f ' '^^ +P^f'^^^ -P^2^'^'^ - P ^ f < 1 
0 < -P12 +P22 - P f + P ^ +Pr2^'^^' +p(f'^^^ +pg''''^ -pg'^''^ < 1 
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0 < -p , , -p^+p[l'^''^ ~p[f-''+pg''''^ +Pg''''+Pg''''' < 1 
0 < -P12 + P22 - P? + P[\''''^ ~ p[r-'^ + pg''''^ + p^!'"'^ + 2pif'''^ - ) < 1 
0 < -Pi2 +P22 - P ? +pi^/'^') -p?^-''^ +p^A''''^ +pr:^'^^' +pg'^''^ < 1 
0 < -PI2 +P22 -p^+p[l'-''^-p[f ''^ +p(f'^^^ +pg'-''^ +pg!'''^ +p(|l'^^) - p ( f < 1 
o < - p u + P 2 2 + p r " ' + p r ' ^ ^ ' - p r < i 
0 < - P : 2 + P 2 2 + p f i ^ ' ' ^ ^ + p ( ^ ' ^ ^ < l 
0 < - p i 2 + P 2 2 + P r ' ^ ) + P r ^ ^ ) - p r < 1 
0<-p,3+p,3+p(f21)^p(31,32)<^ 
0 < - p i 2 + P 2 2 + p i " ' " ^ < l 
0 < - p t 2 + P 2 2 + P r 3 ' ' " ' + P < | ^ ' ^ ^ ' - p ( f < 1 
0 < -P12 +P22 +pg'^''^ +PT'^ -pg''''^ < 1 
0 < - p i 2 + P 2 2 + p [ ^ 2 ^ ' ^ ^ ' + p r ' ^ ^ ' - p r 2 ' ^ < l 
0 < -p,, +p,, +pR +pif-^^^ -pf,^'^^) - p ( f ) < 1 
0 < - p i 2 + P 2 2 + p ^ + p l f ^ ^ ) - p ^ ^ , ^ ' ^ ^ ) < l 
0 < -P12 +P22 +P^+Pg''''' +pr / ' " ' -P^ ,^^ -^ ^^ -P^^2^'"^ - P i f < 1 
0 < -P12 +P22 +p« +pr/-^^) +p^f'^^^ -p(^,^'") -p^,''''^ < 1 
0 < -P12 +P22 +P2^ -P2^ +Pi^2^'"' - P i f ' ^ ^ ^ + P r ' " ' +P^|^-" ' < 1 
0 < -P12 + P22 + P'2 - P^ + p[\''''^ - P[\''''^ + P^f'^^^ + 2p(^ ,^ '^ )^ - p(f) < 1 
0 < -P12 +P22 + P ^ -P2^ +P[^2 '^^ ^^ -P[r'' +P^f'^^^ +Pif'''^ < 1 
0 < -P12 +P22 +P^-P^+P'i'2''''^-P[\''''^+Pif'''^+P^A''''^ +P.f2''^'^ < 1 
0 < - P n +P22 + P ^ + P r ' " ' -P^^2^'"' +P-^I^'^^^ - P ^ < 1 
0 < -P12 +P22 + P ^ + P ^ f - p g ' ' ' ' ^ +pg'-''^ < 1 
0 < -p,, +p,,+p^ +pg'^''^+pif^''^-pg''''^ - P ^ / ' < 1 
0 < -P12 +P22 + P f +pg''''^ +pif'''' -pg''''^ < 1 
0<-pi2+P22+P^+pg''''^-pif''''<l 
0 < -p,, +p,, +pl+pg'-''^-pg,'^''^+pg''''^ ) < 1 
0 < -P12 +P22 + P f +Pg'''''+Pif''''-Pg''''' -pg''''^ < 1 
0 < -PU +P22 +P^ +pg''''^ +p(f'^^^ -pg^'^'^ -pg'^ < 1 
0 < -P12 +P22 + P ^ +P2^ +p[^ /-^ ^^ - 2p(^ ,^ -^ )^ - p ' f ) < 1 
0 < -P12 + P22 + P^ + pf + pg''''^ - 2p(^/-") < 1 
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0 < - P 1 2 + P 2 2 +P^+P^+Pg''''' +Pg''''^ - 2pg''''^ -pg''''^ - p ( f ) < 1 
0 < - P 1 2 +P22 +P^+P^+Pg'''''+Pg''''^ - 24^,^-^^) -p^'^^^ < 1 
0 < - P l 2 + P 2 2 + P f < 1 
0 < - P 1 2 + P 2 2 +Pf ' +P^2'' ' '^ -^22^^ < 1 
0 < -P,2 + P 2 2 +Pf+P§ -pg''''' +p'^^'''' -pg''''^ -pg'^ < 1 
0 < -p,3 +p, , +pf +p f -p(-.^^' +pg'-''^ -p(^,^-") < 1 
0 < -2p2i - P 2 2 + P ^ -pg''-''^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^ +Pg!'''^+pg^' < 1 
0 < -2p2: - P 2 2 + P f +p(l^'^^) -p(^2 '^^ ^) + p r < 1 
0 < - 2 p 2 : + P 2 ^ - p f + 2p( l^ '^^)+pr '^ )<l 
0 < -2p2, +P2^ - p f -pr2 '^^ ^) +pg'^''^ +p(f'^^^ +p(^ 2^ -^ )^ +Pg2^''' < 1 
0 < - 2 p 2 i + P 2 ^ + p ( f ' ^ ^ U l 
0<-2p2 i+pf+p( l^ -^^ )+p( f^^ )< l 
0 < -2p2, +P2^ +p? +M^2 -^^ )^ +p^f'^^^ -p(^2^-^ '^ -p(^2^-^ '^ < 1 
0 < - 2 p 2 i + P ^ + p f < 1 
0 < -2p2i + P 2 2 - P f +p(l^'^^) +pgr' +pg''''^ - P ^ < 1 
0 < -2P2, + P 2 2 +P2^ +pg''''' +pg''''^ -Pg'''''-Pg'^ < 1 
0 < - P 2 1 - 2p22 - p l f +p^l^--) +pg^'''^ + 2p^ ,^^ .-) + p r < 1 
0 < - P 2 I - 2P22 +P|^ +P^i^'^^) +P^^2''"^ -pg''''^ + P ^ f ) < 1 
0 < - P 2 1 - 2P22 + P.f - p[^ 2^ '^ ^^  + Pg'^''' + Pif'''^ + P^ 2^^ '"^  + Pg'^ < 1 
0 < - P 2 1 - 2P22 + P ^ + P ^ +P^1^'^^' -P^l^'^^^ +P^r' < 1 
0 < - P 2 1 - P 2 2 - P f + 2p(l^ .^ ^) +p( f +pg''''^ < 1 
0 < - P 2 . - P 2 2 - P 2 ^ -PI^^'^^^ +pg'^''' +pg''''' + 2p(^ ,^ .") +p(^/.^^) < 1 
0 < - P 2 1 - P 2 2 -pg'^''' +pg''''' +Pg'-''^ +pg'^''^ + p r < 1 
0 < - P 2 : - P 2 2 -P1^2 '^^ ^^  +pg''''' +p(f-^^^ +2p(--^^) + p ^ f < 1 
0<-p21-p22+P^l^'^^^+p(^2^'^^)<l 
0 < - p . n - P 2 2 + P ^ i ^ ' ^ ^ ' + p ( f ^ ^ ^ + p ( V ' " ' < l 
0 < - P 2 1 - P 2 2 +P^+Pg''''' -Pg'^'"' +pg'' < 1 
0 < -P21-P22+P2^+p^^/ '^^^+p^^2^'^'^ - p r 2 ^ ' " ^ + p r < 1 
0 < - P 2 1 - P 2 2 + P 2 ^ + p i ^ 2 ^ ' " ) + p ^ r ' " ^ -pr2^ '"^ < 1 
0 < - p 2 1 - p 2 2 + p f + P i " ' ' ' ^ < l 
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0 < -P21 -P22 +P2^ - p f + 2p(l^'^l) +p ( f ' 2^ ) < 1 
0 < -P21 -P22 + P ^ - pf -P1^/ '^^' +pg''''^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^ +p(|^'^^) < 1 
0 < -P21 -P22 +P^-Pg'^''^ +Pg^'''^+Pg''''^ + P r < 1 
0 < - p , , - p,, + pL _ ^(13.23) + ^(22.21) _^ ^ (11,13) ^ 2^(33) < ^ 
0 < -P21 -P22 + P f -Pg''''^ +pg'^'-'^ +pg'-''^ +pg''''^ < 1 
0 < -P21 -P22 +P2^ - P 1 ^ / ' " ' + P ^ f +p^ ,^^ -^ )^ +pg''''^ + p ^ f < 1 
0 < -P2I -P22 + P ^ -pg''''^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^ +pgg'''^ -pir'^ + p ^ f ) < 1 
0 < -P21 - P22 + pf - pg''''^ + Pif-''^ + p ( f + p(^,^'"' - pg''''^ + 2p(f) < 1 
0 < -P21 -P22 + P f -P1^/ '^^ ' +P^f'^^^ + P r ' ' ' ^ +P^2 ' ' " ' < 1 
0 < -P2: -P22 +P^-pg'-''' +pg''''^ +pg'''''+pg'-''^ + p r < 1 
0 < -P21 -P22 + P f -pg''''' +pg''''^ +pg''''^ +p(f) < 1 
0 < -p,,-p,, + p f + p ( f + p g ^ ' ^ ^ ^ + p ( 3 / ) < 1 
0 < - p 2 1 - p 2 2 + p f + P r i ' ' ' ' ^ < l 
0 < - p 2 1 - p 2 2 + p f + p ( l ^ - ^ ^ ) + p ( f ^ ^ ) < l 
0 < - p , , - p,, + p^ +pn^ p(31.33) ^ ^(33) < ^ 
0 < -P21 - P22 + pf + pf - pg''''^ + 2p(f ^ < 1 
0 < -P2i - P22 + pf + pf < 1 
0 < -P21 - P22 + pf + pf + p^f ^ < 1 
0 < - p , , - p,, + pL +pn+ p(31,32) _ 2^(31,33) ^ ^(33) ^ ^ 
0 < -p,, - p,, + pL +pR+ p(3M2) _ 2pgg^''^ + 2p(r) < 1 
0 < -P21 -P22 + P f +P^+pg''''^-pif'''^ < 1 
0 < -P21 - P22 + pf + pf + pg''''^ - p'^ '^'^ '^  + Pg'^ < 1 
0 < -P21 -P22 + P f + P f +pr,^ '^ ^^ -P^^2^'"^ -P^.^'"^ +pg'' < 1 
0 < -P21 -P22 +pf +P§+pg''''^-pg'-''^ + p ( f < 1 
0 < -P21 -P22 + P f + P f +p[^2 '^^ '^ +Pg''''^-Pg'''' -Pg'^''^ < 1 
0 < -P21 - P22 + pf + pf < 1 
0 < - P 2 i - p f + 2p ( l^ '= ' ^ )+p( f2^ )< l 
o < - P 2 . - p f + 2p( ;^ ' ^^ )+p( f^^ )+4^ ,^ ' ^^ )< i 
0 < -p,, - pf + p ( f •^^) + p ( f •^ )^ +pgg'^'^+pg'-''^ < 1 
0 < -P21 - pf - P1^2''^ ') + pg'-''^ + pg''''^ + 2pg''''^ + pgg'^'^ < 1 
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^g2'''^-pg2^<l 
' 4 f ^ < 1 
0 < -P21 -P2^ +P^i^'^^) +pgr' +Pg2'''^ +Pg2'''' 
0 < -P21 -M^2^'^^' +Pg''''' + P r ' " ' +Pg''''' +Pg2




o < - P 2 i + p [ r ^ ) + p ^ f ' " ^ - p r < i 
o < - P 2 i + p f + p ^ i ^ ' ^ ^ ' - p r ' ^ ' + p r < i 
0 < -P21 + P ^ +Pa^'"^ +Pg''''' -Pg'''''-Pg''''' < 1 
0 < - p 2 1 + P ? + p [ r ^ ' + P ^ l ^ ' " ^ - p ^ ^ 2 ^ ' ^ ^ ' < l 
0 < -P21 + p f < 1 
0 < - p 2 1 + p f +P^2 ' ' "^<1 
0 < - p 2 1 + P ^ - p f + P r ^ ' + P r ' " ' < l 
0 < -P2: + P ^ - pf +P^1^'"' + P ^ f + P g ' ' < 1 
0 < -P21 +P^ -P^+Pg''''' + P ^ f ' " ^ +P^^2^'"^ -Pr2^^ < 1 
0 < -P21 +P2^ - pf +P^\^'^^^ +Pg''''^ +Pg''''' < 1 
0 < -P21 + P ^ - pf +P^1^'"^ +Pif'''' + P ^ f -I^'''^ < 1 
0 < -P21+P^ - p f+P^ i^ ' " ^ +pgr'+pgr'-pg''''+Pg^' < 1 
0 < -P21 - pf +P^1^'"' +Pgr-'' +Pg''''^ -pgg' < 1 
0 < -P21 +P^ -P^+Pg''''' + P ^ f + P r ' " ' < 1 
0 < -P21 + P^ - pf + 2p(i^ -^^) + p(f-^^^ - p(^ 2^ -^ '^ < 1 
0 < - p 2 i + P ^ - p f + 2p( f ' ^^ )+pr^^)< l 
n ^ , L R (13,23) , (22,21) , (11,13) , „(31,33) ^ , 
0 < -P21 +P2 -P2 - P l 2 +P2I +P22 +P22 < 1 
0 < -P21 + P i - pf -P[^2^'"' +Pg''''' +Pg''''' +Pg''''' +Pgg' < 1 
0 < -P21 + Pk - pf - Pg''''' + P^ l^ ' " ' + P^" '" ' + 2p.r2^ '^ ^^  - Pg'' < 1 
0 < -P21 + P^ - pf - P[^ 2 '^^ '^ + Pg''''^ + Pg''''' + 2pg'^''^ < 1 
0 < -P21 +P2^ - pf -M^2^'"^ H-P^f + P ^ f ' " ^ +P^^2^'"^ < 1 
0 < -P21 + P f - pf -Pi^2^'"^ + P r / ' " ' + P ^ f +P^^2^'"^ +Pgg^ < 1 
0 < -P21 + P f - pf -P[^2^'"^ + P ^ f +Pgr-' +Pg''''' +Pg'''' - P ^ f < 1 
0 < -P21 + P f - pf -P1^2^'") +Pg''''' +Pg''''' +Pg'''' +Pgg''' < 1 
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0 < -P21 + P f - p f -P1^2 '^^ ^^ +P^1^'^^^ +pg^^''' +pgg'''^ < 1 
0 < -p,, + p f - p f -p i^ / ' ^^) + p ( l ^ ' - ) + 4 f +pg^'^^^ < 1 
0 < -P21 + P f - p f +P^1^'^^' +pg''''^ +Pg''''^-Pg'' < 1 
0 < -P21 + P f - p [ f ' ^ ^ ^ +Pg''''^+Pg^'''^ +Pg'^ < 1 
0 < -P21 + p f < 1 
0 < - p 2 1 + p f + p ^ f ^ < 1 
0 < - p 2 1 + p f + p f / ' ^ ^ ) - p ( f < 1 
0 < - p 2 1 + p f + p ( | ^ ' ^ ^ ) < l 
0<-p21+P^+pg''''^-pg,''''Ul 
0<-P2,+P^+pg''''^-pgg-''^+pg'Ul 
0 < - p 2 1 + p f + p ( f ^ ^ ) - p ( f < 1 
0 < - p 2 1 + p f + p ( f ' ^ 2 ) < l 
0 < - p 2 1 + p f + p ( f ^ l ) < l 
0 < - p 2 1 + p f + p r ^ ^ ) + p ( f < 1 
0 < -P21 + p f +pg''''^ +pgg'''^ - p ( 3 3 ) < 1 
0 < - p 2 1 + p f + p ( f ^ ^ ' + 4 f - 3 3 ) < l 
0 < -P21 + p f + p ( f .^ 1) + p ( 3 M 2 ) _ ^(31,33) ^ J 
0 < -P21 + P f +P^f'^^^ +Pg''''^-Pgg'''^ +pg'^ < 1 
0 < -P21 + p f + p(f'^^^ + -32) _ ^(33) ^ ^ 
0 < - p 2 1 + p f + p ^ f ^ ^ ' + p ( f > ^ 2 ) ^ j 
0 < - p 2 1 + p f +pri^ '^^)-pf^2' '"^<l 
0 < - p 2 1 + p f + p ( l ^ ' ^ ^ ) < l 
0 < -P21 + P f +pg''''^ +pg''''^ - 4^ ,M3) < J 
0 < - p 2 1 + p f + p ( f ' ^ ^ ) + p ( f 2 1 ) < l 
0 < -P21 + P f +pi^2 ' ' ' ' ' +4;^'^^^ -pgg-''^ - p ( f < 1 
0 < -P21 + p f + p f +p(l^-^^) - p ( 3 / . 3 3 ) + ^ ( 3 3 ) < ^ 
0 < -P21 + P f + P f + p i f ' ^ ^ ^ -pgg'^'^ - p ( 3 M 3 ) ^ ^ 
0 < -P2: + P f + p f +p i^ / ' ^^ ' -pf^,^>^^) -pgg-'''+pg'^ < 1 
0 < -P21 + P f + p f +Pi^2''''^ -P^2 ' ' " ' - p f 2 ' ' < 1 
0 < - p 2 1 + p f + p f + p ( ^ / - 2 ^ ) - p ( ^ 3 l . l 3 ) ^ ^ 
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0 < -P21 + p f + p f + pg'-''^ + pg'-''^ - pg'-''^ - 2pg''''^ < 1 
0 < -P21 + P f + P f +Pr2''^^^ + P r ' ' ' ^ -P^2^'^'^ - 2p^ 2^^ '^ '^  + P ^ f ' < 1 
0 < -P21 + P f + P f +pi^2'' ' '^ +P^f '^ '^ -P^^2^'"^ - P r 2 ' ' ' ' ' - P ^ < 1 
0 < - p , , + p ^ + p f +pi^/,23) ^^(31,32) _ p a M 3 ) _p(31,33) < ^ 
0 < -P21 + p f + P f +p(^2''''^ +P^l ' ' '^^ - 2p(^3l.l^) -p(3/-33) < 1 
0 < - p , , +pL +p3^ +p(l/.-^3) ^^(11.31) _p(ll,13) _p(31,33) ^ ^ 
0 < - p 2 1 + p f + P f - P < f ' ^ ^ ) < l 
0 < - p 2 1 + p f + p f - p ( ^ / ' ^ ^ ' + p ( f < 1 
0 < -P21 + p f + p f - pg''''^ + pg''''^ - p ( f ) < 1 
0 < - p 2 1 + p f + p f - p ( l ^ ' ^ ^ ' + p ( ^ ^ ^ ) < l 
0 < -P21 + P f + p f -p ' l ^ -^^^ +pg''''^ -pg^'''^ < 1 
0 < -P21 + P f + p f -pg'-''^ +pg''''^ -^^/•33) +433) < J 
0 < -p,, +p^ + p f -p^ l^ ' ^ l ) +p(31.32) _^(33) ^ ^ 
0 < - p 2 1 + p f + p f - p ( l ^ ' ^ ^ ' + p f , ^ ' ^ ^ ) < l 
0 < - p 2 1 + p f + p f - p ^ ^ 2 ' ' ^ ^ ) < l 
0 < -P21 + p f + p f < 1 
0 < - p 2 1 + P 2 2 - p f + 2 p ( l ^ . ^ ^ ) + p ( f 2 1 ) < l 
0 < -P21 +P22 - p f -p[^2'-^' ' +pg''''^ + p ( f •^^) +p.(^/-") +p(3^.33) ^ ^ 
0 < -P21 +P22 - p f +Pi l^ '^^ ' + P ^ f +p(^2^'^^' - p ( f < 1 
0 < -P21 + P22 - p f +P^i^'^^) +pg'-''^ +pig'''^ +pg,''''^ -p(33) < 1 
0 < -P21 +P22 +P^'/'^'^ < 1 
0 < - p 2 1 + P 2 2 + P ^ \ ^ ' ^ ^ ' + p ( f ^ ^ ' < l 
0 < -P21 +P22 +Pr2^'^^^ +Pg''''^ -Pgg'''~pgg' < 1 
0 < -P21 +P22 +^^2^'''^ + P^"''^^ - P ^ f ' < 1 
0 < -P21 + P22 + p f + P1^2''''^  + P^"''^^ - P^"'"^ - Pgg'''^ < 1 
0 < -P21 + P22 + p f < 1 
0 < -P21 + P22 + p f - p f + 2pg''''^ + p ( f ' ^ l ' - p(l/.13) < 1 
0 < -P21 +P22 + P f - p f -Mf'^^^ +pg''''^ + p ( f .^ ^^  +p(3/.33) < 1 
0 < -P21 +P22 + P f - p f + p f i ' - ^ ^ +P^f'^^^ -pgg^ < 1 
0 < -P21 +P22 +P^~P§+pg''''^+pg''''^ < 1 
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0 < -p,, +p,3 +pL - p f + p ( f - ^ ^ l + 2pg,''''^ - 2p(f) < 1 
0 < -P21 +P22 + P f - p f +Pr'^^' + 2p(^ /'^ )^ - J ^ < 1 
0 < -P21 +P22 + P f - p f +P^f'^^^ +pg''''^ -pg^^ < 1 
0 < -P21 + P22 + p f - p f + p g r ' ^ + pgg-''^ < 1 
0 < -P21 +P22 + P f - p f +p(f'^^^ +pg''''^ +pgg'''^ - 2p(f) < 1 
0 < -p,, + p,, + pL _ pH + ^(22.21) ^ ^ (31,32) ^ (^31,33) _ ^ (33) ^ ^ 
0 < -P21 + P22 + p f - p f + pg''''^ + pg^'^'^ - pgg'^'^ + pgg'^'^ - p ( f ' < 1 
0 < -P21 + P22 + p f - p f + pg''''^ + pg''''^ + pgg'''^ - pgg^ < 1 
0 < - p 2 1 + P 2 2 + p f + P ^ f ' ^ ^ ) - p ^ ^ 2 ' ' ' ^ ' < l 
0 < -P21 +P22 + P f +P^1^-"^ +pgr' -pgg''' < 1 
0 < - P 2 : +P22 + P f +P1^2''") -P^l^ '^^ ' - P ^ < 1 
0 < - p 2 1 + P 2 2 + p f +plf^^^-p^^2' '^^Ul 
0 < -P21 +P22 + P f +P1^2 '^^ ^^ -P^^2^'^'' +Pr ' '^ ' - SP^ ' < 1 
0 < -P21 +P22 + p f +pi^ 2''^ )^ -P^^2^'^'' ^Pgg''''-Pg2'' < 1 
0 < - p , , +P22 + p f +P1^ 2^ -^ )^ +Pg''''' ~pgg'''' -Pgg'''' - P ^ < 1 
0 < -p3 , +P22 + P f +pgg'''^ +Pr ' ' '^ -P^"'^'^ -P^^^^ ' < 1 
0 < -P21 + P22 + p f + pg''''^ + pg''''^ - p(^ 2^ '^ '^  - 2p^r' < 1 
0 < -P21 +P22 + P f +p[^2 '^^ ^^ +Pr'^^' -P^^2^'"' -P^^ 2^ ^ < 1 
0 < -p,, +p,, + p f + p f / ' ^ ^ ) +p(V '^^) - 2pgg'''^ - p ( f ) < 1 
0 < -P21 +P22 + P f +P1^2^'") +pgg'''^ -pgg-'''-pgg^ < 1 
0 < -P21 +P22 + P f + P f +P<^2'-'^ +P^"'^^' - 2pgg-''^ -pgg'''^ < 1 
0 < -P21 +P22 + P f + P f -P^"'" '^ < 1 
0 < - p , , + 2p22 - pf +p(f'^^^ +pg''''^ +pgg'''^ -pgg^ < 1 
0 < -P21 + 2P22 + pgg'''^ + pg'-''^ - pgg^''^ - pgg^ < 1 
0 < - P 2 : + 2P22 + p f - p f + pg'^'^^ + p ' f - pgg^''^ + pgg'^'^ - p ( f ) < 1 
0 < - p , , + 2p22 + p f +M^2''^') +pg''''^ - 2p(^ /-^ )^ - p ( f ) < 1 
0 < -2p,2 - p f + p f +pg'^''^ -pg^'^'^+pg'^''^ +Pg''''^+pg''''^-pgg''''+pgg^ < 1 
0 < -2p22 - p f + P f +p[^2 '^^ '' -Pp2' '^^ ' +P^f-'^^ +Pg'^''' +pgg'''^-pgg'''^+2pg'^ < 1 
0 < -2P22 - p f + P f +P1^ 2^ '^ ^^  -Pi^2 '^^ '^ + P ^ f + P g ' ' ' ' ' +Pgg'''' < 1 
0 < -2P22 - p f + p f +pr2^'^^' -Pi^2^'^np(f-^^^ + P ^ f ' " ^ +P^^2^'"' +pgg' < 1 
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0 < -2p,.,-pg''^'^ +pg''-''^+2pg''^'^ +p(33) < 1 
0 < -2P22 -pi^2^-^'^ + p r ' " ' + 2p<^ ,^ --) + 2p ( f < 1 
0 < -2P22 -Pi^2^'^^' +pr,^'-) +2p(-'-) +p(-.-) < 1 
0 < -2p22 -p r2^- - ) + P ^ f ' " ^ +2pi^/--) +p(-.-) +p(f) < 1 
0 < -2p22 - pg''''^ + pg''''^ + pg'^''^ + 2pg'-''^ ~ pg'-^'^ + p(33) < 1 
0 < -2P22 - pg'-''^ + pg''''^ + pg''''^ + 2pig'''^ - p(-'^ ^) + 2p(f ^ < 1 
0 < -2p22 - pg''''^ + pg''''^ + pg''''^ + 2pig-''^ < 1 
0 < -2P22 -Pr2 '^^ '^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^ + 2pg^-''^ +p(f) < 1 
0<-2p22+pf+p(^2^'^^)-pr2^'^^)+pr < 1 
0<-2p22+pf+p(^2^'^^'-pr2^'^^'+2pr < 1 
0<-2p22+pf +P^'2 ' '" '<1 
0<-2p22+pf+P^^2' '"^+P^f < 1 
0 < -2p22 +pf +pr-^^' +pg''''^ - 2p(^ /.^ )^ +p.l|3) < 1 
0 < -2P22 +pf +pr/'^^) +P^^2''^'' - 2pgg'''^ + 2p(f) < 1 
0 < -2P22 + P f +P^f-^^^ +P^^2 '^^ '' -Pr2^- '^) < 1 
0 < -2P22 + P f +Pr ' ' '^ +Pg2-''^ -Pg2''''^ +Pgg^ < 1 
0 < -2p22 + P f -p[f'^^^ +pg^'''^ +pg'-''^ + p ( f < 1 
0 < -2p22 + P f -^^2^'^^' +pg'^''^ +pg''''^ + 2p(f) < 1 
0 < -2P22 + P f -P1^ 2^ '^ )^ +pg''''^ +Pg''''^+Pgg'''^ < 1 
0 < -2P22 + P f -P1^2 '^^ '^ +pg'^''^ +pg''''^ +pgg'''^ +pgg^ < 1 
0 < -2P22 + P f -Pr2''^'' +pg'-''^ +pg''''^ +Pg'''^-Pg''''^ +pgg^ < 1 
0 < -2p22 + p f - pgg'''^ + pg^'''^ + pg'^''-^ + pgg'^'^ - p(3/-^ 3) ^  2p(33) < ^ 
0 < -2p22 + pf - pg''^'^ + p(f'^ ^^ + p(3/.32) + p(lM3) < , 
0 < -2p22 + P f -Pr2 '^^ ^^ +Pri^'"' +Pg'''' +Pg''''' +Pgg' < 1 
0<-2p22+pf+pf-p(^2^'^^'+p(f < 1 
0<-2p22+pf+pf -p (^^^)+2p( f < 1 
0 < -2p22 + p f + p f < 1 
0< -2p22+pf +pf+p^f) < 1 
0 < -2p22 + pf + pf + P^, '^^ '^ - 2p(^ ,^ '^ )^ + p(f) < 1 
0 < -2p22 +pf +pf +pri^'^^' - 2pg^'''^ + 2p(f < 1 
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0 < -2P22 + P f + P f +P^f ' ^^^ -p f2^ ' ^ ' ' < 1 
0 < -2P22 + pf + pf + p^'^^^ - Pgg'''^ + Pgg^ < 1 
0 < -2P22 + P f + p f - p r 2 ^ ' " ' +P^^2^'^'' -P^'2^'^'^ +Pg'^ < 1 
0 < -2p22 + pf + pf - pgg'''^ + pgg'^'^ - pgg-^'^ + 2p(f' < 1 
0 < - 2 p 2 2 + p f + p f - p l ^ / ' ' ^ ' + p ( ^ 2 ' ' " ' < l 
0 < -2p22 +pf + p f -p[^2''^') +P^^2^'^'* +Pgg^ < 1 
0 < -P22 - pf +pf - pf +p<^ 3'-^ '^  - P i 2 ' ' ' ' ' +Pg''''^ +Pg'-''^ +pgg'''^ < 1 
0 < -P22 - pf + P f - pf +M^2^'^'' -p[^ 2 -^^ ^> +pg'-'^ +pg''''^ +pgg'''^ + p r < 1 
0 < -P22 - pf + P f - pf +P1^2 '^^ '' -pr2^'^^) +p^f +pg'''-'^ +pgg'''^ +pgg^^'^ - p ( f < 1 
0 < -P22 - pf + pf - pf + P1^2 '^^ '' - pgg^''^ + pff'^^^ + p(f-^^^ + p ' ^ / ' " ) + p^^^'^ < 1 
0 < -P22 - pf + P f + P r 2 ' ' ' ' ^ - P i 2 ' ' ' ' ^ +Pg''''^ +Pgg'''^ -Pgg'''^ +Pgg^ < 1 
0 < -P22 - pf + pf + pgg'''^ - pr2'' ' '^ + P^f ' '^^ + Pg''''^ - Pgg'''^ + 2pgg^ < 1 
0 < -P22 - pf + P f +p[^2'- '^^  - ^ 2 ' ' ' ' ^ +Pg''''^ +Pg''''^ < 1 
0 < -P22 - pf + P f +Pi^2^'^^) -p[g'''^ +Pg'''''+Pg'''''+Pg^' < 1 
0 < -P22 - p f + P f +P1^ 2^ -^ >^ -P|^2^'^^' +pg''''^ +pg''''^ +pgg-''^ -Pgg''''+pgg' < 1 
0 < -P22 - pf + pf + p(^ 2^ '^ )^ - pg''''^ + pg''''^ + pg''^'^ + p ( - - - ) - pgg^^'^ + 2pgg^ < 1 
0 < -P22 - pf + P f +P1^ 2^ '^ ^^  -P1^2 '^^ '^ +Pgr-'^ +Pg'''' +Pgg^''^ < 1 
0 < -P22 - pf + P f +P1^2^'"' -p[g^''^+pg''''Upg''''^ + p O M 3 ) ^ p(33) < ^  
0 < - p , , - p f +p^ +pm.^3) ^^(22,21) ^^ (31,32) _^(31,33) < ^  
0 < -P22 - pf + P f +pgg'''^ +pg''''^ +pg'-''^-pgg'''^ + p ( f ) < 1 
0 < -P22 - pf + P f +M^2 '^^ '^  +Pg''''^ +Pg''''' - P ^ f < 1 
0 < -P22 - pf + P f +P[^2^'^'' +pg^-''^ +pg''''^ < 1 
o < - p , , - p f + p ( ; i . 3 i ) + p ( f - ) + p a i . i 3 ) < i 
0 < -P22 - pf +P^i^-^^ ' +pgr-'' +Pgg''' +Pgg' < 1 
0 < -P22 - pf +Pr ' "^ +pg''''^ +pgg'''^ +Pg'''''-Pgg^ < 1 
0 < -P22 - pf +P^1^'^^' +pr/'"^ +pgg''' +Pgg'''' < 1 
0 < -P22 - pf +P<1 '^^ ^) +4f'^^^ +Pr/'^^' +P^^2^'") -pgg-''' < 1 
0 < -P22 -P^+Pg''''' +pg''''^ +pgg'''^ +pgg'''^ -pg''''^ +p( f ) < 1 
0 < -P22 - pf +P^1^'^^' + P ^ f +pg''''^ +Pgg'''^-pgf < 1 
0 < -P22 - pf +P^1^-^^' +pg''''^ +pg''''^ +p(^2^'"' < 1 
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0 < -~P22-P^-Pgg''''> +pg''''^ + 2j^'^'^ +p(-.-) < 1 
0 < -P22 - pf -P[^2 ' -^ ' ' +pg''''^ + 2pg''''^ +pgg''^ +pgg^ < 1 
0 < -P22 - p f -M^2''^') +p(f'^^^ +2p(^ ,^ -^ )^ +2p(^,^.^^)-pgg^ < 1 
0 < -P22 - pf - pg''''^ + pg'-''^ + 2p(^ ,^ -^ )^ + 2pg^-''^ < 1 
0 < -P22 - pf - pg''''^ + Pg''''' + pg''''' + 2pg!'''^ < 1 
0 < -P22 - pf - Pg''''' + P i f ' ^^^ + pgl''^' + 2p^-.-) + p(-) < 1 
0 < -P22 - p f -Pr2 '^^ ^^ +Pgr-'' + P l f + 2p(^ ,^ .^ )^ +pr2^--) -p ( f ) < 1 
0 < -P22 - pf -Pi^2^"^^^ + P ^ f ' " ^ + P ^ f ' " ^ + 2p(^ ,^ .^ )^ +p(^ ,^ --) < 1 
o < - P 2 2 - p i f " ^ + p r " ^ + p ^ y ' ^ ^ ^ + p r < i 
0 < -P22 -Pg''''' + P r - " ) +pg,''''' + 2pgg^ < 1 
0 < -P22 -Pi^2 '^^ ^) +Pgr''' +Pi'^'''' +Pgg'''' < 1 
0 < -P22 -pg'^''' +pg'^''' +pg""^ +Pg2'''' +Pgg' < 1 
0 < -P22-Pg''''' +pr-^^) +2p^-.") +pgg^ < 1 
0 < -P22 -pg''''^ +pg'-''^ + 2pg,''''^ + 2pgg^ < 1 
0 < -P22 -Pr2^'") +pgr' + 2p(^ 2^ -^ )^ +pg,''''' < 1 
0 < -P22 -Pr2 '^^ ^^ +Pr'^^^ + 2p(^/.-) +p(^ ,^ -^ )^ ^ pgg^ < 1 
0 < -P22 -P1^ 2^ '^ )^ +Pg^'''' + P ^ f ' " ^ +P^^2^'"^ -P^^2^'"^ +P^r ' < 1 
n ^ (13,23) , (22,21) , (31,32) , (11,13) (31,33) , „ (33) ^  , 
0 < - p 2 2 - p i 2 ' + P 2 r + P 2 r +P22 -P22 +2p^2 < i 
n / (13,23) , (22,21) , (31,32) , (11,13) , , 
0 < - p 2 2 - P l 2 +^^21 + ^ 2 1 +P22 <1 
0 < -P22 -P[^2^'^^^ + P ^ f ' " ^ +Pg''''' +Pg'-''' +Pgg' < 1 
0 < -P22 -Pi^2^'^^' + P ^ f + p ( f •^n2p(^/.") -p(|^.-) +p(f) < 1 
0 < -P22 -M^2''^'^ +Pg'-''^ +pg'-''^ +2pg''''^ -pg,''''^ +2pgg^ < 1 
0 < -P22 -M^2 '^^ ^^ +Pg''''^ +pg''''^+2pg''''^ < 1 
0 < -P22 -Pi^2^'"^ +P^f ' ^^^ + P o i f ' " ^ + 2p(^/--' +pgg^ < 1 
0 < -P22 -pg''''' +Pg''''^ +Pg''''' +Pg''''^ +Pgg' < 1 
0< - p 2 2 + P - ^ 2 ' ' " ' < 1 
0 < - p 2 2 + P ^ l ^ ' " ^ + P r < 1 
0 < - p 2 2 + P ^ ^ ^ ' " ^ + P ^ ^ ^ ' " ^ - p r < l 
0 < - p 2 2 + P ^ ^ 2 ^ ' " ' + P r ^ ^ ^ < l 
0 < - p 2 2 + P r ' " ' + P ^ 2 ^ ' " ^ - P - ^ ^ 2 ^ ' " ^ < l 
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0 < -P22 +pg''''' +pgg^''^ - p ( f •^ )^ +p(33) < 1 
0<-p22+Pr/'^^'+p(^/'^^)-p(f)<l 
0<-p22+Pr ' ' ^^+p(y-" '< l 
0<-p22+pf l^ '^^ '+P^^,^-")<l 
0<-p22+Pr^^'+p^^,^-^np(f)<l 
0 < -P22 +4f'^^^ +pgg'''^ +Pgg'''^~pgg^ < 1 
0<-p22+P^f^^)+p(^3^'^^)+p(|^'-)<l 
0 < -P22 +P^f ' ^^^ +pgg'''^ +Pgg'''^-Pgg-''' < 1 
0 < -P22 + P ^ f + p ( f ' ^ ^ ^ +4^2 '^"^ -P^^2 '^^ '^  +p(f) < 1 
0 < -P22 +pf,^ -^ '^ +p^f'^ ^^ +p(^ ,^ '^ )^ - p ( f ) < 1 
0<-p22+P^f^^>+pr ' ' ' ^+Pr2^ '" '<l 
0< -p22+pf -p (^^^ )+p( f )< l 
0 < - p 2 2 + p f - p ^ ^ " ) + 2 p ( f < 1 
0 < -p22 + pf < 1 
0 < - p 2 2 + p f + P ^ f < 1 
0 < -P22 + pf + pgg'''^ - pgg'''^ + p(f) < 1 
0<-p22+pf+p(^2^-")-p^-'^^)+2p(f < 1 
0<-p22+pf +P^^2' ' '"<1 
0<-p22+pf +p(^2' '" '+P^f < 1 
0 < -P22 +P^+pgg-''^ - 2pgg'''^ +p(f) < 1 
0 < -P22 + pf + pg''''^ - 2pgg'''^ + 2pgg^ < 1 
0<-p22+P^+pg''''^-pgg'''Ul 
0<~P22+P^+pgg'''^-pgg^''^+pg'Ul 
0 < -P22 + P f +pr' ' '^ +P^2^'"' - 2pgg'''^ +p(33) < 1 
0 < -P22 +P^+pgg'''^ +pgg'''^ - 2pgg'''^ + 2p(f) < 1 
0 < -P22 +P^+pg''''^ + pgg'''^-pgg^''^ < 1 
0 < -P22 + P f +pf, '^^ ^) +P^^2""' - P g ^ ' " ^ +Pgg^ < 1 
0 < -P22 + P f +P^;^'^^^ -p(|^'^^) + p ( f < 1 
0<-p22+pf +plf^^'-p(f-='^)<l 
0<-p22+pf+pf/-^^)-p(^/-^^)+p(f) < 1 
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0<-p,,+pf+pa3.23)_^(33)<^ 
0 < - p 2 2 + p f + p i f ' ' ' < l 
0 < - p , , +pn+ p(13.23) ^ (^31.32) _ 2^ (31.33) < ^ 
0 < -P22 + P f + P i f ' ^ ^ ^ +P^^,^'^^) - 2p(|l-^^) +p(33) < 1 
0 < -P22 + p f +p(^/-^^) +p(f-32) -pgg'''^-pgg^ < 1 
0 < -p , , +p f +pf/-^^) +p(f'^^^ -pgg'''^ < 1 
0<-p22+pf -p r i ^ -^^ )+P^^2^ ' ^^ '< l 
0<-p22+pf-p(1^.31)+p(^3^.-)+p(33)<l 
0 < -P22 + P f -P^ l^ ' ^^^ +p(^2 '^^ '^  +P^2 ' ' ' ' ^ - P ^ < 1 
0 < -P22 + P f -p(^^^) +pg''''^ +pg''''^ < 1 
0 < -P22 +p f -p^l^ .^ l ' +p(3^ -32) +p.(^ ,l'13) _ ^ (31,33) < ^ 
0 < -P22 + P f -P^V'^^) +pg''''^ +pi'^'''^ -Pgg'''^+Pgg^ < 1 
0 < -P22 + P f - P ^ f ' ^ ^ ^ +pg'-''^ -pgg^ < 1 
0 < -P22 + P f - P ^ i ' ' ^ ^ ' +p(r'^^' +pig'''^ < 1 
o < - P 2 2 + p f - p f + p ^ i ^ ' ^ ^ ' + p r r " ^ < i 
0 < -P22 +pf - pf +p(f'^^^ +p( f +pgg^ < 1 
0 < -P22 +pf - pf +41^ -=*^ ) +p(f+p(3/ .33) _^ (33) < ^ 
0 < -p , , + p^ ^ _ pf + p(n.31) ^  ^(22,21) ^ (^31,33) < ^ 
0 < -P22 + pf - pf + pg'-''^ + pg''''^ + pg''''^ - pg,''''^ < 1 
0 < -P22 + P f - pf +p(l^'^^' +p(f-^^^ +p(f'^^^ -p( ,^^ '^ ^) + p r < 1 
0 < -P22 +pf - pf +p(l^-^^) +p ( f •^ )^ + P ^ r ' " ^ - P ^ < 1 
. 0 < -P22 + P f - pf +P^1^-^^' +p(f-^^^ + p r ' " ^ < 1 
0 < -P22 + pf - p f - pg''''^ + pg{'''^ + pg^'''^ + pgg'''^ < 1 
0 < -P22 +pf - pf - p i - ' - ) + p ( f + p ( ^ , ^ . " ) +p(3M3) ^ (^33) ^ ^ 
0 < -P22 + P f - p f ~pgg'''^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^ + 2pg^'''^ -p.(33) < 1 
0 < -P22 + pf - pf - p[^2''-) + p(f-^^^ + p(^/.") + 2pgg'''^ < 1 
0 < -P22 + P f -P^~pg''-'^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^ +pgg'''^ < 1 
0 < -P22 + P f - pf -Pi^2^'^^' +p(f-^^^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^ +pgg^ < 1 
0 < -P22 + P f - p f -Pi^2^-^^) +Pg''''^ +Pgg'''' +Pg''''' +Pgg'''^ -pgg' < 1 
0 < -P22 + P f - pf -P1^2''^^) +pg''''^ +pg''''^ +pg'-''^ +pg''''^ < 1 
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0 < -p,, +pf -p(^/'^ ^) -pg^'^'^ +p(f .2^ ) +p(3^ .32) +p(-.13) ^ (^33) < ^ 
0<-p22+pf-pr^^)+p(f^^)+p(f <1 
0 < - p 2 2 + p f - p l f ^ ^ ^ + P r ' ^ ) + 2 p r <1 
0<-p22+pf-plf^^'+Pr^^'+p^^^^)<l 
0 < -P22 + P f - P [ f ' ^ ^ ^ +pg''''^ +pgg^''^ +pgg^ < 1 
0 < -P22 + P f -P[^ 2 '^^ ^^ + P r i ^ ' " ' +P^^2^'"' +Pgg' < 1 
0 < -P32 +pL _p(13.23) +^ (22,21) ^ ^(11,13) ^ 2p(33) < 1 
0 < -P22 + P f -Pr2 '^^ ') +Pg^'''' +Pgg-''' +Pgg^''^ < 1 
0 < -P22 + P f - P ^ . ' ' ' ' ' + P ? i ' ' ' ' ^ +P^^2''"^ +pgg^''^ +pgg^ < 1 
0 < -P22 + P f - P l f ' ^ ^ ^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^-pgg'''^ +pgg^ < 1 
0 < -p,, + p^ - p(l/.23) ^ ^(22,21) ^ ^(31.32) _ ^(31,33) ^ 2^33) ^ ^ 
0 < -P22 +P^-pg''-'^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^ < 1 
0 < -P22 + P f - P [ f ' ^ ^ ^ +pg'-''^ +pg''''^ +pgg^ < 1 
0 < -P22 + P f -P?2''^'^ +Pg''''' +Pg''''^ +Pgg'"'-Pgg'''^ +pgg' < 1 
0 < -P22 + pf - Pi^2^'"' + P ^ + Pg''''^ + P^ 2^^ '^ '^ - P^^2 '^"' + 2p(f' < 1 
0 < -P22 + P f -Pi^2^'"' +pg^'''' +pg''''^ +pgg-''^ < 1 
0 < -P22 +P^-Pg''''' +pg''''' +pg'-''^ +pgg'''^ +pgg^ < 1 
0 < - P 2 2 + P f < 1 
0<-p22+pf + P . f 2 " < l 
0<-p22+pf+P^ |^ '^^ ' -pr <1 
0<-p22+pf + P i | ' ' ' ' ' <1 
0 < - p 2 2 + p f + P r ' ' ^ - p ^ ^ ^ ^ ) < l 
0<-p22+pf+P^^^^) -p(^^^ '+p( f <1 
0<-p22+pf + P ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - P ^ f <1 
0<-p22+pf + P ^ f ' ^ ^ ' < l 
0<-p22+pf + p ( f ' ^ ' < l 
0 < - p 2 2 + p f + P r ^ ^ > + P r <1 
0<-p22+pf+P^f^^'+p(^2^'^^'-pr < i 
0 < - p 2 2 + p f + P r " ^ + p ( ^ ^ ^ ) < l 
0<-p22+pf+Pr'^ '+pr '^^'-p(^2^'^^'<l 
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0<~P22+P^+Pif'''^+P^A'''''<1 
0 < -P22 +Pk +P^-Pi\''''^ +Pif'''^ -Pg'^''^ +pg'' < 1 
0 < -P22 +P^+P§-Pg''''^ -Pif'''^ +Pif < 1 
0 < -P22 + P^ + - pg''''^ - pir'^ + 2pif < 1 




0<-p22+P^+P^ < 1 
0 < -P22 + P^ + P^ + pg^^^ < 1 
0 < -P22 +P^+P^+ pg''''^ - pg''''' - 2p(|^'-) + ' < 1 
0 < -p,, + + p^ + p(f .3^ ) - (^^ 3^ 3) _ 2^ (31.33) ^  2^ (33) < ^ 
0 < -P22+P^ +P^+Pg''''' -pg''''' -pg''''^ < 1 
0 < -P22+P^+P^+Pg''''^ -pg'^''^ -pg''''^ +pg'^ < 1 
0 < -P22 +P^+P^+pg''''' - 2pg''''^ ' < 1 
0 < -P22 +P^+P^+pg''''^ - 2pg,''''^ + 2p(f) < 1 
0<-p22+P^+P^+pg''''^-pg''''^<l 
0 < -P22+P^ +P^+Pg'^'''-Pg''''^ +P^' < 1 
0 < -P22+P'2 +P^+P[r'^ -Pg''''' -Pg^'''^ < 1 
0 < -P22 ^Ph +P^+P[g'''^-Pg''''^-Pg''''' +Pg^^ < 1 
0 < -P22 +P^ +P§+Pg'''''-Pg''''' -pg'' < 1 
0<-p22+P^+P?+p[g^'''-pg''''^<l 
0 < ~P22 +P^+P^+ pg''''^ + pg''''^ - pg,'''' - 2pg'-''^ < 1 
0 < -P22 +P^+P^+pg''''^ +Pg''''' -pg''''' - 2pg''''^ ) < 1 
0 < -P22 +P^ +P^+pg''''' -Pg'^''' -pg''''^ -pgg' < 1 
0 < -P22 ^Ph +P§+Pg''''' +Pg'-''^ -Pg'''''-pg''''^ < 1 
0<-p22+P^+P^-pg,''''^ <l 
0<-p22+P^+P^-pg'-''^+pg'^<l 
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0 < + Pk+Pf - 4 " ' " ' + Pif'''' - piT < 1 
0<-p22+P^+P^-p^,'''''+pg'''''<l 
0 < -P2. +P^ +P^-Pi\''''^ +p'A''''' -P'^2^''' < 1 





0 < -P22 + P f -P[\''''' +Pif'''^ +P%'''''-P'i^' < 1 
0 < -P2. + p f + p f -pg''''^ +pgp < 1 
0 < -P22++p? - p'^''''' - pir''+^AT < 1 
0<-p22+pf+P?-p[\''''^<l 
0<-p22+P^+P^-p[\'''''+pg'^<l 
0 < -P22 +P^+P^-P'^''''' +Pg''''' -Pg'-''' < 1 
0 < -P22 +Pf+P^- p[^2^'"' + pg''''' - Pg''''' + 2p(f) < 1 
0<-p22+pi+P^-p[\'-''^+pg''''^<l 
0 < -P22 + P f +P^-P[\''''' +Pg''''' +piT < 1 
0 < -P22 +Pf+P?- P[\''''' + P[r'' - Pg''''' < 1 
0 < -P22+p{+p^-p[i''''+p[r'^-pg''''^+pr < 1 
0 < -P22+pf+p§-p[\'''''+p'^r-'' -pg'' < 1 
0<-p22+pi+P^-p[\'''''+pg'''''<l 
0 < - P f + P ^ - P f +P[^/-"' -P['^'''' +pg''''' +Pg''''^ < 1 
0 < - p f +P^-P^+pi\'-''^ -p[r'' +pgr'^+pg'^''^ < 1 
0 < - p f + p ^ - p f + p ' ^ ' ' ' ' ' - p[r''+pf/'"'+p^i^'^'^^+pg''''' - pg'' < 1 
0 < - p f + p f - p^+p<^,^'^^^ - p[r''+p^f-^^^+pr/-"^+p^/'"' < 1 
0 < - p f + p ^ -p^+p[f'''' -p[r''+p^f + p ^ f +pr2^'"^ < 1 
0 < - P f + P f - P f + - '"^  + Pg'-''' + P ^ ' " ^ + Pg''''' + Pg'' < 1 
0<-p^+p^-p§ + pg'''^^ - pg''''^ + pg'-''^ + pg'^''^ + p ^ ^ / - " ' + pg''''^ - pg'^ < 1 
0 < - P f +P^-P?+Pg'-''' -Pg'^''^ + P ^ f +Pg''''^ +Pg''''' +Pg''''' < 1 
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0 < -Pf -P^ + pg''''' +pg'^''' +pg''''^ -pg'^ < 1 
0 < -Pf + P^ - P^ + p['^'''^ + pg'''-'^ + p f f < 1 
0 < -Pf +P^ -P^ + Pg'-''^ +pg^-''^ +pg'-''^ +pg,''''^ - 2pgp < 1 
0 < - P f -P^^pg'-'"' + p ( f ' ^ ^ ' +pg'-''^ +Pg''''^-pg'^ < 1 
0 < - p f + p,^ + p ( - . " ) _ ^(13.23) ^ ^(22.21) ^ ^(31,32) _ ^(31.33) ^ ^pCf) ^ ^ 
0 < - P f +pg''''^ -pg''''^ +pg''''^ +pg'^''^ < 1 
0 < -P^+P^ +pg'-''^ ~p[g-''^ +pg''''^ +pg''''-^ + p ( f < 1 
0 < -Pf+P^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^ -Pig'''^-pg^'''^ < 1 
0 < -P^+P^+pg''''' +pg'''''+pg''''-pgg''^-pgg-'''+pgg^ < 1 
0 < -Pf +P^ +pg''''^ +1^-''^ +Pg''''^-Pg''''^-Pg'' < 1 
0 < - P f +p^ + p i - ' - > +pgr^ +Pg'-'''~pg''''' < 1 
0 < - P f + P ^ +pr2^'"^ + p ( f ' ^ ^ ^ +pg''''-'-pg''''^ < 1 
0 < - p f + p ^ + p r ' ' ^ ' + p ( r - ^ ^ ' - p r 2 ^ ' ^ ^ ' + p r < 1 
0 < - p f + p f + pg''''^ + p . ( f + 4r '^^^ - 4 f ^ < 1 
o < - p f + P , ^ + p [ ^ / ' ^ n p r " ' + p ( ^ - ) < i 
0<-P^+pg'''''+pg''''^<l 
0<-p^+pg'''''+pg'''''+pg'^<l 
0 < - P f +P^1^'^^' +pg'-''' +Pg''''^-pg'' < 1 
o < - p f + p ( i ^ ' ^ ^ ' + p r ^ ^ ) + p ^ r ' ^ ^ ' < i 
0 < - p f + P ^ i ^ ' " ^ + P ^ f " ^ + P ^ ^ / - " ' < l 
0<-p^+pg'''''+pg'''''+pg'''''+pg''<l 
0 < - P f +P^1 '^^ ^^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^ +pgg^''^-pg'' < 1 
0 < -P^+Pg'-''^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^ +pgg'''^ < 1 
0 < - P f +P^i^'^^' +pg''''^ +pg''''^ -pgg'''^ < 1 
0 < - P f +P^i^'^^^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^ -pg''''^ +pgP < 1 
o < - p f + p ( l ^ - - ) + p ( f - ) + p ( f - - ) - p r < i 
0 < - p f + P < l ^ ' ^ ^ ' + P ^ f ^ ^ ' + P ^ ^ ^ ^ ) < l 
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0 < -P^ + Pg''''^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^ +Pg'''^-Pg''''' < 1 
0 < - P f + pg''''^ + pg''''^ + pg'-''^ + pg'-^'^ - pg^'^^^ + < 1 
0 < -Pf + pg''''^ + pg''''^ + pg''''^ + pg^'^'^ - pg'^ < 1 
0 < -P^+Pg'-''' +pg'''''+pg'-'''+pg''''^ < 1 
0<-p^ + 2pg''''^+pg''''Ul 
0 < -P? - P l f ' " ' +pg'^'^^ < 1 
0 < -P^-pg''''' +pg'^''^ +pg''''^ +pg'-''^ < 1 
0 < -P^ - pg''-'^ + pg''''^ + ^ r / ' " ' + 2j^^''^ - p(f) < 1 
0 < -P^-pg'^''^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^ + 2pg^-''^ < 1 
0 < -P^-Pg'^''^ +pg-''^ + 2j^^'^ +pg'-''^ < 1 
0 < -P^-Pg''''^ +pg''''^ + 2pg''''^ ^^(33) < ^ 
0 < -P§-P^^'-'^ +pg^'''' + 2pg^'^'^ + 2pg''''^ ) < 1 
0 < - p f - pg''''^ + pg''''^ + 2pg'-''^ + 2pg,'-''^ < 1 
0 < -P§-pg''''^ + p ( f + p g ' ' ' ' ^ +pg''^'^ < 1 
0 < -p-~pg''''^ +pgr^ +p(^,M3) ^^(33) < 1 
0 < -P^~pg''''^ +p(f'^^^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^ +pg^'''^ ) < 1 
0 < -P^-pg''''' +pg''''^ +pg''''' +pg''''^ +pg^-''^ < 1 
0 < - p f - pg''''^ + pg'-''^ + pg'-''^ + 2pg''''^ < 1 
0 < - p f - P'^g'''^ + p(f-^^^ + pg'^'^^ + 2pg''''^ + p(f) < 1 
0 < - p f - pg'^''^ + pg^'''^ + pg''''^ + 2pg'-^'^ + - p(f) < 1 
0 < -P^~pg''''^ +p(f'^^^ +pg''''^ + 2pig'''^ +pg^-^'^ < 1 
0 < - p f -p[^ 2 '^^ '^ +pg''''^ +pg'''^^ +pg^'''^ < 1 
0 < - p f +Pr ' "^ +Pgg''' +1^''''-Pgg' < 1 
0<-p^+pg'''''+pgg'''^+pgg'''Ul 
0 < - p f + pg''''^ + pgg'''^ + 2pg^'''^ - 2pgg^ < 1 
0 < - p f + pg''''^ + pg'-''^ + 2pg''''^ - pgp < 1 
0 < -P^+Pg^'''' +pg''''' +pg'''''-pgg^ < 1 
0<-pf+Pr / '^^ '+p(f '^^ '+p(^ ,^ ' " )<l 
0 < - p f + P^ f-^ ^^  + pg''''^ + pg''^'^ + 4 ^ ^ ^ ) - 2p(f) < 1 
0 < - p f +p( f +p( f +pg^'^'^ +p(- .33) _ ^ ( 3 3 ) < ^ 
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0 < -P^+pg''''' -pg''''^ + p ( f + p g ' ' ' ' ^ +pg''''^ < 1 
0 < -p^+pg''^'^ -pg''''^+p<f +pr ' "^+pr2^'"^ < 1 
o<-pi^2^-^^^+pr^^+p^^,^'^npr2^-^^'<i 
0 < -p(lM3) _^  ^(22,21) ^^ (31,32) ^^(n,13) < ^ 
^<-p'^^'''' +pgr' +Pg2''' +Pg2' <l 
0<-pg'''''+pg'''''+pg'''^^2pg'Ul 
0<-pg''''^+pg''''^+pg,''''^+pg,''''^<l 
0 < -Pg''''' +pg'^''' +pg''''^ +pg''''^ +pgg^ < 1 
0 < -pg'^''' +pg''''^ +pg''''^ +Pg'^''^-pg^'''' +pgg^ < 1 
0 < -pg''''' + p ( f + p g ' ' ' ' ^ +pg'''^ -j^-''^ + 2p(f) < 1 
0<-pg''''^+pg^'''^+pg''''^+pg''''^<l 
0 < -Pg''''^ +pg''''' +P^f +pg''''^ +pg'^ < 1 
0 < +pg2^ < 1 
0<+P^' / ' ' '^-P^f < i 
0 < +pgg-''^ < 1 





0<+P^f'^-^)-p^^.^'=*^'+P^f < 1 
0<+pg''''^-pg2^<l 




0 < + P r ' " ^ + P ^ ^ / ' " ' < l 
0 < +P^f < 1 
o < + 4 f ^ ^ > + p r < 1 
0<+pg''''^+pg2''''^-pg2'^<l 
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0<+p(f .21)+p(31 .33)<^ 
0 < + P ^ f ' ^ ' + P ^ ^ 2 ' ' " ' < l 
0 < + p ( f . 2 1 ) + p ( 1 1 . 1 3 ) ^ p ( 3 3 ) < ^ 
Q<+pg''''^-^pg2'''^+pg2'''^-pgg^<^ 
+ P2"'"^ +P22^'^^' < 1 
0 < + p ( f 2 1 ) ^ p ( 3 1 , 3 2 ) _ ^ ( 3 1 . 3 3 ) ^ ^ 
0 < + p ( f .21) + p ( f . 3 2 ) _p(31.33) ^ p ( 3 3 ) < J 
0 < +P2f'^^^ + P 2 f 
0 < + p ( f . 2 1 ) + p ( 3 1 . 3 2 ) < ^ 
0 < + p ( f .21) +p(31.32) ^^(11,13) _p(31,33) < ^ 
0 < + P ^ f ^ P ^ ' ^ ^ ^ +P^^2 '^"^ -P^^2^'"^ + P r < 1 
0 < + p ( f .21) +p(31.32) + p ( l l , 1 3 ) _ p { 3 3 ) ^ ^ 
0 < + p ( f . 2 1 ) + p ( 3 1 . 3 2 ) ^ p ( n , 1 3 ) < i 
0 < +pg''''^ < 1 
0 < + p ( 1 1 . 3 1 ) + p ( f , 2 1 ) ^ ^ 
Q<+Pg'^'''-Pgg'<l 
0 < +pg''''^ < 1 
0 < + p ( 1 3 . 2 3 ) + 4 3 1 . 3 3 ) _ 2 p ( | 3 ) ^ j 
0 < + p ( 1 3 . 2 3 ) + p ( 3 1 . 3 3 ) _ p ( 3 3 ) ^ ^ 
0 < + p ( l / . 2 3 ) + p ( 3 1 . 3 2 ) _ p ( 3 1 , 3 3 ) _ p ( 3 3 ) < ^ 
0 < + p ( 1 3 . 2 3 ) + p ( 3 1 . 3 2 ) _ p ( 3 1 , 3 3 ) < j 
0<+p(13 .23 )+p(31 .32 )_2p (33 )^^ 
0 < + p ( 1 3 . 2 3 ) + p ( 3 1 . 3 2 ) _ ^ ( 3 3 ) < ^ 
0 < +pg''''^ < 1 
0<+p (^^1 . 13)+p(31 .32)_p(31 ,33)<i 
0<+P^-pg''''^+pg''''^<l 
0 < + P f -Pi^2' '" ' +Pl2''' '^ + P ^ f - P ^ 2 ' ' ' ' ' < 1 
o < + p f - p r " ' + p r < 1 
0 < + p f - p ^ ^ 2 ' ' ^ ^ ' + 2 p ( f < 1 
0 < + p f < 1 
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0 < + P 2 ^ + P ^ f < 1 
^<+P? +pg''''' -2pg,''''Upg,'Ul 
0 < + p f + p r ' = ' ^ ^ - 2 p ( ^ , ^ - 3 3 ) + 2 p ( f < 1 
p ( 3 1 , 3 2 ) _ ^ ( 3 , 3 3 ) ^ ^ 
0 < + p f + P ^ f 
p ( 3 1 . 3 2 ) _ p ( 3 1 , 3 3 ) + p ( 3 3 ) < ^ 0<+P?+P^l 
pa3,23)_ ^(11.13) _ p ( 3 1 , 3 3 ) < ^ 
pgP < 1 
0 < + P 2 ^ + p l f . . . 
o<+pUpg''''^-pg''''^-j^^'''Upgg-
Q<+P^+pg'''''~pg''''^-pg!'<i 
0<+P^+pg''''^-pg''''Ul  < + p f 
(13,23) (31,33) ^ 1 
'i2 - P 2 2 < 1 
,(33) ^ 
'22 ^ 
0 < + p f i + p ( i = 
(13,23) (31,33) (3  
P12 P22 P  0<+P2^+p[2' 
- ,(13,23) _ (33) ^  , 





0 < +P2^ +p i^ / -^ '> +pg'''''-pg''''^ - 2p(3M3) ^ ^ 
0 < +P2^ + P i - ' ^ n p r ' - ) -p^^^MS) _ 2^(31,33) ^^(33) < ^ 
0 < +P2^ + P I ^ / - - ) + p ^ . 3 2 ) _ ^ ( I M 3 ) _ ^(31,33) _ ^(33) ^ ^ 
0 < +P2^ +Pi^/-^^' -3^) - p ( l / . 1 3 ) _ ^(31,33) < ^ 
0 < + P 2 ^ + p i f ^ ^ ' + p ( f - 3 2 ) - 2 p ( 3 ^ . 3 3 ) ^ ^ 
0 < +P2^ +Pi^/'^^' +pg''''^ - 2p(3/.33) ^^(33) < ^ 
0 < +P2^ + pgg^''^ + -3^) - p(31.33) _ ^(33) ^ ^ 
0 < + P 2 ^ + P r ^ ^ ) + P ^ ^ ^ ) - p ( | 1 . 3 3 ) < i 
0 < + p f + M f " ' + p r l ^ ' 
< + p f - p i ; ^ ' " ' < l o ' 
< + p f - p ^ f ' " ^ + p r < i 
' f - p r / ' ^ ^ ' + p r 2 " " ^ - p r < i 
_ ^ f - p ^ i ^ ' " ^ + p ^ ^ " ' < i 
0<+pf-p^l^'^^^+P^^2^'")<l 
o < + p f - P ^ l ^ ' ^ ^ ' + P ^ ^ / - ^ n p r < i 
0 < + p f - p < \ ^ ' ^ ^ ' + P ^ ^ 2 ^ ' ^ ^ ' + P ^ f ' " ^ - p r < l 
0<+pf-p^f-^^'+P^^2^'^^)+P^^2^'"'<l 
0  
0 < + p f 
0 < + p f 





0 < + P f -P^i^'^^' +pg'^''^ +pg''''' -pg''''^ < 1 
0 < + p f -p^i^'^^)+pr''''+pg'''''-pg''''^+pgg^ < 1 
o < + p f - P ^ ^ ^ ' + p r ' ^ n p ( ^ / - ^ ^ ^ - p ( f < 1 
0 < + p f - p ^ l ^ - ^ ^ ^ + p ( f - ^ ^ ) + p ( ^ / ' " ' < l 
0 < + p f < 1 
0 < + p f - p f + p r ^ ^ ) + P ^ f ' ^ ^ ' < l 
0 < +pL_pR+pin,31) ^^ (22,21) _ ^ (11.13) < ^ 
0 < + P f -P^+Pg'-''^ + P < f - p g g ' ^ ' ^ + p ( f < 1 
0 < +pf - p f + pg^'^'^ + p(f '^1) - p ( - ' " ) + pg'^^'^ - p ( f ) < 1 
0 < + P f -P^ + pg''''' +pg''''^ -pg'-''^ +pg'-''^ < 1 
0 < + p f - p f + P ^ l ^ - ^ ^ ^ + p ( f ^ ^ ) < l 
o < + p f - p f + p ( f ' ^ ^ ^ + p r " ^ + p r < 1 
0 < _ pR + p(lMl) + p(22,21) ^ ^ (31,33) _ ^ (33) < ^ 
0 < +pf - p f + pg'^''^ + p(f'^^^ + pg,''''^ < 1 
0 < + P f - p f +p(l^'^^' +pg''''^ +pg''''^-pg''''^-pg''''^ < 1 
0 < + P f - p f + P^i^'^^' +P^f'^^^ +P^f'^^^ -pg''^'^ -pg^'''^ +pgg^ < 1 
0 < + P f - p f +P^i^'^^^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^ -pg''''^ - p ( f ) < 1 
0 < + p f -p^+pg'-'''+pr'"*+pg''''^-pg^'''^ < 1 
0 < + P f - p f + p l^^ -^ ^^ +P^f'^^^ +pg''''^ -pg''^'^ < 1 
0 < + p f - p f + p^f'^^^ +pg'-''^ +pg''''^ - p ( - ' - ) +pgg^ < 1 
0 < +pL - pf +p(11.31) +p(f'21) +^ (31.32) _^ (33) < ^ 
0 < + p f - p f + p ( \ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ + P r " ^ + p ( f ' - ' < l 
0 < + p f - p f -pP/-^^) -pg ' ' ' ' ^ +pg^'''^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^ +pgg'''^ < 1 
o < + p f - p f - M f ^ ^ ' + p ( f ^ ^ ) + p r , ^ - ^ ^ ' < i 
0 < + P f - p f - P ^ / ' ^ ^ ' +P^f'^^^ +pg''''^ +pgg^ < 1 
0 < +pf - p f - pg'-''^ + pg'^''^ + 2pgg''^ - p ( f ) < 1 
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0 < +P^ - p f - pg''''^ + pg''''^ + 2pg'^''^ < 1 
0 < +P^ - P^ - pg''''^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^+pgy'^ < 1 
0 < +P^ -p§-pg''''^ +Pg''''^+pg2''''^ +pg^'''^ +pg'^ < 1 
0 < +P2^ - P2^ - PI^/'^'^ + P f l ^ ' ^ ^ ' + P^ 2^''^ '^  + Mf'''^ - Pg2^ < 1 
0 < +P^ - p f - pg'^''^ + pg'^''^ + pg''''^ + 2pg''''^ < 1 
o < + p f - P 2 « - p r / ' " ^ + p . r ^ ^ ^ p r ' ^ ^ ' < i 
0 < +P^-p^-pg'^''^ +pg'-''^ +pg''''^ + p ^ f ) < 1 
0 < +P^-P^-pg''''^ +pg'-''^ +pg''''^ +pg'-''^-pg'^ < 1 
0 < +P^-p^-pg''''^ +pg'^''^ + p f / ' ^ ^ ' +pg''''^ < 1 
0 < +P^-P^-pg''''^ +pg'''-'^ + p r ' - ) +pg'-''^ < 1 
0 < +P^ -P^-Pg''''' +pg''''^ +pg''''-^ +pig'''^ +pgf < 1 
0 < +P^-P§-Pg''''^ +pg^'''^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^-pg'^ < 1 
0 < + p ^ - P 2 « -p[^ / -")+pr i^-^^)+pg' ' ' ' ^+pg'^ ' ' ^+pg' - ' ' ^ < 1 
0 < + P 2 ^ - p f + P ^ f ^ ^ ) + p r 2 ^ - ^ ^ ' - p ( f < 1 
0 < + P 2 ^ - p f + p r i ^ - ^ ^ ) + p r / ' ^ ^ ' < l 
0 < + P f - P f + pg''''^ + 2pg''''^ - 2p^ 33) < 1 
0 < +P2^ - P2« + pg''''^ + 2pg''''^ - p.(33) < 1 
0 < + P ^ - p 2 « + p ( f ^ ^ ^ + p ( f ' ^ ^ ' - p r < 1 
0<+P^-p^+pg''''^+pg''''Ul 
0<+P^- P^+pg''''^ + p ( f +pg'-''^ - 2pg'^ < 1 
0 < +P2^ -P2^ + P ^ f + p g ' ' ' ' ^ +pg'^''^ - p ( f ' < 1 
0 < +P^ - P f + pg''''^ - p i ^ / ' ^ ^ ' + P ^ f + Pg2''''^ < 1 
0 < + p f -p^^+p^^^ '^^^ -p[^2^'^^^+pgr-''+pg''''' < 1 
0<+p!i-pg''''^+pg^'''^+pg,''''Ul 
0<+p'2-pg'''''+pg^^'''+pg,''''-'<l 
0 < + P 2 ^ - p i r ' ' + P r ' ^ ' + p r < l ' 
o < + p ^ - p [ ^ / - ^ ^ ^ + p r ^ ^ ^ + 2 p r < i 
0 < + P 3 ^ - p i r ^ ) + p ( f ^ ^ ) + p r 2 ^ ' ^ ^ ^ < l 
0 < + P ^ - p [ f ^ ^ ^ + p r ^ ^ + p r 2 ^ ' ^ ^ > + p r < l 
0 < +P2^ -P[^/ '^'^ +P^f'^^^ ^Pg''''^-Pgg'''^ +Pgg^ < 1 
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0 < + P f - P p / ' - ) + p ( f + p ( 3 i - " ^ -Pgg'''^ + 2 p r < 1 
0 < + p f - p f / ' ^ ^ ) + p r ' ^ ^ ) + p ( f . 3 2 , ^ ^ 
0 < + p f - p l f ^ ^ ) + p ( f 2 1 ) + p ( 3 M 2 ) ^ ^ ( 3 3 ) ^ ^ 
0<+P^-pg''''^+pg''''Ul 
0 < + p f - p r / - " ) + p r 2 X , ^ ^ ( 3 1 . 3 3 ) ^ ^ 
0 < + p f - p r 2 ^ ' ^ ' ) < l 
o < + p f - p r / ' " ) + p ( f < 1 
0<+P^-pgg'''^+pgg-''^-pg^Ul 
o<+p^-pgg-''^+pgg'''Ui 
0 < + p f < 1 
0<+p^+pgg^<l 
o<+P^ + pgg-''^-pggUi 
o<+pUpgg^''Ui 
^<+P^+pgg''''-pgg^''^-pg^'''Ui 
o < + p f + p r ' " ^ - P ^ ^ 2 ^ ' " ^ - p ( f ' ^ ^ ) + p ( 3 3 ) ^ ^ 
o < + p f + p r - ^ ^ ' - P ^ ^ 2 ^ ' " ) - p ( f ) < i 
0 < + P 2 ^ + P ^ f ' ^ ^ ) - p ( ^ 2 ' ' " ^ < l 
o<+P^+pg'-''^~pgg'''Ui 
o<+p^+pgg'''^~pgg'''^+pg'Ui 
o < + p f + p r ' ^ ^ ) - p ( f < i 
0 < + p f + P ^ f ^ ^ ' < l 
o<+p^+pg''''^-pgg'''Ui 
0<+P^+pg''''^~pgg-"^+pg'Ul 
0 < + P f +Pgg-''' ~pgg'''^ + p ( f .33) -p (33 ) ^ ^ 
0 < + p f + P r , ^ ' ^ ^ ) - p ( ^ 2 ^ . - ) + p ( 3 1 , 3 3 ) < ^ 
0 < + p f + p ( 2 2 , 2 1 ) ^ ^ 
0 < + P f + P ^ f ' ^ ^ ^ + p ( f ' < l 
0 < + p f + P ^ f ' ^ ^ ) + p g ^ . ^ 3 ) - p ( 3 3 ) ^ ^ 
0 < + p f + p f i ^ - ^ ^ ^ + p g ^ ' ^ ^ ) < l 
0 < + P f + P i f + p g ' ' ' ' ^ -p(l2^.13) _p(31,33) < J 
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0 < +P2^ +P'2r" +P\T-' -pg''''^ - p ( 3 M 3 ) +^(33) ^  ^  
0 < +P2^ + P^l^'^^^ + P^f'^^^ - p^^,^'^^) - p(33) < 1 
0 < + P 2 ^ + P r ' ^ ^ + p ( f ' ^ ^ ' - p ^ ^ 2 ^ ' " U l 
o < + P ^ + P ^ f ^ ^ ^ + p r - ^ ^ ' - p g ^ - ^ ^ ^ < i 
0 < + P ^ + P f l ^ ' " ' +pg''''' -pgg'''^ +p(33) < ^ 




0 < + P f +Pg''''^ -pg''''^ +pg^-33) - 2p(33) < 1 
0 < + P ^ +P[^/ '^^^ -Pg'''' +pg^'''^ -pg'^ < 1 
0 < + P ^ +Pi^/'^^' + p ' r ' - ) - p ( ' , ^ - - ) -p(31.33) _^(33) < ^ 
0 < +P.i' + p [ ^ / ' ' ' ^ + P r ' ' ' ^ - P r 2 ' ' " ^ - P ^ ' ^ ^ ' < 1 
0 < +P2^ +Pg''''^ +pg''''^ -p,(^/.^3) _ 2^(33) ^ ^  
0 < + P f +pgg'''^ +pg''''^ -Pg'''''-pg'' < 1 
o < + P ^ + p r / - " ) - p ( ^ / ' ^ ^ U i 
0 < +P2^ +Pi^ 2 '^^ ^^ ^Pg''''^-pg,'''''-pg,''''' < 1 
0 < +P2^ +P2^ -P^^^ - " ) +p{13.23) _ ^ ( 1 U 3 ) < J 
0 < +P2^ +P2^ -Pi^2^'^^) +Pg'''''+pg'^''^-pgg'''^ -p(31.33) < 1 
0 < +P2^ +P^-pgg^''^ -pg''''^ +p(33) < 1 
0 < + p^ - p ( l M 3 ) _ ^(31,33) ^ 2^(33) ^ ^ 
0 < + P ^ + p f - p ( ^ 2 ' ' ' ' * < l 
0 < + P 2 ^ + p f - p ^ ^ 2 ^ ' " ) + p ( f < 1 
0 < +P^ +P2^ + P ^ f - p ( ^ , ^ ' - ) - 2pr.33) +p(33) < 1 
0 < + P ^ +P^+pg'-''^ - p ( l / . " ) - 2p(31.33) 2p(33) < 1 
0 < +P^+P§+pg'-''^ - p ( l / . 1 3 ) _ ^(31,33) ^ ^ 
0 < +P2^ + P2^  + p ^ ' " ^ - pg''''^ - pgg'''^ + p(3/) < 1 
0 < +P2^ + P2« + p(^/ '^^ ' - p(l^'31) ^ ^(31,32) _ ^(1U3) _ ^(31,33) < ^ 
0 < +P^ +P^+pg''''^ - 2pgg'''^-pg^-^^) < 1 
0 < +P^ +P^+Pg'^''^ - 2p(-.^3) _ ^(31,33) ^^(33) < ^ 
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0 < + p f + p f + p[f^^)-2p(^2^'^^)-p(f < 1 
0<+p,^+pH+p(13,23)_ 2^(11.13) < ^ 
0 < + P f + P f +Pi^ 2''''' - p i " ' " ' -Pgg'''^ < 1 
0 < + P f + P f +Pi^/'^^' -pg!''^ -pgg'''^ +pgg^ < 1 
o < + p f + p f + M f ^ ^ ' - p ( ^ / - ^ ^ ' - p r < i 
0 < + p f + p f + M f ^ ^ ^ - p ( ^ / ' ^ ^ ' < l 
0 < +pL +^(13,23) ^ ^(31.32) _ 2^(11,13) _ 2^ (31.33) < j 
0 < + P f + P f +P1^/'^^' +pg'^''^ - 2pg'-''^ - 2pg''''^ +p(f ) < 1 
0 < + P f + pf + pg''''^ + pg''''^ - 2pgg''^ - pgg^'^ - p(f) < 1 
0 < + P f + P f +Pi^/'^^' + p i f - 2pg,'^''^ -pg^'^'^ < 1 
0 < +p^ +p^+pgg'''^ +p(f .^ 2) _^(n,13) _ 2^ ,(31,33) < J 
0 < + p f + pf + pg'^''^ + pg'^''^ - pg'-''^ - 2pg''''^ + pgg^ < 1 
0 < + P f + P f +p[^/'^^) +Pg'^''^-pg''''^-pg^'''^ - P ^ < 1 
0 < + P f + P f + P i ^ / ' " ' + p r ' " ' -Pg''''^-Pg''''^ < 1 
0 < + p f + p f - 2 p ( f - ^ ^ ) + p ( ^ ^ ^ ) < l 
0 < + p f + p f - p i l ^ ' ^ ^ ' - p(^2^ - ^ ^ ) < l 
o < + p f + p f - p ( r ^ ' - p i^2 ^ ' ^ ^ ^ + p r < i 
0 < + P f + pf - pg''''' - pgg^''^ + pgg'^'^ - p ( f < 1 
0<+P^+P^-pg''''^-pg''''^+pgg'''^<l 
0 < + p , ^ + p f - p(i/.3i ) < i 
o < + p f + p f - p i l ^ ' ^ n p r < 1 
0 < + p f + p f - p i f ' ^ ^ ' + p r ^ ^ ' - p ( f < 1 
0<+P^+P^-pg''''Upgg'''Ul 
0 < + P f + P f -P^l^'^^' +Pg'^'''-Pg''''~pgg'''' < 1 
0 < + p f + p f -p'l^-^^^+pr'"' - P ^ i ^ ' " ' - p ^ ' " ' + p r < 1 
0 < + p f + p f -p(^,^'^^'+pg'''''-pg''''^ - p r < 1 
0<+pf+pf -p i l^ '^^^+p ( f ' ^^^-p(^2^ '^^)< l 
o < + p f + p f - p ( i ^ - ^ ^ ' + p r ' ^ ^ ' - p f / ' ^ ^ ' < i 
0 < + P f +P^-pg'^''^ +pg'-''^-pg'^''^ +pgg^ < 1 
o < + p f + p f - p < l ^ - ^ ^ ' + p r ^ ^ ' - p r < 1 
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^<+pk+P^-pg'''''+pg,'''''<i 
0 < + p f ' (11 - P i 2 
,13) < 1 
0 < +p{ (11 - P i 2 
,13) 
+ P r < 1 
0 < + p f (11 - P i 2 
,13) , (31,33) 
+ P22 - P r < l 
0 < + p f (11 - P l 2 
13) 
+ Pgg'''' < 1 
0 < + p f (11 - P l 2 
13) + pgg''' < 1 
0 < + p f (11 - P i 2 
13) 
+ P i " ' " ^ + 4 f < 1 
0 < + p f (11 - P l 2 
13) + pg'^''' + Pg'''''- Pgg^ < 1 
0 < + p f (11 - P l 2 
13) 
+ Pg'-''' + pgg'''Ul 
0 < + p f (11 - P l 2 
13) , (13,23) 
+ P12 -pgg'<l 
0 < +p[ (11 - P i 2 
13) , (13,23) 
+ Pi2 < 1 
0 < +p{ (11 - P l 2 
13) , (13,23) 
+ P12 
, (31,33) 
+ P22 - 2pg'^ < 1 
0 < + p f (11 - P l 2 





P22 < 1 
0 < + p f < 1 
0 < + p f + p f - 2 p ( ^ / ' " ) + p ( f 2 3 ) < ^ 
0 < + P f + p^ ~ pgg'''^ - p(3^.33) ^ ^(33) ^ ^ 
0 < + p f + p f - pg''''^ - p(31.33) + 2pg3) < 1 
0<+P^+p^~pg''''^<l 
0<+pi+P^-pg''"^+pg,'Ul 
0 < + P f +P2'^ - p i " ' ^ ' ^ ^ - - ^ ' ' ' " ^ - "(31.33) 






•P22 < 1 
(31,33) , (33) / 1 
•P22 +P22 < 1 
0 < + P f + P f -Pi^2^-"^ +Pi^2^'^^' -P^^2^ ' " ' - P r 2 ^ ' < 1 
+pr2" 
12 -P22" 
0 < + p f + p^ - pg'-'^^ + p(13.23) _ ^(11.13) < J 
0 < + p f +p^~pg''''^ +^(13,23) _ ^(31,33) ^ ^ 
0 < + P f +P2^ ~pgg'''^ +pf ,3 .^3) _^(31,33) ^^(33) ^ ^ 
0 < + P f +P2^ - p ( ^ / ' " ' + p f / - 2 3 ) _^(33) ^ ^ 
0 < + p f ' + P 2 « - p ( l 2 ' ' " ' + p ( f ' ' ^ < l 
0 < +P22 - P f + P^ - p f + p(^,^-^3) _ ^(13,23) ^ ^(22,21) ^ ^(31.32) ^ ^ 
0 < +P22 - P f +P2^ -P2^ -Pg''''^+pg''''^+pg''''-^ +p^33) < 1 
0 < + P 2 2 - p f + P 2 - P 2 + P l 
(11,13) (13,23) , (22,21) , (31,32) , (31,33) (33) ^ , 
•P12 +P21 + P 2 r +P22 -P22 < i 
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0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
0 < +P22 
(11.13) , -, 
oo ^ 1 
- pf + pf - pf + Pi^ 2 -^-) - p(-.23) ^  (^22,21) ^ (^31,32) ^ ^(3,33, < ^ 
- p f + P f - p f +pf2 '^"^ +p(22.21) +^ (31,32) _ ^ (1M3) _ ^ (33) < " 
- pf + pf - pf + p(11.13) + p(22,21) ^ ^ (31.32) 
- p f +pf -p^+pg''^'^ +p(22,21) ^^ (31,32) 
~Pf+ p f - pf + Pi^2''") + p(f .21) + ^ (31.32) 
- pf + pf - pf + p|11.13) + p(22,21) ^ ^ (31.32) 
- p f + P f - pf +pf/-^^) +p(22,21) ^ (^31,32) ^ ^  
- pf + pf - pf + pg''''^ + p(f.21) + p(31,32) ^ ^ (31,33) 









• 2pr2^ ' < 1 
•Pgg'<l 
• 2pgg^ < 1 
• P ^ < 1 
•pf+pf+P1" '" '+pri^ '" '+pg'' ' ' ' -pg2'''' -pgg'''' < 1 
•pf+pf+pg''''+pg''' ' '+pg'^''' -pg'''' -pg'''''+pgg' < 1 
•p f+pf+p i " ' " '+p r / ' " ' ^pg.'''''-pg''''-pgg' < 1 
• p f + p f + p r 2 " " ' + p i f ^pg'^''' -pg''''' < 1 
- p r + P 2 i 
(11,31) 
• p r + P 2 i 
•pf+pg' 
(11,31) (22,21) 
- P f + P k 
(11,31) 
- P f + P k 
- P f + P ^ ^ l ^ 
(11,31) (22,21) (31,32) (31,33) 





- P 2 - P l 2 
• P2 - Pi2 
- P 2 -P12 
pf - Pii^ 
- P 2 - P 1 2 
- P 2 -P12 





+ p r < l 
31) +p(22,21) ^ (^31,33) _p(33)<^ 
+ pg'^'''+pg''''' < 1 
+ P21 • ' +P2 
31) +p(22,21) ^^ (31,32) 





• P ^ < 1 
31) + P2 (22,21) (31,32) + P21 < 1 
(13,23) . (22,21) + P21 + P i2 ' ' ' "+P2r"^ '< l (31,33) 
(13,23) . (22,21) , (11,13) , (31,33) +pri" '" +P2r"" +pr2"''" +pgg^ < 1 
(13,23) (22,21) + P2I + pi^^'"' + 2p: 




- p r < i 
< 1 
(13,23) (22,21) 
+ P2I + P2 
(31,32) 
+ P22 
(11,13) < 1 
(13,23) (22,21) (31,32) + P21 ' ' + P 2 1 +pi"'"'+pr2^^<i (33) 
(13,23) 
+ P2 (22,21) (31,32) (11,13) (31,33) + P2 +P^v"^^+pr2"^^^-pif < 1 
(13,23) (22,21) (31,32) (11,13) (31,33) 
(22,21) 
+pri • +pri ' +pr2' +pr2 • < i 
+ p ( - ' - ) - p ( f < i 
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0<+P22-p§+pg''''^+pg2''''^<l 
0 < +p,, -pH +p ( f .21) ^ 2p(31.33) _ 2p(33) ^ ^ 
0 < +p,2 - pH + p(f .21) + 2pg^.33) - p(33) < 1 
0 < +P22 - P ^ + P ^ f ' ^ ^ ) +p(^ 2^ -^ )^ +pgg''^ -pg'^ < 1 
0 < +P22 - P2« + pg^'''^ + pgg''^ + pgg''^ < 1 
0 < +p,, - pn + p(f .21) ^ ^(11,13) ^ 2p(3i.33) _ 2p(|3) < 1 
0 < +p,3 - pf + p(f .21) ^ p(ll,13) ^ 2p(31.33) _ ^(33) < ^ 
0 < + P 2 2 - p | ^ + P ^ f ^ ^ ) + p r ' ^ ^ ) - p ( f < 1 
0 < + p , , - p f +p(22,21)_^ ^(31.32) < i 
0 < +p,3 _p/^ +p(22,21) ^ ^ ( 3 1 , 3 2 ) ^ ^ ( 3 1 . 3 3 ) _ 2^(33) < ^ 
0 < +P22 -P2^ +Pr ' "^ +Pg''''^ +Pg''''^ -Pgg' < 1 
0 < +P22 -P2^ +Pr,^ '^ ^) +pg''''^ +pg''''^ - p ( f < 1 
0 < +P22 -P2^ +Pri^ -^ ^^ +Pg'-''^ +1^'''^ < 1 
0 < +P22 - P 2 « +Pr/-^^^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^ +p^'''^ - 2pg'^ < 1 
0 < +P22 - P2« + pg''''^ + P^'^^^ + P^^2 '^^ '^  + Pg''''^ - Pr2'^  < 1 
0 < +p,2 - pf + pi;^'31) p(22,21) ^ ^(31,33) _ ^(33) < j 
0 < +P22 < 1 
0 < + P 2 2 + p g ' ^ < l 
0<+P22+pg^ ' ' ^ ) -p ( f < 1 
0<+P22+P^2 ' ' ' ' ^ < 1 
0<+P22+p(^^^)-p^^2^'^^)<l 
0<+P22+P^f^^) -pr2^ '^^)+p( f < 1 
0 < + P 2 2 + P r ' ^ ^ ^ - p g ' ^ < l 
0<+P22+P^f ' ' '^ < 1 
0 < +P22 + P^f'"'^ < 1 
0<+P22+pf,^ '^^)+pr2^ '<l 
0 < + P 2 2 + P r ^ ^ ) + p r 2 ' - ^ ^ ) - p ( f < 1 
0 < + P 2 2 + P r ^ ^ ^ + p r ' ' ' < l 
0<+P22+Pri^'^^)+p(f'^^'-p(^2^'^^)<l 
0 < +P22 + P ^ f + p g ' ' ' ' ^ -p(|^ -^ ^> +pg'^ < 1 





0 < +P22 +Pg'''''-pg''''' +pg''''' - 2pgg^ < 1 
0 < +P22 +P1^2''^'' -Pg''''^ +Pg''''^ -Pgg^ < 1 




0 < +P22 +Pi^2''''' +Pg''''^-Pg''''^ ~pg'^''^ -pgg^ < 1 
0 < +P22 +Pi^2^'^^' +Pg''''' -Pg'''' -Pgg'''' < 1 
0 < +P22 +Pi^2''^') +Pgg'''^ -Pgg'''' ~ 2pgg^ < 1 
0 < + P 2 2 + p i f " ' + p r ' " ' - p i ^ 2 ^ ' " ' - p i f < 1 
0 < +P22 +P1^2''^'' +Pg''''^-Pgg''' -pgg' < 1 
0 < + P 2 2 + p i r ' ' + p ( f ' ^ ^ ^ - p ( ^ / ' ^ ^ ) < l 
0 < + P 2 2 + p i f ^ ^ ) + p r ' ^ ^ ' - 2 p ( f < 1 
0 < + P 2 2 + p l f ' ^ ^ ' + p ( f ^ ^ ^ - p r < 1 
0<+P22+plf^^ '+pi l^-^^)-p (^2^-"^-p(f < 1 
0 < +P22 + pf + P$^ 2^ '^ )^ - pi^ 2^ -") - p(f-^^U 1 
0 < +P22 + P f +Pr/ ' ' ' ' - P ^ " ' " ' -Pg''''^ +Pgg^ < 1 
0 < + P 2 2 + p f + p l f ^ ^ ' - 4 ^ 2 ^ ' " ) - 4 f < 1 
0<+P22+pf+p i f^^ ) -p i^2^ ' ^^^< l 
0 < +P22 + p f + P^g'''' + pg'-''^ - pg'^^'^ - 2pgg''^ < 1 
0 < +p,, +pn + ; , (13 .23) +^ (31 .32 ) _ ^ ( 1 M 3 ) _ 2^(31.33) + ^ ( 3 3 ) < ^ 
0 < +P22 + pf + pgg'''' + p(f - pg''''' - pgg^''^ - pgg^ < 1 
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0 < +p,, +pf .32) _p(3M3) ^  J 
0 < + - p'l^ '^ )^ + p(f .32) - p(3M3) ^ ^ (33) ^ ^ 
0 < +pf _p(ll,31) ^ (^31,32) _^ (33) ^  J 
0 < + p 2 2 + p f - p ( ^ / ' 3 ^ ) + 4 f . 3 2 ) < l 
0 < +P22 - p f .31) _p(lM3) < J 
0 < +P22 + - + p^ l^ '^ )^ + p(f .21) _ 411.13) ^ ^(33) < ^ 
0 < + - pf + pif'^^^ + p(f .21) _ p(11.13) ^  ^ 31.33) _ ^(33) < ^ 
0 < -Pf +pif'''^ -4^/.13) +431.33) < J 
0 < +P22 +P^ -P^+Pi\''''^ + 4 f - ^ l ) +431.32) _ 411,13) _ ^ (31,33) ^  ^ 
0 < +P22 +Pf -Pf +Pi\''''^-pg''''^ - p i r ^ ^ ) < 1 
0 < +P22 +P2^ - p f +41^'^^' +P^ f-^ ^^  + P i l ' ' ' ' ' - P i \ ' ' " ' - P i f < 1 
0 < +P22 - p f +p^f'^ ^^ + 4 f ' ^ ^ J - ^ ^ 2 ^ ' " ^ < 1 
0 < +P22 +P^ - P ^ - P [ f ' ' ' ^ + 4 f - ^ 1 ) +4r-^^) < 1 
0 < 4-P22 +P^ ~P§-p[r-'^ + 4 f •^^) +431.33) + 4 | 3 ) ^ ^ 
0 < +P22 -P§-P[\''''^ +p(f'^^^ + 2p(31.33) _ 4 3 3 ) < ^ 
0 < +P22 + Pt - P^ - p[\''''^ + 4 f ' 2 1 ) + 2p(f'33) < ^ 
0 < +p,, - p ^ - p [ f ' ' ' ^ + 4 f .21) +431.32) < 1 
0 < +P22 +P^ -p^ -p[\''''^ +422.21) +431.32) + 4 3 3 ) ^ ^ 
0 < +P22 - p f -4^2^-^^^ +pg'-''^ +4f '32) +p(31.33) , 4 3 3 ) ^ ^ 
0 < +P22 +P3^  - p f -4-.23) ^^(22.2a) _^ (^3M2) ^^(31.33) ^ ^ 
0 < +P22 +P2^ -Pf -41^'^^^ +Pif'''^ + p i f - ' ' ^ + p i f ' ' ' ^ - p ' f ) < 1 
0 < +P22 ~P^+Pif'''^ -pg'^''^ +431.33) , 4 3 3 ) ^ ^ 
0 < +P22 +pf - P 2 « + 4 f ' ^ ^ ^ -41/.13) +p(31.33) < j 
0 < +p,, + pf - + p(f .21) _ 411,13) ^ 2p(3X,33) _ 2^(33) ^ ^ 
0 < +p,, + - pR + 422,21) _ ^(1M3) ^ 2431,33) _ (^33) < ^ 
0 < +p,2 +P2^ - P 2 « +p(f ••21) +431-33) - 4 3 3 ) < 1 
0 < + P 2 2 + P 2 ^ - p « + 4 f - 2 1 ) + 4 | 1 . 3 3 ) < i 
0 < +P22 + p^ - p^ + 4 f ,21) ^ 2^ (31,33) _ 2433) < ^ 
0 < +P22 + Pf - pf + 4 f - 2 1 ) + 2p(31.33) _ 433) ^ ^ 
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0 < + P', - P§ + p^ l^ '^ '^ + - P^ /^'"^  < 1 
0 < -Pf +P^ f'^ ^^  .32) _p(lU3) ^^ (31,33) _ 2 (^33) < ^ 
0 < + p ( f - p ^ f ) < 1 
0 < +P22 + - + Pif-^ '^  + Pf/'^ '^ - P^ /^  < 1 
0 < + P 2 2 + P 2 ^ - p ^ + p ( f ^ ^ ' + p ( f ' ' ' < l 
0 < +P22 -P2^ +Pri^'^^) +P^l'-''^ +pg''''^ - 2 p ( f < 1 
0 < +P22 +P,^  -P2^ + P r i ^ ' " ' + P r / ' " ' +Pr2^'^^' - P i f < 1 
0 < + P 2 2 + P ^ - p ^ " ' " ^ < 1 
0<+p33+pL_p(U.13)^p(33)<^ 
0 < + p , , + p , ^ - p ( ^ U 3 ) ^ (^31.33) 
0 < + P 2 2 + P 2 ^ + P r i ^ - ^ ^ ) - p ( ^ , ^ - ^ ^ ' - p ^ | ^ - ^ ^ ' < l 
0 < +P22 +P,^  +Pil''''^ -Pir'^-Pg''''^ +Pg'' < 1 
0<+p,,+p^+;,(f.32)_^(n,13)_^(33)<^ 
0<+p,,+p^^+p(f.32)_p(U,13)<, 
0 < + p , , + p ^ + p ( f . 2 1 ) _ p O U 3 ) < i 
0 < + P 2 2 + P 3 ^ + p ( f ^ ^ ' - p ^ ^ , ^ ' ^ ^ ^ + p r < 1 
0 < +P22 +P^ +pg''''^ -pg''''^ +Pg''''^-Pg'^ < 1 
0<+P22+P2^+Pr^^)-p^^/'^^'+pr2^-^^)<l 
0 < +P22 +P^ + P < f + p g ' ' ' ' ^ -pg''''^ -pg''''^ < 1 
0 < +P22 +P^ +Pif'''^ +pg''''^ - p i r ' ^ -pg''''^ + p ( f < 1 
0 < +P22 +P^+Pif'''^ +Pg''''^-Pg'-''^ -Pg^^ < 1 
0<+P22+P^+Prr^^^+P^f '^^ ' -p^^,^ '^^)<l 
0 < +P22 +P^ +pg''''^ -pi\''''' +Pg'''''-Pg''''' -Pg?' < 1 
0 < +p,,+p^^ +p(^ /.23) _ 2p(U,13) _^(33) < J 
0 < + P 2 2 + P 2 ^ + p [ f ^ ^ ) - 2 p ( ^ , ^ ' ^ ^ ) < l 
0 < +p,,+p!^ +p(13.23) _ 2^ (1M3) ^^(31,33) _ 2^ (33) < ^ 
0 < +P22 + P^  + Pr^'-'^*' - 2p^y'"^ + p(^ ,^ '^ )^ - p(f' < 1 
0<+P22+P3^+p[^/ '^^ '-p(^,^-^^)-pr < 1 
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0 < + P 2 2 + P 2 ^ + 4 1 3 - 2 3 ) _ 411.13) < i 
0 < +P22 +P^ +p[f-2^) -411-13) +431.33) _ 2433) ^ ^ 
0 < +P22 +Pi' +pr/-23) -P^^3^'") + 4 3 1 ' ^ ^ ^ -pf^^) < 1 
0 < +P22 +P2^ +p(f'^ ^^ +p(r-32) - 2p(ll-13) -431 .33) _ 4 3 3 ) ^ ^ 
0 < +P22 +P^, +p(f-23) +431.32) _ 2411-13) -431.33) < 1 
0 < +P22 +p^ +413.23) +431,32) _ 2411,13) _ 2433) ^ ^ 
0 < +p, , +pL +413.23) ^431.32) _ 2411.13) _^(33) < ^ 
0 < +P22 + P f +p(^/'23) +p(31.32) _ 411.13) _ (^31,33) _p(33) < ^ 
0 < +P22 +P2^ + 4 f ' ^ ' ^ + p r ' ^ ^ ' -4^2 ' '^ ' ' ~pg''''^ < 1 
0 < +P22 +P2^ +pr2^ '23) ^^(31,32) _^(„.13) _ 243/) < 1 
0 < +P22 +P,^  +4^/-23) ^^(31.32) _ ^(11,13) _ 433) ^ ^ 
0 < +P22 + P^  + p f + p113-23) _ 2411.13) _ 431,33) < ^ 
0 < +P22 + p f + p f +413-23) _ 2411-13) -431 .33) + 4 3 3 ) ^ ^ 
0 < +P22 + P^  + p,« + 413-23) _ 2411.13) _ 433) ^ ^ 
0 < +P22 + P^ + p f + 41/-23) - 2411.13) < 1 
0 < +P22 + p!^ + p f + pil/-23) + 431.32) _ 2411.13) _ 2431.33) < ^ 
0 < +P22 + P i +P2^ +pi^/-23) +p(31.32) _ 241I.I3) _ 2431-33) + 4 | 3 ) < ^ 
0 < +P22 + P', + p f + 413-23) + p(31.32) _ 2411.13) _ 431,33) _ ^(33) ^ ^ 
0 < +P22 + P^ + p^ + 413-23) + 431.32) _ 2411,13) _ 431,33) ^ ^ 
0 < +P22 + P^ + p f - p.fil'31) - 411.13) < 1 
0 < +P22 +P^ +Pf -P i^^ '^ '^ -411-1^) +p(33) < 1 
0 < +P22 +P2^ +Pf -41^-^1) -411-13) +p(|1.33) _ 4 3 3 ) ^ ^ 
0 < +P22 +P2^ +Pf -41^'^1) -411-13) +p(31.33) < 1 
0 < +P22 + P^ + p f - 411-^1) + 431-32) _ 411.13) _ 431.33) ^ ^ 
0 < +P22 +Pi' +Pf -p^l^-^1) +p(31-32) -411 .13) _ 431,33) ^^(33) ^ ^ 
0 < +P22 +P^ +Pf -P<1^-^1) +431-32) -411 .13) _ 4 3 3 ) ^ ^ 
0 < +P22 +P2^ +Pf -p i i l -^1) +p(31-32) -411.13) < 1 
0 < + P 2 2 + p f -pf^' '"'^ < 1 
0 <+P32+pf -411-13)+433) < i 
0 < +P23 + p f - 4 1 1 . 1 3 ) + 4 3 1 , 3 3 ) _ ^ ( 3 3 ) ^ J 
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o<+P22+pi:-p[\'-''^+pg''''^<i 
0 < +P22 + P f -pg''''^ + P [ r ' ^ - p g ' ' ' ' ^ - p g ' ^ < 1 
0 < +P22+pj:-pg''''^+pg''''^-pg,''''^ < 1 
0 < +P22 + P f -p1^/'^^) +pg''''^ ~pg^'^'^ +p(3M3) _ 2^ (33) ^ ^ 
0 < +P3, + p f -p(^3 .^") +p(l/.23) -p(lM3) ^^(31,33) _ (^33) < ^ 
0 < +p, , + p f - p f / ' " ) +pf/-^^) - p ( f < 1 
0<+p22+pi-pg'-''^+pg'''-'Ul 
0 < +P22 + P f -pi^/'^^) +pi^/ '") +p(3/.33) _ 2 p i f ) < 1 
0 < +p,, +pL _^(11,13) ^^(13,23) +^(31.33) _p(33) ^ ^ 
0 < +P22 + P f + P § ~ p g ' ' ' ' ^ +pg''''^ -p(^,^-") -p(3^ .33) ^  ^ 
0 < +P22 +Pf +P^ -Pi^,^'^^) +pg''''^ -p(-'^3) _ (^31.33) ^^(33) < ^ 
0 < +P22 +Pi+P^-Pg''''^ +pg''''^ -p(-.^3) _^(33) < ^ 
0 < +P22 + P f +P^-pg''''^+pg''''^ -pg^'^'^ < 1 
0 < +2p22 - Pf + P^ - p§ + pg''''^ + p ( f •^ )^ + p(3M2) _ p(n,13) _ p(33) < ^ 
0 < +2P22 - pf + p^ _ p« + p(l^M3) ^ p(22,21) ^ (^31,32) _ ^(n,13) < ^ 
0 < +2p,, - p f +p^ - p H +p(^/.13) +^(-.21) + (^31.32) _^(U.13) ^^(31,33) _ 2^ (33) ^ ^  
0 < +2p,, - p f + p^ - pn + p(lM3) ^ (^22,21) ^  (^31,32) _ ^(n,13) ^ (^31,33) _ (^33) < ^ 
0 < +2p,3 - p f +p(f-^^^ +p(3 .^33) _p(33) < ^ 
0 < + 2 p 2 2 - p f + p ( f ^ ^ ) + p ( | ^ ' ^ ^ ) < l 
0 < +2p22 -p^+pg''''^ + 2pg'-''^ - 2pif) < 1 
0 < +2p22 - P ^ + pg'-''^ + 2pg''''^ -p(|3) < 1 
0 < +2p2 , - p f + p ( f .2^) + p(3M2) _ p(33) < ^  
0 < + 2 p 2 2 - p f + p ( f ^ ^ ) + p ( f - ^ ^ ) < l 
0 < +2p,3 - p f +pra''^^) +p(f-^^^ +p(|i-^^) - 2p(f) < 1 
0 < +2P22 - p f + p f f + p ( f •^ )^ + p(3M3) _ p(33) < J 
0 < + 2 p , 2 + p [ ' / - ^ ^ ^ - p ^ ^ , ^ ' " ' - p ( f < 1 
0 < + 2 p 2 2 + p ( f ^ ^ ' - p ( ^ , ^ ' i ^ ) < l 
0 < +2p,a +pi^/-^^^ ~pg''''^ +pg''''^ - 2p(f) < 1 
0 < +2P2, +p[^ / ' - ) - p ( - ' - ) +p(3/.33) _^(33) ^ J 
0 < +2p,, + p ( - . - ) +p(3M2) _paM3) _ (^31,33) _p(33) < ^ 
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0 < +2P22 +pi^ /'23) ^^(31,32) _ ^(11,13) _ 431,33) < ^ 
0 < +2P22 + p[\'-''^ + p(f-^2) _ 411,13) _ 2433) < J 
0 < +2p,3 +p[r'' +Pir'' - P g ' ' ' ' ' - P i f ' < 1 
0 < +2P22 +P^ - pf +pri^ '^ )^ -P^ ,^^ '^ )^ +^^2^'^^' - ^ ^ 2 ^ ' < 1 
0 < +2p,2 + P^ - pf + p(f - pg''''^ + pg'^''^ < 1 
0 < +2P22 + pf - pf + p^ i^ '^ )^ - 1 ^ ' ' ' ' + 2pif'''^ - 2p(f) < 1 
0 < + 2 p , , + pf - pf + p(22,21) _ 411.13) ^ 2^(31,33) _ ^(33) < ^ 
0 < + 2 p , , + pf - pf + p(22.21) ^ 431,32) _ ^(11,13) _ 433) < ^ 
0 < +2p22 +pf -pf +P<f'^ ^^  +Pif'''^-Pg''''^ < 1 
0 < +2P22 + pf - pf + pif'''^ + p(f-^2) _ 411,13) ^ 431,33) _ 2433) < J 
0 < +2p ,2 + pf - pf + p(22.21) + 431.32) _ 411,13) ^ 431.33) _ (^33) < ^ 
0 < + 2 p , 3 + pf+pif^^' -2411-13)-433) < 1 
0<+2p22+pf +plf^^)- 2411-13) < 1 
0 < +2p22 +pf +p(f'^ ^^  - 2411-13) +p(31.33) _ 2p(33) < ^ 
0 < +2p,3 +pf + M ^ / - ^ ^ ) - 2411-13) +p(|i-^^) -p(f) < 1 
0 < +2P22 +Pf +Pi^ /--^ )^ +P^ f'^ ^^  - 2411-13) -p(31-33) - 4 3 3 ) < 1 
0 < + 2 p , , +p, i +413.23) +431.32) _ 2411.13) _ 431,33) < J 
0 < +2p22 +Pf +p[^ /'^ )^ +pg '^^ 2) _ 2411,13) _ 2433) < ^ 
0 < + 2 p , , +pf +413-23) +431.32) _ 2411-1^) -p(33) < 1 
0 < + 2 p , , + pf - 411-13) + 413.23) - 411.13) _ 433) < ^ 
0 < +2p,2+pf-pl^2^-")+plf 23) _ ^(11,13) <i 
0 < + 2 p , , + pf - p[ii-i3) + 413.23) - 411.13) + 431,33) _ 2433) ^ ^ • 
0 < +2p ,2 +Pf -P^^ '^") +pg'-''^-pg'^''' + p i f ' ' ' ' - p i T < 1 
0 < +P21 - 2p22 - pg'^''^ - 4 ^ ^ ^ ) + p(22.21) + 431.32) + 2411.13) + 433) ^ ^  
0 < +P21 - 2p32 +pf -p.il^ '^ )^ + 4 f + P ^ ^ 2 ^ ' " ^ - P r 2 ^ ' " ' + p r < 1 
0 < +P21 - 2p22+pf -p(^ /'^ )^ -p(^:^'^^)+pr'"'+P?,'-''^+4"'"'+pr2'^ < 1 
0 < +P21 - 2p22 + pf + pf - pg''''^ + pif'''^ - p i r ' ^ + p(f) < 1 
0 < + p , - p , , - pf +422.21) ^^(31,32) ^^(11,13) < , 
0 < +p,, - p,, - - 413.23) _ ^(11,31) ^ 422.21) ^ (^31.32) ^ 2411,13) ^ 431.33) < ^ 
0 < +P21 -P22 -p1^,^'^^' -P^ l^ '^ )^ +pf/-^ )^ +pg''''^ +J^^''^ + p r < 1 
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0 < +P21 -P22 -Pg^''''' -Pg''''^ +Pg''''^ +Pg''''^ + 2pg^'''^ + p ( f ' < 1 
0 < +P21 -P22 -Pi^/'^^) +Pg'^''^+Pg'''' +pgP < 1 
0 < +P21 - P 2 2 - p g ' ' ' ' ' +pg^'''^ +pg''''' + 2p( f ) < 1 
0 < +P2, - P22 - pg''''' +pg''''^ +pg'-''^ +pg''''^ < 1 
0 < +P21 -P22 - p 1 ^ / ' ^ ^ ' +pg''''^ +pg'-''^ +pg''''^ + p r < 1 
0 < +P21 -P22 - P f / ' ^ ^ ^ + 4 f + p r ' ^ ^ ^ +P^^2^'"^ - P ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ +Pgg' < 1 
0 < +P21 -P22 -P^,^'^^) +pg'-''^ +pg''''^ + p ( - ' - ) -P^^.^'^^^ + 2 p ( - ) < 1 
0 < +P21 - P 2 2 -Pg''''' +pg''''^ +pg''''^ +pg^'''^ < 1 
0 < +P21 -P22 - p I ^ ' ^ ^ * +pg''''^ +pgg-''^ +pg''''^ +pg'^ < 1 
0 < + P 2 1 - p 2 2 - p ^ l ^ ' ^ ^ > + P ^ l ^ ' ^ ^ ) + p ( ^ / ' ^ ^ ^ < l 
0 < +P21 -P22 -Pg''''^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^ < 1 
0 < +P21 -P22 + P f -P l^^ -^^^ +pg''''^ -pg^'''' + p ( f ' < 1 
0 < +P21 - P22 + p f - Pg,''''^ + pg''''' + P^ ,^^ -^ )^ - J^gg'''' + pgg^ < 1 
0 < + P 2 1 - p 2 2 + p f - p r ^ ^ ^ P r < l 
0 < +P21 - P22 + p f - pgg'''^ + 2pg^^ < 1 
0 < +P21 - P22 + p f < 1 
0 < + P 2 1 - p 2 2 + p f + P ^ f < 1 
0 < +P21 -P22 +P^+Pgg^''^ - 2p(|^'^^) + p ( | ^ ) < 1 
0 < +P21 - P22 + p f + pg'^''^ - 2pg''''^ + 2 p ( f ) < 1 
0 < + p 2 , - p , , + p f + p ( 3 / - 3 2 ) _ p ( 3 1 . 3 3 , < j 
0 < +P3, - p , , + p f + p ( f - p ( ^ / ' - ) + p ( - ) < 1 
0 < +P21 -P22 + P f -pg''''^ +pg''''^ -pgg'''^ < 1 
0 < +P21 - P 2 2 + P f - 2p(l^ -^ )^ + p ( f ' ^ ^ ^ +p^^/-^^) < 1 
0 < +P21 - P22 + Pi- - p f + pg^-''^ + pgg'''^ < 1 
0 < +P21 - P 2 2 + P f - P § - P g g ' ' ' ' -pgg'''^ +Pg''''^ +pg'^''^ +pgg'''^ +pgg'''^ < 1 
0 < + p , , - p , , + p f -p(l/.^3) _^(n,31) ^^(22.21) ^^(31.32) ^^(33) ^ ^ 
0 < +P21 - P 2 2 + P f -pgg'''' ~pg''''^ + P < f +Pgg'''' +Pgg''' +Pgg' < 1 
0 < + P 2 i - P 2 2 + p f - p ^ ^ : ^ ' ^ ^ ^ + p ( f ' ^ ^ ) < l 
0 < +P21 -P22 + P f - p g ' - ' ' ' +pgr-'' +Pg''''' < 1 
0 < +P21 - P22 + p f + p f - Pg'-''^ + pgg^''^ - pg'^''^ - pgg'''^ + pgP < 1 
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0 < +P21 - P22 + pf + p f - pg'-''^ + pif '^2) _ 431.33) + 433) < ^ 
0 < +P21 -P22 +Pf +Pf +p<^/'23) _^(n,31) ^431,32) _^(n.l3) , 431 .33 ) < ^ 
0 < +P21 - P22 + pf + p f - 2411-31) + 431-32) < 1 
0 < + P 2 1 - p f + p g ^ ' ^ ^ ) + P r ' ^ ^ < l 
0 < + P 2 1 - p f + P r ^ ^ ) + p r " ^ ^ + P ^ 2 ^ ' " ^ < l 
0 < + P 2 1 - p f + P ^ l ^ ' ^ ^ ' + p r ' ^ ) < l 
0 < + P 2 1 - p f + P r , ^ ' ^ ^ ) + P r ^ ^ ) + P r < 1 
0 < +P21 - p f + pg'^''^ + p^f •^ )^ + p ,^^ '^ ^) - p ' f ) < 1 
0 < + P 2 1 - p f + P ^ l ^ - " ) + P r , ^ ' ^ ^ ) + p r ' " ^ < l 
0 < +P21 - p f +P<1^ '^ )^ +pri^'^^) +P^f'^ ^) - p i f ' ' ' ' < 1 
0 < +P21 - p f +P i^^ '^ )^ + p ^ f •^ )^ +pr/-^^) - p ^ - ' - ) + p ( f ) < 1 
0 < +P21 - p f + pg''''^ + pfl^'^^) + p(f'^2) _ 433) < ^ 
0 < + P 2 1 - p f + P ^ l ^ ' ^ ^ ^ + p r ^ ^ ) + P ^ f ' ^ ^ ) < l 
0 < +p,, - p f -413-23) -411 .31) +422.21) ^^(31.32) ^^(11,13) ^431.33) < J 
0 < +P21 - p f - Pr2''^ ^^  - Pg''''^ + Pg''''^ + Pg''''^ + 2411-1^) + 4 ^ / ' ^ ' ' < 1 
0 < +P31 - p f - p f / ' ^ ^ ) + p ^ f •^ )^ +pgg-''^ +pi^/--) < 1 
0 < +P21 - p f - M ^ / ' ^ ^ ) + p ( f •^ )^ +p.i^/--) +p^-- - ) + p r < 1 
0 < +P21 - p f - Pr2^'^^^ + Pg'^''' + P^ 2^^ '"^  + 2p(^/-^^) - 4 ^ ) < 1 
0 < +P21 - p f -Pr2^''^^^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^ + 2p(|l-^^) < 1 
0 < +P21 - p f -Pr2^'^^^ +Pg''-'^ +Pg''''^ +Pgg'''' < 1 
0 < +P21 - p f -Pi^ 2^ '^ ^^  +pg''''^ +P^f •^ )^ +P^ ,^^ -^ )^ + p ( f < 1 
0 < +P21 - p f -Pr2'-^^^ +Pg''''' +Pg''''' +Pg''''' +Pg'^''' -Pg^' < 1 
0 < +P21 - p f -P^^ /'^ )^ + P r i ' ' ^ ^ ) +P^f •^ )^ ^pg''''^ +pgg''' < 1 
0 < +P21 - p f -P^f •^'^^ +Pg^'''' + p r / - " ) +pgg''' +pg'^''' -pg'^ < 1 
0 < +P21 - M ^ / ' " ) - p I V ' " ' + P r ' " ^ +Pig''''+Pg'' < 1 
0 < + P 2 1 - p ^ f - ^ ^ ) + P ^ f ^ ^ ) < l 
0<+P21-p^f '^^)+P^f^^)+P^^,^ '^^)<l 
o < + P 2 i - p ^ i ^ ' ^ ^ ) + p r i ^ ' ^ ^ ) + p r ' ^ ^ ^ < i 
0 < +P21 -P l^^ '^ )^ +P^f •^ )^ + P r - ^ ^ ) +pg'^''^ < 1 
0 < +P21 < 1 
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0 < + P 2 1 + P ^ f < 1 
0<+P21+pg^-^^)-pg3)<l 
0<+P21+pg^ '^^ )< l 
0 < + P 2 1 + P ^ f ' ^ ^ ^ - p ( ^ 3 3 ) ^ ^ 




0 < + P 2 1 + p r ' ^ ) + p ( f ) < l 
0<+P21+pr'^^)+pg^.33)_p(33)^^ 
0<+P21+pi f '2^)+p( f .33)^^ 
0<+P21+p^f^^^+p^f'^^^-p(31.33)<i 
0 < +P21 +p(f >^ )^ + P r ' " ^ -P^'^^^ + P l f < 1 
0 < + P 2 1 + p r ^ ^ ^ + p ( f . 3 2 ) - p ( f < 1 
0<+P2l+pg''''^+pgg''^Ul 
0<+P21+pr^^)-p^f .3^)+p(f .32)_^(33)^^ 
0 < +P21 +pf -pgg'^'^ +p(31.32) _^(3i,33) ^^(33) ^ ^ 
0 < +P2, +P^+pg''''^ -p(11.31) +^(31.32) _p(na3) _^(3M3) ^ ^ 
0 < +P21 +Pf +pr/-^^) -p(1^.3:) ^^(31.32) _ (^31,33) ^ ^ 
0 < +P2I +pf +pr/'^^) -p(^/-^3) _^(3I,33) ^ ^ 
0 < +P21 +Pf +pi^ /-^ )^ -P^ 2^^ '^ ^^  -P^-^^^P^ < 1 
0 < +P21 +Pf +pif'^^^ -p(^ ,^ -^ 3) _^g3) ^ ^ 
0 < + P 2 1 + p f + p [ f ^ ^ ) - p ( ^ / . 1 3 ) < i 
0 < +P21 +Pf +p(^ /-^ )^ +p(f .32) _^(n.l3) _ 2^ (31,33) ^ ^ 
0 < +P21 +Pf + p 1 - - - ) +p(3 ,^32) _^aM3) _ 2^(3M3) ^^(33) < ^ 
0 < +P21 +P^+pg'-''^ +p(f .32) spinas) _^(3M3) _^(33) ^ J 
0 < +P21 +Pf +p(^ /^ ^^ ) +p(3M2) _ (^11,13) _ (^31,33) ^ ^ 
0<+P21+pf-2p( l^-^^^+p(f-32)<i 
0 < +P21 + pf - 2pg''''^ + p(31.32) +p(lW3) ^ J 
0 < + P 2 1 + p f - p ( f ' ^ ^ > < l 
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0<+P21+P^-pg''''^+pggUl 
0 < + P 2 1 + p f - p ( l ^ ' " ) + p r / - ^ ^ ) - p r < 1 
0 < + P 2 1 + p f - p ^ l ^ - ^ ^ ) + p r ' ^ ^ ) < l 
0 < +P21 + pf - pg''''^ + 4 f - ^ 2 ) _ 431,33) ^ ^ 
0 < +P21 +P^-pg'''''+pg''''^-pg''''^ +pgg' < 1 
0<+P21+pf-p( i^ '= '^ )+p^f -^2)_^(33)^^ 
0 < + p , , + p f - 4 i i . 3 i ) + 4 3 1 , 3 2 ) < J 
0 < + p , , +.pL -pH +422.21) ^^ (31.32) _ (^11,13) < 1 
0 < + P 2 1 + p f - p f + p r ' n p r ^ 2 ) < ^ 
0 < +P21 + P f - pf - P i ^ / ' ^ ^ ) -P<1^'^^) +pr/'21) +p(31-32) +431.33) ^ J 
0 < +P21 + P f - pf - ^ ^ 2 ' ' ' ^ ' - P ^ ^ ' ^ ^ +Pri2.21) ^^ (31,32) _^p(ll,13) +431.33) ^ ^ 
0 < +p,, +pL_pR_piU,Sl) ^^(22.21) +431.32) +431.33) _ 433) ^ J 
0 < +P21 + P f -p1^/ '" ) -P^l^'^^) +p(f ••^ )^ +pr,^ -^2) ^^(33) < ^ 
0 < +P21 + P f -pg''''^ +Pg''''^~pg''''^ < 1 
0 < + P 2 1 + p f - p ^ i ^ ' ^ ^ ) + p ( f ' ^ 2 ) < ^ 
0 < +P21 + P f -P^,^-^^) +p(22-21) +pr'^^' -P^^3^'^') < 1 
0 < + P 2 1 + p f - p ^ i ^ - ^ ^ ) + p ( 2 2 - ^ ^ ) + 4 f - ^ 2 ) ^ ^ 
0 < +P21 + P f +P[f''''-pg'-''^ +Pg'''''-Pg''''' - P ^ < 1 
0 < + p , , +pf +pf -411-31) +431-32) -411 .13) _ (^31,33) ^^(33) < ^ 
0 < +P21 + P f +pf +p1^/'23) _^(11.31) ^431.32) _ 2411,13) _^(31.33) ^ ^ 
0 < +P21 + pf + pf + Pr/-2^ ) - p i^^ -^ 1) + 4 f - ^ 2 ) _ 411.13) _ (^31,33) < ^ 
0 < + p , , +pL + p R _ 2411.31) +431,32) _ (^11,13) ^  ^ 
0 < + P 2 1 + p f + P f - 2411-31) +431-32) < 1 
0 < + P 2 1 + P 2 2 - p f + p f l ^ ' 2 1 ) + 4 f ' ' ' ^ < l 
0 < +P21 +P22 - pf -P[^2''^^) -pg''''^ +pri^'21) ^^ (31,32) ^^(11.13) +431,33) < ^ 
0 < + p , , +p,3 - pf -411-31) +p.(22,21) ^^ (31,32) ^ ^ (31,33) _ ^(33) < ^ 
0 < +P21 + P22 - pf - P l^^ '^ ^) + pri'-21) + p(31-32) + 411.13) ^  ^ (31,33) _ ^(33) < ^ 
0 < +P31 +P22 - p f + P ^ f ' 2 1 ) +p^ ,^^ -^ )^ - p i f < 1 
0 <+p , ,+p ,2-pf+p(22 ,21)^ (^31,33) < i 
0 < +p,, + p,, - pR + 422.21) ^ 2431,33) _ 2433) < J 
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0 < +P2I +P22 - p f +P^f ' ^^^ + 2pg''''^ - p ( f ) < 1 
0 < + p , , + p,, - p f + p ( f .21) ^ ^(31.32) _ ^(33) < ^ 
0 < + p , , + p , , - p f + p ( f , 2 1 ) ^ ^ ( 3 M 2 ) < j 
0 < +p,, + p , , - p f + p ( f •^^) + p ( f ' ^ 2 ) +p(^,^.33) _ 2pg^^ < 1 
0 < +P21 + P22 - p f + pgg'''^ + pg'-''^ + pgg'''^ - pgg' < 1 
o < + P 2 i + P 2 2 - p ^ r ^ ' + p r ' ^ ) < i 
0 < +P3, + p , , - p . ( l M l ) ^ ^(22,21) ^ ^(3M2) ^ J 
0 < +P21 +P22 +pgg'''^-pg''''^ +Pgg^'''~pgg''' -Pgg' < 1 
0 < +P21 +P22 +pgg'''' ~pg'^''^ +Pg'-'''~pgg' < 1 
0 < + P n + P 2 2 + p g g ' ' ' ^ - p g g ' ' ' ^ - p g g U l 
^<+P2.+P22+pgg'''^-pgg''^<l 
0 < +P2I +P22 +Pgg''-'^ -Pgg'''^ +Pgg'''^ ~ 2pgg^ < 1 
0 < +P3, + p , 2 +p1^/-^^) -p^^,^-^^' +pgg''''~pgg^ < 1 
0 < +P2I +P22 +Pgg^''^+pgg'''' -pgg'''^ ~pgg^''' - p ' f < 1 
0 < +P2: +P22 +P'^g'''' +pgl^''' -Pgg''''~pgg'''' < 1 
0 < +P21 +P22 + p ( f •^ ^> + p ( f ' ^ ^ ^ -p (^^ '^^ ) - 2p(r) < 1 
0 < +P2: +P22 +pgg''''+pg'^''^ - p g g ' ' ' ~ p g g ' < 1 
0 < +P21 +P22 + P f + p f / ' " ^ - P ^ l ^ - ^ ' ^ +Pg'''''-I^g''''' -pgg'''' < 1 
0 < + P 2 1 + P 2 2 + p f - 2 p ( l ^ ' ^ ^ ) + p ( f ' ^ ^ ) < l 
0 < +P21 +P22 + P f - p f + P ^ f +P^f ' ^^^ -P^^,^'^=^' < 1 
0 < +P21 +P22 + P f - p f ~pgg''''-pg''''' +pgg'''^ +pgg'''^ +pgg'''' < 1 
0 < +P21 +P22 + P f - p f -P^ l^ '^^) +P^f ' ^^^ +pg''''^ - p ( ^ / ' " ' +Pgg'''^-Pgg^ < 1 
0 < +P2I +P22 + P f - p f -P^ l^ ' ^^^ +pg^'''^ +pg,'^''^ +pgg^''^ -pgg^ < 1 
0 < +P21 +P22 + P f - P ^ l ^ ' " ) +Pgg^''' - P ^ ' ' ^ < 1 
0 < +P21 +P22 + P f -pg''''^ +pg''''^ +pgg-''^ -pgg'''^ < 1 
0 < +P21 +P22 +P^+pg''''' -Pg''''' +pg'-''^ - 2j^^''^-J^^ < 1 
0 < + P 2 1 + P 2 2 + p f + p ( ^ / ' ^ ^ ^ -p ( ; ^ ' ^^^ +pr '"^ -Pgg'''^ - P ^ < 1 
0 < +P21 +P22 + P f + P f +Pi^/ '^^^ -P^\^'^^^ +pg''''^ - 2pg'-''^ -p ( | ^ .3^ ) < 1 
0 < +P21 +P22 + P f + P f - 2p(l^-^^) + p ( f - p g ^ ' ^ ' ^ < 1 
0 < +P21 + 2p22 - p f - pg''''^ + pgr-'^ + pg'-''^ + pg''''^ - pgp < 1 
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0 < +P21 + 2p22 + pg''''^ - 41^ -^ )^ + p^f--) - 411-13) - 433) < 1 
0 < +P21 + 2 p , , +pf - pf -p^l^-^^) +p(2^-21) ^^ (31,32) _ (^11.13) + 4,31.33) _ 433) ^ ^ 
0 < +P31 + 2 p , , + pf + p113-23) _ 411,31) ^ (^31,32) _ 241I.I3) _ (^33) < ^ 
0 < + 2 p , , -P22 -p11^ '^ )^ - P ^ / ' " ' + P ^ f + P r ' " ^ +Pg^'''+Pg^' < 1 
0 < +2P21 -P22 + P f -P^l^-^^) + P ^ f •^^) -pg''''^ +pg'^ < 1 
0 < + 2 p 2 i - p f + p ( 2 2 - 2 1 ) + p ( 3 1 , 3 2 ) < i 
0 < + 2 p , , - pf -p11^ -23) _ (^11.31) +422,21) ^^ (31.32) _^  (^11,13) + 4 3 I . 3 3 ) < ^ 
0 < + 2 p , , - 4 1 1 - 3 1 ) + 4 3 1 . 3 2 ) < i 
0 < + 2 p , , -411-31) +422,21) ^^ (31,32) <^ 
0 < + 2 p , , +pf+41^-2^) - 4 \ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ +pg'-''' - p g ' ' ' ' -pg'^'"' < 1 
. 0 < + 2 p 2 i + p f - 2411-^1) +p(31-32)<l 
0 < +2p.n +P22 - pf -411-^1) +pr,2,21) ^^ (31.32) ^ (^31,33) , ^ ( 3 3 ) ^ ^ 
0 < +2P21 +P22 +pg'-''' -pg'-''' +Pg'''''-pg''''' -Pg2'^ < 1 
0 < +P12 - P22 - pf + pf - pf + pg'-''^ - p[l^'^^) + pr,^'21) + p(31.32) + 41I.13) < , 
0 < +P12 -P22 - pf + P f - pf +p11^ -^ )^ -pg''''^ +p(f •^ )^ +pg'^''^ +41^ -") + p r < 1 
0 < +P12 -P22 - pf + P f +pgr-'^ +p^f'^2) _^ (31,33) ^ ^ ( 3 3 , < ^ 
0 < +P12 - P22 - pf + pf + P ^ f •^^) + P ^ f •^^) < 1 
0 < +P12 - P22 - pf - p[l^'^^) + P ^ f •^^) + 241,1-13) + p(31.33) < 1 
0 < +P12 - P22 - pf - Pg''-'' + P < f •^^) + 2411-13) + 431-33) ^ ^(33) < ^ 
0 < +P12 - P22 - pf - p[l^'^^) + pg-''' + p(f'^2) + 2411.13) < 1 
0 < +P12 - P 2 2 - pf -P^ l^ '^^) +pgr-'^ +pfr'^^) +2411-13) + 4 3 / ) < 1 
0 < +P12 -P22 - P i l ^ - ^ ^ ^ +pg''''' +pg'-''^ +pg'^ < 1 
0 < +P12 -P22 -p11^ '^ )^ + P ^ f •^^) +P^1^'-) +pr-^^) < 1 
0 < +P12 -P22 -p [ l^ '^^) + p r ' " ^ + P r ' " ' +Pg''''' - P g ' ' ' ' +Pgg' < 1 
0 < + p , , - p , , -411.13) +422,21) ^^ (31,32) _^  (^11,13) < , 
0 < +P12 - P 2 2 + P ^ " ' ' ^ ) < 1 
0 < + P l 2 - p 2 2 + P ^ l ' ' " ) + P ^ f ) < 1 
0 < + P l 2 - p 2 2 + P r / ' ^ ^ ^ + P r , ^ ' " ) - p ^ | ^ ' ^ ^ ) < l 
0 < +P12 - P 2 2 +P<r'^^) +pgg'''' -pgg'''^ +p(f ) < 1 
0 < +P12 -P22 + P f -Ml^ '^ )^ +p11^ -2^ ) -pr,l-33) + 4 3 3 ) < 1 
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0 < + P l 2 - p 2 2 + p f - p [ ^ 2 ' ' ^ ^ ) + p i f ^ ^ ^ < l 
0 < +P12 -P22 + P f - M ^ / ' " ) +pg''''^ +pg''''^ - 2p(|^'^^) + p ( f ) < 1 
0 < +P12 - P 2 2 + P f -P i^^ ' ' ^ ' ^ + P i " ' ' ' ^ +Pgl'''^ -Pgg'''^ < 1 
0 < + p , , +pL - p f - p ( - . 2 3 ) + p ( f , 2 1 ) ^ ^ ( n . X 3 ) ^^(3t,33) < ^ 
0 < +P12 -P22 + P f - p f -pg''''^ +pgg'''^ +pgg'''^ +pgg'''^ + p ( f ) < 1 
0 < +P:2 -P22 + P f - p f - p 1 ^ / ' " ^ +pg''''^ +pg''''' +pg''''^ < 1 
0 < + p , 2 -P22 + P f - p f - p ( ^ / ' ^ ^ ) +pgr-'^ +pg'-''^ +pg''''^ + p r < 1 
0 < +P12 -P22 + P f -pgg'''^ +pgg'''^ + p ( f < 1 
0 < + p , , - p , 3 + p f -p(11.13) + p ( f .21) +p(31,33) < , 
0 < +P12 -P22 + P f -Pg'^''^ +pg''''^ +pgg'''^ -pgg'''^ + p ( f ' < 1 
0 < +P12 - P22 + p f - pg''''^ + pg''''^ + pgg'''^ < 1 
0 < +Pl2 -P22 + P f < 1 
0 < + P l 2 - P 2 2 + P ^ + P ^ f ^ < 1 
0 < + p j , _ P 3 , + p f + p ( 3 1 . 3 2 ) _ ^ ( 3 1 , 3 3 ) < j 
0 < + p , , - p , , +p^+pg'-''^~pg''''^ + p ( f < 1 
0 < +P12 - P22 + p f + p f - pgg'''^ + pg''''^ - pg''''^ - pgg-''^ + p f f ) < 1 
0 < +P12 -P22 + P f + P f - p f ^ ^ ' ^ ' ^ + P i 2 ' ' ' ' ^ - P ^ " ' ^ ' ' < 1 
0 < +P:2 -P22 + P f + P f - P ^ ^ ^ ' " ) + P i f ' ^ ^ ^ -P^^2^^"' - 2p(|^'^^) + p ( f < 1 
0 < + p , 2 -P22 +Pk+P^-Pg'^''^+Pgg'''^ +P^f ' ^^^ -P^^2''^' ' - P r 2 ' ' ' ' ^ < 1 
0 < + p , , - p , 3 + p f - p ( l M 3 ) ^ ^ ( l l , 1 3 ) ^ j 
0 < +P,2-P22+Pi-Pgg'''^ +pgg'''^ +Pgg^ < 1 
0 < + p , , -P23 + p f + p f - 2pg^'''^ +pg^'''^ -pg^'^'^ +pg,') < 1 
0 < +P12 - P22 + p f + p f - 2p(^2 '^^ ^) + pg,''''^ < 1 
0 < +P12 - p f + p f - p f + pgg^''^ + pgg'''^ < 1 
0 < +P12 - p f + p f - p f + p ( f •^^) + p(3M2) + ^(31.33) _ ^(33) < ^ 
0 < +Pa2 - p f + P f - p f -pg''''^ + p ( f + P g ' ' ' ' ^ < 1 
0 < +P12 - p f + P f - p f +pgg^'''-pg''''^ +pg''''^ +pgg'''^ +pgg^ < 1 
0 < +PX2 - p f + P f - p f +pra^-^^^ +Pgg'''^ +Pgg'''^ -pgg^ < 1 
0 < +P12 - p f + P f - p f + P i ^ / ' " ) +pg''''^ +pg''''^ < 1 
0 < +P12 - p f + P f +P^f ' ^^^ +pg'-''^ -pgg-''^ + p ( f < 1 
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0 < + P l 2 - p f +pf+pl22.21) ^ ^(31.32) < ^ 
0 < +P12 - pf -P<1^ -^ )^ +p<22.21) +411.13) +431.33) < ^ 
0 < +P12 - p f - p11^ '^ )^ + p(22-21) + 411-13) + 2p<31.33) _ 4 3 / ) < 1 
0 < + P 1 , - p f -411-13) +422.21) ^^(31.32) ^^(11,13) < 1 
0 < +P12 - p f -P^ l^ ' ^^ ) +p(f'21) +431-32) +411.13) +431,33) _ 4 3 3 ) ^ J 
0 < +P12 - p f -Ml^ '^ )^ +p^22,21) +411.13) +431,33) < ^ 
0 < +P12 - p f - P i l ^ ' ^ ^ ) +P^f -21) +411-13) +p1^ ,1-33) + 4 3 3 ) < 1 
0 < +P12 - pf -PP / ' ^^ ) +plf'^ ^) +pg''''^ +411-13) < 1 
0 < +p,, - p f -413.23) +422,21) _^  ^ (31.32) ^^(11,13) + 4 3 3 ) < ^ 
0 < +P12 - p f + P ^ f •^ )^ + 41^ -^ )^ + p(|l-^3) _ 433) ^ ^ 
0 < +P12 - pf +4f •^ )^ +p^l^'") +pgg'''^ < 1 
0 < +P12 - pf+pif •^ )^+pr''''+p^^2 '^^ ^^ - p r < 1 
0 < +p,2 - p f +p122,21) ^^(31.32) ^^(11,13) < ^  
o < + P i 2 - p [ l ^ ' - ) + p r " ) + 4 i i - - ) + 4 f < 1 
0 < +P12 -p11^-"^ +pg^'''^ +pg''''^+pgg''^ < 1 
0 < +P12 - P $ l ^ ' " ) +p(22-21) +431.32) +411,13) _ 431.33) ^^(33) ^ ^ 
0 < +P12 - P [ l ^ ' ^ ^ ) +pff •^ )^ + 4 f ' ^ ^ ^ +pgg'''^ < 1 
0 < + P l 2 - p [ l ^ ' ^ ^ ^ + p l f ^ ^ ) < l 
0 < +P12 -Ml^ '^ )^ +Pr2^'^^) +pgg''^-pgg^ < 1 
0 < +P12 - p [ l ^ ' " ) +p11^ '23) +431.32) -431-33) < 1 
0 < + P l 2 - p r 2 ^ ' " ^ + p i f - ) + p r - - ^ - p l f < 1 
0 < +P12 < i 
0 < +P12 + P ^ f ) < 1 
o < + P i 2 + p r ' ' ) - p r ^ ^ ) < i 
0<+Pl2+P^f '^^)-pl^3^'^^)+p(f)<l 
o < + P i 2 + p [ f ^ ^ ) - p r ) < i 
0 < + P l 2 + p [ l ' ' ' ' ) < 1 
0 < +P12 +p[l^-^^) +Pg'''''-pg'^''^-pg'^ < 1 
0 < + P l 2 + p l r ^ ) + P ^ f ' ' 2 ) _ 4 3 1 , 3 3 ) ^ ^ 
0 < +P12 + P f -Ml^ '^ )^ +41^ -23) -431-33) + 4 3 3 ) < ^ 
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0 < + P X 2 + p f - p [ ^ 2 ^ - " ' + M f " > < l 
0 < +Pl2 + p f 
J 3 1 , 3 2 ) _ „ f31,33) , (33) (11,13) (13,23) (3 ,3:.; _  
Pl2 + P l 2 + P 2 I ^P22 
„ ^ , , R (11,13) , (13,23) , (31,32) (31,33) ^ , 
0 < + P 1 2 + p f - P I 2 + P i 2 + P 2 r -P22 < i 
+ P r 2 ^ ^ < l 
- P f - P l " ' " ' + P r " ' + P r 2 ^ ' " ' < l 0 < + P l 2 + p f 
0 < +P12 + P f - p f -p1^2^'") +Pgg'''' + 2 p ( | ^ ' - ) - p ^ / ) < 1 
0 < +P12 + P f - p f -P i^2^-" ' + P g r ' +Pg'''' < 1 
0 < +P12 + P2 
0 < +P12 + P2 
- p f -P[^2^'"^ +Pg''''' +Pg''''' +pgg-'''-pgg' < 1 
f - p f - p r 2 ^ ' " ^ + P r ^ ^ + P ^ ^ 2 ^ ' " ' < l 
0 < +P12 + p f - p f - Pgg'''' + Pgg''' + Pg'''' + Pgg' < 1 
0 < +P12 + P f - p f - P r 2 ^ ' " ' + P ^ f +Pg'-''' < 1 
P§-pg'''''+pgg-'''+pgg^'''+pgg^<l 0 < + P l 2 + p f 
0 < + P l 2 + p f 
0 < + P l 2 + p f 
0 < +P12 + p f 
0 < +P12 + p f 
0 < +P12 + p f 
0 < +p,, + p f - pU^M3) ^ ^(22,21) ^  ^(31,33) < ^ 
• P 2 ^ + P r ' " ^ + P ? 2 ^ ' " ^ - P r 2 ^ ^ < l 
- P 2 « + P r ^ ^ ^ + P ^ ^ 2 ^ ' ^ ^ ' < l 
-p^+pr"'+pr^^'-p^f < 1 
-p?+pr" '+p r ' " ^< i 
.(22.21) + p ( 3 3 ) < ^ 
(31,33) 
"P22 + pgg'<l r> ^ . . L (11,13) , (22,21) , (31,32) 0 < +P12 + p f - PI2 + P 2 r + P21 
« ^ , . L (11,13) , (22,21) , (31,32) ^ , 
0 < +P12 + p f - PI2 + P 2 r +P21 < i 
^ ^ , . L (11,13) , (13,23) (11,13) ^ 1 
0 < +P12 + p f - Pi2 + P12 - P22 < 1 
„(ll,13)^j31,33)_p(33) < ^ 
0 < +P12 + p f - Pi2 
J l l , 1 3 ) ^ ^ ( 1 3 , 2 3 ) 
n ^ . . L (11,13) , (13,23) , (31,32) 
0 < +P12 + p f - Pi2 + P i 2 +P21 
f^  ^ , , L (11,13) , (13,23) , (31,32) (11,13) f33) ^  , 
0 < +P12 + p f - Pi2 +P12 + P 2 I -P22 -P22 < 1 
0 < + P l 2 + p f - P ^ " " ' ' ^ < 1 
0 < + P l 2 + p f - p ^ 2 ' ' ' ' ^ + P 2 f < 1 
-pg,'-''^-pgg'''Ul 0 < + P l 2 + p f + p ( f ' ^ 2 ) 
0 < + P l 2 + p f + p ( f ' ^ 2 ) 
0 < + P l 2 + p f + p | l / . 2 3 ) 
0 < + P l 2 + p f + p ( ^ / - 2 3 ) _ ^ ( n , , 3 ) ^ j 
0 < + P l 2 + p f + p [ f 23) ^ ^ ( 3 1 , 3 2 ) 
,(-'^ )^-p(^ -^^ ^^+p(f < 1 -P22 
_ J " . 1 3 ) 
P22 - P ^ < 1 
(11,13) _ (31,33) _ (33) , 
" P22 P22 P22 ^ 
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< 1 0 < +P12 + P f +p11^'"' ^ p g ' ' ' ' ' - ^ 2 ' ' ' ' - p g ' ' ' ' 
0 < +P12 + P f + P f -p11^'"> +p1^2^'"' - P ^ l ^ ' " ' -P^^2^'"^ 
0 < +P12 + P f + P f -p11^'"^ +Pg'''' -Pg'''' < 1 
+ P r < 1 
,(11,13) ^ „(13,23) ^ J31,32) _ ^(11,13) _ 9„(31,33) + 4 3 3 ) ^ ^ 
0 < +P12 + P f + P f -p11^'"^ +p11^'"^ + P i r ' " ^ -p11 '^^ ^^ - 2p 2 
(13,23) 
'22 
0 < +P12 + p f + p f - pI"'"^ + PI2 
0 < + P i 2 + p f - 2 p ( l ^ - " ) + p ( l ^ ' ^ ^ ) < l 
+ Pg''''' 
.411.13) _ 431,33) < i 
o < + p i 2 + p f - 2 p l l ' ' ' ' ) + p r 2 
0 < + P l 2 + p f - p l " ' " ^ < 1 
2 
(13,23) + p131-33)-433)<1 
0 < +P12 + p f - p l l ^ ' " ' + p ^ f < 1 
0 < + p i 2 + p f - p 1 1 ' ' " ^ + p 1 2 (^13-23) _ p { 3 3 ) < l 
.^(11.13) +413.23) 
0 < +P12 + pf 
0<+Pi2+pf+pf-2Ml^-^^)+p[f^^^ 





+ 413-23) < 1 
(^31.33) + 4 3 3 ) < 1 
0 < +P12 + P22 - p f + p f - p f + Pg"'"'^ + Pg''''^ < 1 
0 < +P12 + P22 
0 < +P12 + P22 
0 < +P12 + P22 
- p f + p f - p f + p ^ ^ ' + p ^ f ' ^ ' + p ^ l ^ ' " ' 
- P f + P f - P f + P l ^ 2 ^ ' " > + P r ^ ^ + P r i ^ ' " ' 
•Pr2^'<l 
.p(ll-13)-433)<l 
L . L R , (11.13) , (22.21) , (31,32) (11,13)^-, 
• p f + P f - p f + P i 2 + P 2 I + P 2 I -P22 < 1 
0 < +P12 +P22 - p f -pII^'"^ + P ^ f +P^^2^'"^ +Pg''''' < 1 
(31,33) (33) 
0 < +P12 + P22 - p f - Pg''''^ + Pg''''^ + P^^2^'"' + 2p1 ,^1--^ - P i r ^ < 1 
0 < +P12 +P22 - p f - p J l ^ ' " ) + P r i ^ ' " ' +Pg''''' +Pg'''' < 1 
0 < +P12 +P22 - p f - P ^ l ^ ' " ^ + P r i ^ ' " ' +Pg''''' +Pg'-''' +Pg''''' -• P ^ < 1 
0 < + p , , + p , , - p f + p l 2 2 , 2 1 ) ^ ^(31,33) 
.(22.21) +431.33) 0 < +P12 + P22 - p f + P21 
0 < + P l 2 + P 2 2 - p f + P 2 f ' ^ ^ ' 
- P r < l 
< 1 
+ P r i ^ ' " ' - P r < l 
0 < +P12 + P22 
0 < +P12 + P22 
•pf+pr^'+pr"^<l 
.^(11.13) +413,23) 
0 < +P12 +P22 - P ^ l ' ' " ' ' +Pg''''^ +P'22 
.(31.33) - 4 3 3 ) < ^ 
.p(l^-^^)+p(f^^)+plf'^^)-p^|^'^^^<l 
- p ( l ^ - " ) + p ( f ^ ^ ) + p r ' ^ ^ ' - p r < 1 
,(33) < I 
0 < +P12 + P22 
0 < +P12 + P22 
0 < +P12 +P22 +M1' ' ' ' ' - P ^ l ' ' " ' -P22" ' < 
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0 < + P l 2 + P 2 2 + p ( f ' 2 ^ ) - p ( ^ , ^ - " > < l 
0 < +P12 +P22 +p(^2^'^^^ + P r ' " ^ -P^^2"" ' -Pgg''''~pgg' < 1 
0 < +P12 +P22 +P^^2''^^' +pgg''^ -pgg'''^ -pgg'''^ < 1 
0 < +P12 + P22 + p f - p f - P$^2''"' + Pgl'''^ + Pgg-''^ < 1 
0 < +P12 + p2, + p f - p f - p\'^'''^ + p(22,21) ^ 2p(31.33) _ p(33) < ^  
0 < + p , 2 + P22 + p f - p f - p f 2 ^ ' " ' + pg'-''^ + pg''''^ < 1 
0 < +P12 +P22 + P f - p f -p1^2^'"^ +Pr i^ '^^) +Pg''''^ +Pgg'''^ -pgg' < 1 
0 < +P12 + P22 + p f - p f + P^l^'^'^ - P^^2''^'' + pgg^''^ - pgg^ < 1 
0 < +P12 +P22 + P f - p f + P r ' ' ^ ^ - P ^ " ' ^ ' ^ +P^2^ ' ' ' ' < 1 
0 < + p , , + p , , + p f _ p f +p(22,21) ^ ^ ( 3 1 , 3 2 ) _^(11,13) , ^ ( 3 3 ) < ^  
0 < +p,, +P22+P^-p^+pg''''^+pgg'''^-pg^'''^ < 1 
0 < +p,, +p,, + p f - p f , ^ - ^ ^ ) +pi^,3.23) _ ^ ( 1 M 3 ) < 1 
0 < +p,, +P22 + p f -p[g'''^+pg''''^-pg''''^ +pg,''''^ - p ( f ) < 1 
0 < + p , , + p , , + p f - p [ l , ^ ' " ) +p[^/'23) + p(31.32) _ p ( l l , 1 3 ) _ ^(31,33) < ^  
0 < +P12 + P22 + p f - p l y + p r 2 ^ ' " ' + p f , ^ - - ' - pgg'^'^ - p ( f ) < 1 
0 < +P12 + P22 + p f + p1^2''''^ - 2p^^2''"^ - pgg^ < 1 
0 < +P12 +P22 + P f + P r 2 ' ' ' ' ^ - 2p^^2''''^ < 1 
0 < +P12 +P22 + P f +Pi^2''^^' +Pg'-''-' - 2pg'^''^-pg^'''^ - p ( f ) < 1 
0 < + P 1 , + p , , + p f +p(^,^'23) ^ ^ ( 3 1 , 3 2 ) _ 2^(11.13) _ p(31,33) < ^  
0 < + P l 2 + P 2 2 + p f - 2 p ( ^ / - ^ ^ ) + p ( ^ / ' 2 3 ) < ^ 
0 < +p^2 +P22 + P f - 2p(^ / - " ' +p(^/'23) +^(31.33) _ p ( 3 3 ) < ^  
0 < +P12 +P22 + P f -p1^2^-^^) +Pig-''^ -Pgg''''-Pgg^ < 1 
0 < + p , , + P23 + p f - p(^,1.^3) ^  ^(13,23) _ ^(11,13) < 1 
0 < +2p i2 - p f + p f - p f + pg'-''^ + p ( f -^2) < 1 
0 < +2p ,2 - p f -Pi^2^ '" ' +pg''''^ +pgg'''^ +pg''''^ < 1 
0 < +2p ,2 - p f - p i ^ 2 ' ' ^ ' ' +Pg'-''^ +Pg''''^ +Pgg'''^ < 1 
0 < + 2 p i 2 - M ^ 2 ^ ' " ' + p l f ^ ^ ' < l 
0 < +2p ,2 -pgg'''^ +pgg'''^ +pgg''^ -pg''''^ < 1 
0 < +2p ,2 + P f - p f -pg''''^ +p(22,21) ^ ^ ( 3 1 , 3 3 ) ^ ^  
0 < +2p,2 + P f - p f -Pr2^-^^' +Pg'-''^ +Pgg'''^ < 1 
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0 < +2p,,+p^, - p ' t , ' - ' ' ^ +^03,23)^^(31,32) _ ^(11,13) _p(31.33) < ^ 
0 < + P n - P 1 2 -P22 -P{+P^.+P^^''''^ - p ^ ^ ' ' ' ' ^ + p ( f .21) +p(31.32) ^ ^ { n . l 3 ) < j 
0 < - Pl2 - P21 - JD22 + P2 + P f < 1 
0 < + p n - P i 2 - P 2 1 - P f - P f +p1 /^'^ ^) +pr/''^' - P ^ < 1 
0 < + p n -P12 - P 2 1 +P,^ - P f +P^1^'"' +pri^ '^ '^ +pg'-''^ < 1 
0 < + p n - P i 2 - P 2 2 -pf +P2^ +p1^,^'"^ - p [ f ' ' ' ^ -pg''''^ +P^2r-''^ + P ^ " ' " ' + P r < 1 
0 < + p n - P12 - P22 + P^ + pf - Pi\''''^ + P^A''''^ - pg''''^ + pg'^ < 1 
0 < +Pn - Pi2 - pf + P^ - pf + p['^^''^ + p ( f + P ^ r < 1 
0 < + p n -P12 - p f + P ^ +pi^ 2^ '^ ^^  -p1^2''^ '^ +P^f'^^^ +Pg''''' < 1 
0 < +pn - P I 2 +P2 < 1 
0 < +Pn - P i 2 + P ^ - pf+P^f'^^^ +pg''''^ < 1 
0 < +pn - P:2 + P22 - pf + P^ - pf + p'^ ^ '^^ '^  + P^"''^' + Pif'''^ + pg''''^ - - pg'^ < 1 
0 < +PU -P12 +P22 - pf +P^1^'^^' +p(f '^^^ +pg'-''^ < 1 
0 < +PU -P12 +P21 - p f +P.f +p[^3''^'' -Pr2 ' ' ' ' ^ -P^ l^ ' ' ^ ' +Pgr'''^ +Pg''''^ + P r < 1 
0 < + p n -P12 +P21 +P§-Pi\''''^ +pi\''''^ -pg^'''^ < 1 
0 < +Pn - P i 2 +P21 +P22 - pf + P f - pf +p1^2''''' + P ^ f < 1 
0 < - Pl2 + P21 + P22 - pf + P^f-''^ + P^f < 1 
0 < +Pn - P21 - pf + pf - pf + P^l^'^^^ + pif'"^ + Pf/ '^'^ < 1 
0 < + p „ - p , , - p f - pf +p<f'^^^ +p(f '^^^ -pf/'^^' < 1 
0 < +Pn - P 2 1 - pf + P f ~P^+P^,'^''' - p [ f ^ ' ' ^ +pr'^^' +P^r-^^' +p (^ / ' " ) < 1 
0 < +p,, - p , , -pL ^^L +^(22,21) ^^(31,32) ^ ^ 
0 < + p n - P 2 1 + P f - pf -pi^2^'^') +P^i^''^^ + P r ' ' ' + P i f < 1 
0 < + p n - P 2 1 + P f - pf +P^1^'^^' +P^f'^^^ < 1 
0 < + P l l - P 2 1 + P f < 1 
0 < +PU - P 2 1 + P f +P2^ - P i ^ / ' " ' +p<^/'^^) -p^^,^'^^) < 1 
0 < + p n - pf + p f - pf + pg^'^'^ + pi\''''^ < 1 
0 < + p n - pf + pf - pf + p^;^'^^) + p^f-^^^ + p ' f < 1 
0 < + p n - pf + p f - pf + p[^3^'"^ + p ^ f + Pg'-''^ < 1 
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0 < +PU - Pf + - pf + p^^ '^^ ^^ + Pi\'-''' + pg''''^ + pif'''^ - p^ / -"^ - Pir'' < 1 
0 < + p n - P f + p f -p^ + p[\''''^ -p[l''''^ -piY-''^ +pif-''^ +pg''''^ +pg''''^ +p^'''^ < 1 
0 < + p n - Pf + P^ - P§ + p[\''''^ - p[l'^''^ + pg''''^ + pg''''^ < 1 
0 < +Pn - P f + P ^ -Pi\''''^ +p(f-^^^ +pr ' -) < 1 
0 < + P n - p f + p ^ + p ( f ^ n p r / ' ^ ^ ' < l 
0 < +Pn - P f -pf/-") +Pi\''''^ +pr '" ' +Pg'''''+P?^'''^ < 1 
0 < + P u - p f + p ^ l ^ ' ^ ^ ^ + P ^ f ^ ^ ^ < l 
0 < +Pu < 1 
0<+Pu+P^~P^^''''^+p[\''''Ul 
0 < + P n +P2^ - P f -p1^,^'"^ +pg''''' +pg''''^ < 1 
0<+Pn+P^~P^+pif'''^+pif'''Ul 
0<+Pu+pi~pif'''^+pif-''^<l 
0 < + p , , + p L + p R _ p i n , l S ) ^ ^ ( 1 3 . 2 3 ) _ ^ ( 1 1 , 3 1 ) ^ ^ ( 3 1 . 3 2 ) _ - ^ ( n , 1 3 ) _ ^ ( 3 1 , 3 3 ) < ^ 
0 < +pn + P21 - p f + p^ - pf + p^f'^^^ + p^f'^^^ < 1 
0 < + p n +P21 - p f + p ^ - pf +Pr/ '^^ ' +P^f+pf :^ ' ^^ ) -P^ ,^^ '^ ^^ < 1 
0 < +Pn + P21 - pf + p^ - pf + p[\''''^ - p['r-'^ - pi\'-''^ + p(f'^ ^^  + p(f'^ ^^  + pif-^'^ < 1 
0 < + P n + P 2 : - p f +p^-pi\''''^ + p . i f + p i f - ' ' ^ < 1 
0 < +Pn +P21 - pf -P^/-^^) +P^f'^^^ +Pil'^''' +pg''''^ < 1 
0 < + P u + P 2 i - p f + p ^ r ^ ) + p ( f ' ^ ^ U l 
0 < + P n + P 2 i - p ^ r ^ ) + p ^ ^ ^ ^ ' < l 
0 < +Pn + P21 + pf - pI^ '^-") + p[\''''^ - pg'-''^ + pif'''^ - pif-''^ < 1 
0 < +PXX + P12 - P21 - pf + pf - pf + pi\''''^ + p^f'''^ + p.f'^ ^^ - pif'''^ + pif < 1 
0 < + P n +P12 - P 2 1 + p f - p f -p1^/'") +p[\'-''^+pg''''^ + p r < 1 
0 < +P11 + Pl2 - P21 + P22 - pf + pf - P^ + P^f-''^ + P<f'"'^ < 1 
0 < +PU +P12 - P 2 1 +P22 + P f + P i ^ / ' ' ' ' - ^ ^ 2 ^ ' ^ ' ' < 1 
0 < +PU +P12 -P22 - pf + P f - pf +P^1^'^^' + P r ' ^ ^ ' +P?,'-''^-pif-''^+pg'^ < 1 
0 < + P n +P12 -P22 - pf -P^,^'"^ +pi\'^''^ +P^'-'''+pg'''''+pg'' < 1 
0 < + P n + P12 - pf + p f - pf + P^f'^^^ + pif'''^ < 1 
0 < +Pn +P12 - pf + P f - pf +P^f'^^^ +pg''''^ < 1 
0<+Pn+Pu-p[\''''^+p[f''''<l 
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0 < + p n +P12 + P f - p f -Pi^^'-^'^ + P r / ' ' ^ ' +pg''''^ < 1 
0 < + p n + P12 + P22 - p f + p f - p f - p^\^'^^) + p(f'^^^ + p(f-^^J + pg^'''^ - < 1 
0 < +Pn +P22 + P f -P^,^ '") +p[^/'^^^ - p i i ^ - ^ ^ ' + P f / ' ' ' ^ -P^^2''^'' - P f 2 ' ^ < 1 
0 < +P11 + P12 + P21 - P22 - p f + p f - p f + P^f''^^ + p f f < 1 
0 < +Pn +P12 +P21 -P22 - p f -Pr2^'"^ +pg^'''^ +pg''''^ +pg'^''^ < 1 
0 < +PU + P12 + P21 - p f + p f - p f - p^;^'") + p^f'^^^ + pif'''^ + pif-''^ - pif^ < 1 
0 < +p,, +p,, +p,, - p a M 3 ) +pa3.23) _ ^(11,31) ^^(31,32) _ ^(33) < ^ 
0 < +2pn - p f + p f - p f + p(f'^^^ + pif'''^ < 1 
Appendix C 
Detectors' Path Behaviour in 
Squires Model 
This table below shows the initial positions of the left detector, A''o, and right 
detector, Y^, chosen randomly with normal distribution, and variance ^. Here 
we have used a system of units in which the width of the wave-packet is 
the retarded time is 1 and the speed of the particle is | . The behaviour 
of the functions X{t) and Y{t) are shown in each row where: 'S.I.' denotes 
that the function is Strictly Increasing and ' I . C denotes that the function 
increases and then goes to a constant. In these calculations the quantum 
spreading of the wave-function is neglected and the initial and final time of 
the experiment are = 0 and t j = 10 respectively. The summarized results 
for the the behaviour of the functions X{t) and Y{t) are: 
X{t) Y{t) 
S.I. S.I. 0 cases 
S.I. I.C. 52 cases 
I.C. S.I. 47 cases 
I.C. I.C. 1 cases 
TOTAL 100 cases 
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No. Y, X{t) Y{t) 
001 -0 6436218262115580 -0 8940680095447510 S.I. I.C. 
0 0 2 -0 0263130941205410 1 3691941532550930 I.C. S.I. 
003 -0 1948419303864674 0 9820635485649480 I.C. S.I. 
004 -0 2548707173430180 -0 4960825261674740 S.I. I.C. 
005 - 1 3123546604722100 -0 9060091389585550 I.C. S.I. 
006 - 1 2494982835959120 0 3058695209326853 I.C. S.I. 
0 0 7 -0 2243535541088562 0 1687909106383231 I.C. S.I. 
0 0 8 1 1553331203032960 -0 7124410549214800 S.I. I.C. 
0 0 9 -0 1319358834491993 0 7499717277023700 I.C. S.I. 
010 -0 2241248231619876 -0 1280303141218009 I.C. S.I. 
O i l -0 2406905366020732 -0 3957036108520487 S.I. I.C. 
0 1 2 -0 8204823937367320 1 0266609834356590 I.C. S.I. 
0 1 3 1 0092209546966400 0 4837492624751250 S.I. I.C. 
014 -0 6166285820548160 0 0151493053756043 I.C. S.I. 
0 1 5 -0 3163992366835560 0 5964007078741950 I.C. S.I. 
016 - 1 2623298073313570 1 0767032010780990 I.C. S.I. 
0 1 7 - 1 0777137139179960 -0 1672899981425774 I.C. S.I. 
0 1 8 0 7163423358070430 - 1 1556617814279840 S.I. I.C. 
0 1 9 0 5197429661313680 -0 4112767449362786 S.I. I.C. 
020 0 4128945938632177 0 5589802491021610 I.C. S.I. 
0 2 1 0 0100491639695946 -0 3427628490703934 S.I. I.C. 
022 -0 6224487246593830 - 1 0916192236471960 S.I. I.C. 
0 2 3 1 0724802554447010 -0 3328989903057221 S.I. I.C. 
0 2 4 -0 1883365010985381 0 1534794663364975 I.C. S.I. 
0 2 5 -0 0104208919294711 -0 8883797022823270 S.I. I.C. 
0 2 6 0 9641907559854180 -0 3643062317601612 S.I. I.C. 
0 2 7 -0 1513441805503900 0 3021465844365968 I.C. S.I. 
0 2 8 -0 2252593531036281 -0 1554314449417189 I.C. S.I. 
0 2 9 0 4917481442666140 0 1915716510433858 S.I. I.C. 
030 TO 6935304804910670 0 3764161593022508 I.C. S.I. 
0 3 1 -0 0024352835964493 - 1 6785982142710230 S.I. I.C. 
032 0 7479781817678050 -0 1697222927701411 S.I. I.C. 
033 -0 9792220080383430 -0 2564691576462179 I.C. S.I. 
0 3 4 -0 1983577361955491 0 1678074244650335 I.C. S.I. 
035 -0 5512882806615290 0 0863973674031563 I.C. S.I. 
036 -0 2224194563041156 0 6157964768246660 I.C. S.I. 
0 3 7 -0 8054916869520740 - 1 1045836785428440 S.I. I.C. 
0 3 8 0 8113576010341230 -0 1147003301457300 S.I. I.C. 
0 3 9 0 9579046378237150 0 2020730651854815 S.I. I.C. 
040 -0 8642544247262060 0 2868733041060977 I.C. S.I. 
041 -0 0237943115256550 0 9888932767787440 I.C. S.I. 
0 4 2 0 2826916623842408 -0 8175488887866760 S.I. I.C. 
043 0 0186644684452462 0 3965367276065636 I.C. S.I. 
044 0 2875033573444871 0 1597889338522753 S.I. I.C. 
045 0 0899250428184499 0 0280648830978698 S.I. I.C. 
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No. Xo Yo Xit) Y{t) 
046 -0 2248280222559676 1 0747040917595300 I.C. S.I. 
047 0 5844094237106640 -0 0981215511826060 S.I. I.C. 
048 0 0467138494053981 -0 3315250030442669 S.I. I.C. 
049 0 0420623941290123 - 1 0597822529253390 S.I. I.C. 
050 0 2176122078363873 0 2366396344042972 I.C. S.I. 
051 -0 8434909483947080 - 1 6336243237494120 S.I. I.C. 
052 - 1 9378522460060230 - 1 1228193554880520 I.C. S.I. 
053 0 5616781531690410 0 2888016277925924 S.I. I.C. 
054 0 9930571325305290 0 3440351359863918 S.I. I.e. 
055 0 7546797835621280 0 4015490837125702 S.I. I.C. 
056 0 2895021084148434 -0 5412052372111770 S.I. I.C. 
057 -0 6859622551976630 -0 1556443076001231 I.C. S.I. 
058 -0 3185173265554710 -0 8245724925036230 S.I. I.C. 
059 1 6941625396639140 -0 9002586229477280 S.I. I.C. 
060 -0 4760466730286680 - 1 2526664621984760 S.I. I.C. 
061 -0 3431477551644192 -0 5412295137959190 S.I. I.C. 
062 0 7495910573666200 -0 3595763438328746 S.I. I.C. 
063 0 6854640794482640 0 1019451132795143 S.I. I.C. 
064 -0 7880497194580230 0 5149053087124390 I.C. S.I. 
065 1 2452953998624060 0 7310201443883560 S.I. I.C. 
066 0 3396167975632977 -0 3235404301078479 S.I. I.C. 
067 -0 4697934294088040 -0 8205886037949790 S.I. I.C. 
068 -0 0782324375652469 0 5363944273347490 I.C. S.I. 
069 0 8046280137323890 0 6734540820839940 S.I. I.C. 
070 0 7330999227749740 - 1 0338157481451720 S.I. I.C. 
071 - 1 5031434127310820 0 4833973362900590 I.C. S.I. 
072 1 2090472556817020 -0 0732933116085280 S.I. I.C. 
073 -0 3135762407702964 -0 2459557948725694 I.C. S.I. 
074 0 3269900232179190 0 2416569638384280 S.I. I.C. 
075 -0 0572916494420637 1 0015927122909560 I.C. S.I. 
076 -0 9931233030826920 -0 9928834032209680 I.C. I.C. 
077 0 6153614370543360 0 9929365082500910 I.C. S.I. 
078 -0 3361561830523410 0 8369111509925810 I.C. S.I. 
079 -0 6389967153496700 1 4474372487046570 I.C. S.I. 
080 - 1 4060823394772830 0 3982890671271010 I.C. S.I. 
081 0 5395756714603520 -0 3632777222159499 S.I. I.C. 
082 -0 2929051924775828 0 6876757353238730 I.e. S.I. 
083 -0 5870144782702730 1 6188434239766420 I.C. S.I. 
084 -0 6119033302808660 - 1 3216218252290880 S.I. I.C. 
085 - 1 4459953207234020 0 4407603620778319 I.C. S.I. 
086 -0 3366765912643293 -0 8480131366525330 S.I. I.C. 
087 - 1 3874793948941500 -0 5642053624994510 I.C. S.I. 
088 - 1 2174088532514760 -0 0287382896383087 I.C. S.I. 
089 0 2645498464706661 0 0900530006505290 S.I. I.C. 
090 0 5015277725545360 -0 2106284118178593 S.I. I.C. 
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No. Xo Yo Xit) Y{t) 
0 9 1 -0 3985141734449977 -0 9532426063225310 S.I. I.C. 
0 9 2 0 2701810447533582 -0 4230362635798486 S.I. I.C. 
093 1 1908692356252570 0 8748285632554070 S.I. I.C. 
0 9 4 0 0541517619115627 0 0462261155377179 S.I. I.C. 
095 0 5231068746984170 1 5363306841855300 I.C. S.I. 
0 9 6 -0 9430236814325800 -0 3118827382502801 I.C. S.I. 
0 9 7 -0 7328317002310510 -0 8085752346828280 S.I. I.C. 
0 9 8 -0 7304262952928370 -0 5520214672382240 I.C. S.I. 
099 -0 1598904340002017 0 6919784649415020 I.C. S.I. 
100 0 1841098254690473 1 0952933330192840 I.C. S.I. 
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